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ABSTRACT 

Teaching EFL Through English or Content: Implications for Foreign 

Language Learning 

by 

Ali I~lk 

This study investigates which type of instruction affects false-beginner Turkish 

EFL learners' language skills more positively, teaching EFL through English or 

content. More specifically the study aims at answering the following research 

questions: 

vi 

1) Will content-based instruction (CBI) students who are exposed to listening and 

speaking skills in the L2 through content improve better in these skills more than 

general EFL students? 

2) Will CBI students improve four skills in the L2 as much as general EFL 

students? 

One experimental and one control group, each containing 50 false-beginner 

Turkish EFL students, formed the target population of the study. The students in 

the experimental group received content-based instruction; whereas the students 

in the control group received general EFL instruction. 
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After 90 hours ofinstructiQn both groups were given the Key English Test (KET) 

to see the effects of the two different types of instruction on their English 

language skills and their cumulative scores. 

The results indicated that the students in the experimental group were more 

successful in listening and speaking skills in comparison to the students in the 

control group. In terms of reading and writing skills, there was not significant 

difference between the two groups. However, when the cumulative scores of 

both groups were compared, it was observed that the experimental group obtained 

significantly higher scores in comparison to the control group. Hence, the results 

indicated that content-based instruction is an efficient program of instruction in 

helping students improve their EFL skills. 
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KISA OZET~ 

ingilizce'nin yabancI dil olarak egitimi salt ingilizce yolu ile mi yoksa 

konu yolu He mi olmahdlr? YabancI dH egitimi i~in ~lkariiacak sonu~lar 

Bu <;ah~mada ingilizce'yi salt ingilizce yoluyla ogreten bir yabancl dil programllllll 

ml yoksa, konu yoluyla ogreten bir yabancl dil programllllll ml ba~langl<; 

seviyesindaki ogrencilerin dil becerilerini daha olumlu etkilecegi ara~tlfllml~tlr. 

<;ah~ma a~agldaki ara~t1rma sorulan uzerine kurulmu~tur: 

1) ikinci dilde konuya dayah konu~ma ve dinleme becerileri ile ilgili <;ah~malar 

yapan ogrenciler, bu becerilerini salt ingiIizce yoluyla yabancl dil egitimi alan 

ogrencilere gore daha <;ok geli~tirecekler midir? 

2) Konuya dayah yabancl dil egitimi alan ogrenciler ikinci dildeki dart dil 

becerilerini en az salt ingilizce yoluyla yabancl dil egitimi alan ogrenciler kadar 

geli~tirecekler midir? 

Bu <;ah~maya ingilizce'yi yabancl dil olarak ogrenen ve her biri 50 ogrenciden 

olu~an bir deney ve bir de kontrol grubu kat1lml~tlr. Deney grubundaki ogrenciler 

konuya dayah yabancl dil egitimi ahrken, kontrol grubundaki ogrenciler aym 

egitimi salt ingilizce yoluyla alml~lardlr. 

90 ders saatinin sonunda, bu iki farkh yabancl dil programllllll ogrencilerin dil 

becerileri ve genel dil seviyeleri uzerindeki etkisini ara~t1rmak i<;in Key English 

Test (KET) uygulaml~t1r. 



IX 

Ara~tlrmamn sonucunda, konu yoluyla ingilizce yabancl dil egitimi alan 

ogrencilerin, konu~ma ve dinleme becerilerini salt ingilizce yoluyla yabancl dil 

egitimi alan ogrencilere gore daha <;ok geli~tirdikleri bulunmu~tur. Yazma ve 

okuma becerileri itibariyle her iki grup da birbirlerine yakm sonu<;lar elde etmi~ler 

ve bu beceriler a<;lsmdan gruplar arasmda bir fark ortaya <;lkmaml~tlr. Fakat her 

iki grubun KET gene1 not ortalamalan kar~lla~tlfl1dlgmda, deney grubundaki 

ogrencilerin kontrol grubundaki ogrencilere gore onemli ol<;ude ilerleme 

sagladlklan bulunmu~tur. Bu sonu<;lar da, konuya dayah bir yabancl dil 

programmm etkin bir program oldugu ~eklinde yorumlanml~t1r. 
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INTRODUCTION 

It has been claimed that integrating language and content instruction helps learners 

simultaneously develop/improve both their subject matter knowledge and language 

skills more effectively (Mohan, 1986; Crandall, 1987; Brinton et aI., 1989; Short, 

1991a; Genesee, 1994a and 1994b; Met, 1994; Kauffman, 1997). Since language is 

inseparable from content and context, any language teaching program which ignores 

this principle and focuses on language more than theme is inadequate. Hence, the 

integration of language learning and content iearning, which paves the way for 

meaningful content and content-related activities, creates optimal conditions for 

language learning (Mohan, 1986; Crandall, 1987; Krashen & Biber, 1988; Short, 

1991a). 

Content-based instruction (CBI hereafter) is an umbrella term used for programs 

integrating content and language instruction (Brinton et al., 1989; Oxford, 1993; 

Kauffman, 1997). It is based on the principle that language learning takes place 

when learners are exposed to enough meaningful samples of language in purposive 

contexts while they are focusing on content (information) (Krashen, 1982; Prabhu, 

1987; Widdowson, 1988; Brinton et aI., 1989; Ellis, 1994 and 1997). The reason 

behind the direct instruction provided in the subject matter is to help learners 

developlimprove their subject matter knowledge and language skills as a whole 

simultaneously to provide a "smooth transition" (Cantoni-Harvey, 1987) from 

classroom to a target language-medium academic program or workplace (Cantoni-

1 
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Harvey, 1987). Hence, as well as language proficiency, CBI aims to develop 

students' content and academic knowledge including cognitive skills in a systematic 

manner. To realize these aims both language and content teachers are to cooperate 

and design syllabi with respect to three principles, which are the use of various 

realistic, meaningful, and interesting media, the development of cognitive-academic 

skills, and the student-centered classroom organization (Short, 1991a). Research 

indicates that postponing regular content instruction until learners have achieved 

enough level of proficiency (remediation) does not provide students with prerequisite 

content knowledge to follow regular academic programs, and the lack of enough 

academic knowledge impedes success at school. The remedy lies in integrating 

language and content. However, integration does not only involve combination of 

content and language, but also modification and adaptation of language and content 

material in response to students' proficiency levels to provide comprehensibility to 

bridge the gap between general language education which prepares students for 

regular education (remediation) and regular academic courses (Short, 1991a; 

1991b;1994; Johnson, 1994). 

Since, each lesson is also a language lesson in CBI, learners are provided with 

opportunities to deal with and improve various aspects of language skills, which are 

hypothesized in the literature: Cummins (1980) distinguishes between 

cognitive/academic language proficiency (CALP) and basic interpersonal 

communication skills (BICS). The former refers to the aspect of proficiency related 

to the context-reduced, formal features of language which learners deal with outside 
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the immediate interpersonal context, which normally contains context-embedded 

language features. In other words, it includes the knowledge about language rules, 

metalinguistic knowledge, and the formal language learners develop for academic 

and formal contexts. BICS, on the other hand, refers to the dimension of proficiency 

learners develop to carry out daily interpersonal communicative activities in a "here 

and now" fashion. The contextual clues and paralinguistic features it involves 

facilitate interaction and comprehension. However, no language task is purely BICS

or CALP-oriented; instead a mixture of the two is required in various degrees 

depending on the nature of linguistic activity performed. That is to say, even a very 

simple act of communication involves cognition to a degree, and, correspondingly, 

CALP is not free of social context and interaction (Cline & Frederickson, 1996). 

Hence, although CALP and BICS refer to two different aspects of language 

proficiency, they are not to be considered as totally two independent and separate 

components, but rather as two interdependent and interrelated dimensions of 

language proficiency which affect and support each other mutually to a reasonable 

degree. 

Another dichotomy indicated by Cummins (1980) is the context-embedded and 

context-reduced aspects oflanguage proficiency. The former is based on 

paralinguistic features and contextual .clues, such as realia, gestures, and intonation, 

which ease comprehension. This contextualized dimension of proficiency is mainly 

utilized for interpersonal communication, and scaffolded by common and mutual 

efforts, knowledge, and experience. The latter, on the other hand, refers to the 



ability to handle the formal, complex, and abstract aspect of language. In other 

words, learners extract meaning from the language itself without getting any 

contextual aid for comprehension. The context-reduced type of proficiency also 

goes hand in hand with cognitive growth and determines the degree of success in 

academic contexts to a great extent (Chamot & O'Malley, 1987; Crandall, 1987). 
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The last dichotomy Cummins (1980 ) talks about, is related to the cognitive demands 

of a task. The cognitively demanding tasks call for higher mental processes, such as 

reasoning, analysis, and synthesis. The cognitively undemanding tasks require lower 

mental processes, such as having basic knowledge and comprehension. The degree 

of cognitive burden upon learners is determined by both internal and external factors. 

Internal factors are related with the background knowledge (schema readiness) 

learners need to carry out classroom tasks. In other words, how much background 

knowledge learners possess about a particular task determines the degree of cognitive 

demand upon them. For example, while preparing for a task such as a tour around 

Turkey learners who have enough information about the touristic places in Turkey 

will experience much less difficulty in comparison to those who do not have enough 

knowledge about this field. Another internal factor that affects the cognitive burden 

on learners is learners' proficiency levels, being a crucial variable in cases ofL2 use 

in particular. Learners may not succeed in carrying out classroom tasks due to the 

degree of proficiency commensurate with the exigencies of the situation. For 

instance, although they may have enough background knowledge about the touristic 

places in Turkey, they may fail to do the task because of their insufficient linguistic 
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resources. External factors, on the other hand, are related to the complexity of a 

task. For example, writing the criticism of a novel is much more difficult than writing 

a short message to a friend. 

When the last two dichotomies, which are interdependent, are integrated, as 

illustrated in Figure 1, the language tasks can be examined in four categories: 

Figure 1 Cummins' two dimensional language proficiency framework 

Context 
Embedded 

II 

IV 

Cognitively 
demanding 

Cognitively 
undemanding 

I 

III 

Context 
reduced 

Context-reduced, cognitively demanding tasks; context-embedded, cognitively 

demanding tasks; context-reduced, cognitively undemanding tasks; and, finally, 

context-embedded, cognitively undemanding tasks. As illustrated in Figure 2, the 

fourth type of tasks, which can be found within the bottom left hand quadrant, are 
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the least difficult tasks because they are cognitively undemanding and embedded in 

context. For instance, a task, such as underlying the adjectives describing the main 

character in a short story is embedded in a meaningful context and due to this 

contextual support, it is not cognitively demanding. 

Figure 2 Sample language tasks for Cummins' two-dimensional language 
proficiency framework 

Context 
Embedded 

Cognitively 
demanding 

acting out a short 
story studied in the 
classroom 

inference-based response 

(II) 

(IV) 

underlying the 
adjectives describing 
a character in a 
short story 

to a reading comprehension 
question 

(I) 

(III) 

writing down a 
short dialog 
heard on the tape 

Context 
reduced 

Cognitively 
undemanding 

The third type of tasks placed in the bottom right hand quadrant are more difficult 

than the fourth type of tasks, because, although they are cognitively undemanding, 

there is little contextual support, which makes learners rely on mainly linguistic 

resources to perform these tasks. Writing down a short dialog heard on the tape can 

be an example of this type of task. The second type of tasks located within the top 
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left hand quadrant are comparatively more difficult because learners require higher 

mental processes to perform this kind of task. A task, such as acting out a short story 

studied in the classroom is contextually embedded, but still is cognitively demanding. 

Finally, the first type of tasks, which are located within the top right hand quadrant, 

are the most difficult ones. For example, a question on a reading comprehension 

exam which requires synthesizing the main ideas of the reading text with a view to 

generating a response based on inference is both cognitively demanding and 

contextually insufficient. The former has to do with the lack of referential 

information inherent in the text to which the learner has direct access and the latter 

has to do with the learner's necessary use of a higher-order mental process such as 

making an inference. 

This classification provides a handy framework in planning CBI tasks with reference 

to learners' linguistic and conceptual development and cognitive processes called for 

to fulfill classroom activities related to both language and content. By modifying 

classroom tasks, the level of difficulty and complexity can be adapted to a particular 

group of learners to provide maximum access to language and subject matter and 

increase student involvement. For instance, when learners experience difficulty and 

can hardly overcome the classroom tasks, then either the levei of cognitive demand 

can be decreased, or extra contextual support can be provided. However, 

. modification is a thorny issue, and may do more harm than good. A particular task 

can become manageable by decreasing cognitive demand instead of providing extra 

contextual support, however, if learners are cognitively able but lack required 



language skills to carry out the task; then they are given improper work that is far 

from fostering their cognitive development. Thus, the framework is a valuable 

guideline to provide optimal classroom tasks in order to help learners grow both 

linguistically and intellectually (Cline & Frederickson, 1996). 

8 

Besides the content objectives and related classroom activities evaluated in terms of 

context and cognitive perspective, Snow, Met, & Genesee (1989) proposed another 

dimension related to the language objectives, which are to be set carefully to foster 

conceptual growth. These objectives are grouped into two, which are content

obligatory and content-compatible. Content-obligatory objectives refer to the 

prerequisite language for the comprehension of content without which it is impossible 

for learners to master content objectives. Since language use may differ from one 

subject area to another, it is imperative that learners be familiar with different genres 

and registers characterizing different subject areas. In other words, they should have 

a good command of content-obligatory language that includes "structures, functions, 

and skills" (Snow, Met, & Genesee, 1989) specific to a given subject area. That is to 

say, learners are required to cover particular grammatical forms, lexical items, 

cohesive devices, text organization, functions, such as narrating, defining, and skills, 

such as note taking, listening to a lecture, guessing from the context. For example, if 

the topic is about the weather, learners need some essential terms, such as rain, wind, 

cloud, snow, storm ... without which it is unlikely that they understand and talk about 

that content. Content-compatible language, on the other hand, is not essential for 

understanding a material. It is the natural outcome of content-oriented activities 
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handled in the classroom, and can be dealt with within a topic. For instance, again 

related to the weather topic, students can learn what drivers should do in different 

weather conditions (Snow, Met, & Genesee, 1989; Oxford; 1993). What these two 

different language objectives point to is that language and content teachers should 

cooperate to complement CBI. Content-obligatory language for the understanding of 

content can be identified and focused on during the language lesson. Since the 

content teacher knows key concepts and language that are prerequisite for 

comprehension, and since the language teacher knows how to teach them, such 

collaboration creates optimal conditions for CBI (Snow, Met, & Genesee, 1989; Met, 

1994). 

Another explanation about the nature of language knowledge and skills was put 

forward by Canale & Swain (1980), who defined communicative competence in 

terms of four different components; grammatical competence, discourse 

competence, strategic competence, and sociolinguistic competence. Grammatical 

competence refers to the knowledge about language. Discourse competence means 

knowing how to combine sentences to make a meaningful whole. Strategic 

competence encompasses conversational skills such as turn taking or techniques of 

starting, expanding, and terminating a talk. Finally, sociolinguistic competence is the 

ability to use language appropriate to a given context. Since these four competencies 

form communicative competence, CBI, which adopts a holistic approach to language 

and language learning, aims to foster not only grammatical and discourse 

competencies, but also strategic and sociolinguistic competencies as well. 
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The discussion above gives sound insights into the basic tenets of CBI: CBI is not 

geared to developinglimproving only the formal aspects of language, but all. First of 

all, CBI adopts a holistic approach to language teaching. In real life and natural 

language use, all aspects of language, which are called upon simultaneously 

depending on the requirements, are integrated and none of them is specifically 

isolated. Likewise, CBI practices are based on the belief that language is an 

integrated whole that cannot be broken into its constituents. All aspects of language 

are interrelated and support one another. Hence, evaluating language in terms of 

some of its specific aspects is artificial and against the holistic approach to language. 

Secondly, while learning a language, learners not only learn the target language 

grammar, but also the complex system of communicative skills required to use 

language in a socially acceptable manner. Therefore, CBI, through socialized 

academic tasks, aims at developing CALP and grammatical and discourse 

competencies as well as BICS and strategic and sociolinguistic competencies by 

providing learners with opportunities to read, write, speak, and listen to language in a 

variety of contexts. The variety of social interactions also foster learners' social 

awareness and socially appropriate behaviors. Hence, learners, participating in 

various language activities in multifarious contexts, become communicatively 

competent to deal successfully with each type of interaction .. In meaningful, 

communicative contexts, they get more conscious about the appropriate use of 

language to meet social requirements. Thus, BICS and sociolinguistic and strategic 

competencies are fostered as well as CALP and grammatical and discourse 

competencies (Bernhardt, 1992). Hence, through CBI activities, language systems 
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interact with each other simultaneously and function as a whole to facilitate making 

sense of the world (Crandall, 1987; Bernhardt, 1992; Blanton, 1992). 

Background: The Emergence of CBI 

The idea of integrating content and language has evolved over time. In one of the 

first attempts, language teaching programs have been integrated with mathematics, 

science, and social sciences in schools. In another attempt, it has been implemented 

in adult education which are designed to teach specific language skills to engineers, 

businessmen, and other professionals. In the final attempt, language has been 

subordinated to mastering subject matters (Crandall, 1987). 

One of the earliest antecedents of CBI is the language across the curriculum 

movement which started in England in 1975. It was claimed that special attention 

should be paid to language demands of all subject courses and language should be the 

part of instruction in them. In other words, the focus should not be just on learning a 

language, but also using language as a means of learning. As a result of this 

movement, "writing across the curriculum" and "reading in the content areas" have 

become popular in British and North American schools. The idea that learning to 

read and write should go together with reading and writing to learn has formed the 

basis of these trends. In short, this movement which has aimed at providing native 

speakers of English a wide range of tasks across all subject courses by integrating 

language and subject matter paved the way for the development of CBI. 
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Another precursor to CBI has been the English for specific purposes (ESP) 

programs. This type of language program has usually been implemented in 

occupational settings and at university level to meet the predetermined specialized 

needs of learners. The goal of this pragmatic instruction is to equip learners with 

specific target language skills in a specific area. With its use of content to teach 

language, utilizing authentic materials, and focusing on tasks relevant to the needs of 

the learners, ESP has contributed a lot to the development of CBI. 

The immersion programs designed and implemented in St. Lambert, Quebec have 

provided impetus for the development of CBI proper. Immersion programs aim at 

exposing learners intensively to the target language through content instruction. 

They are based on the belief that while focusing on teaching content through the 

target language, the target language is learned incidentally. These ideas have become 

a driving force to design and implement CBI programs. 

To sum up, these trends with their use of content to teach language, experience

based instruction, realistic materials, and focus on the needs of the learners provide 

the basis for the emergence ofCBI (Crandall, 1987 and 1993; Brinton et ai., 1989; 

Oxford, 1993). 

The CBI Models 

Language and content integration can easily be realized in various ESL, EFL, and 

bilingual education programs. Integration takes place in two ways; either content 
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material is incorporated into language classes, or language and course materials are 

adapted to the proficiency levels of students. In the first case, subject-specific 

terminology, reading and writing skills and styles, cognitive skills are provided to 

students to prepare them for the academic demands which they are faced with in 

regular content classes. In the second case, the sensitive language instruction, 

language and content are accommodated to the proficiency levels of students to help 

them comprehend and communicate more about the content (Short, 1991a). Hence, 

there exist several content-oriented models of language instruction that share the 

belief that efficient language learning takes place when the materials are taught 

through a content that is relevant to learners. They are all based on the integration of 

language and content; they only differ in how they approach it. That is to say, 

different orientations to CBI give rise to different instructional models, such as 

theme-based instruction, sheltered content instruction, adjunct model, the Cognitive 

Academic Language Approach, and immersion programs. In addition to these, since 

CBI and ESP overlap at times, ESP naturally reflects some features of CBI as well. 

Theme-based Instruction 

In theme-based instruction, the language curriculum is organized around topics or 

themes which form the context through which both language- and content-related 

activities are carried out in an integrated fashion. It is organized around several 

topics, which are chosen from the same or different content areas. However, they 

are usually selected from the same content area, like space, and subtopics of this 

broad area form the content of the program. This instruction is appropriate, 
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especially, for heterogeneous groups of learners at all age and proficiency levels, 

and can be used at the elementary, secondary, and tertiary levels efficiently (Crandall, 

1987; Brinton et aI., 1989; Oxford, 1993). Brinton et al. (1989) describes the Los 

Angeles Unified School District (LAUSD) Transitional Program for English 

Development as an example of theme-based instruction. This program has been 

designed and implemented in relation to the needs of the limited English proficient 

students in grades 5-7. Students receive theme-based instruction on various topics, 

such as consumer education and mapskills. Language teachers who are trained in the 

content modules which are determined in relation to the needs of the learners give 

the instruction. Students receive four hours of theme-based instruction per week for 

10 weeks. The aim is to facilitate transition into regular mainstream content classes 

by equipping the learners with necessary academic language resources and content 

knowledge. Depending on the nature of the task and related activities language 

activities are determined. The language is treated as an integrated whole, and the 

four skills of language are focused on in relation to the content-related activities. 

Authentic texts and audio-visual materials are used to enrich the context. 

Sheltered Content Instruction 

In this type of program, the nonnative students are sheltered or segregated from the 

native, mainstream group, and are given a special type of content instruction by a 

content specialist who adapts the instruction to the proficiency levels of learners. 

This program, which only deals with the mastery of content, has been used in 
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immersion education quite fruitfully. It is useful for allieamers at all age, academic, 

and proficiency levels whose proficiency levels are roughly the same, and who are 

highly enthusiastic to realize their academic and job-related goals in that specific 

content area (Crandall, 1987; Brinton et aI., 1989; Oxford, 1993). The sheltered 

instruction at the University of Ottawa is given as one of the examples of this type of 

instruction. Sheltered courses are designed and implemented around the already-

existing courses. "Introduction to psychology/Introduction a la psychologie" is 

taught as a sheltered course to students with intermediate level of second language 

proficiency. Canadian students who want to improve their French or English and 

foreign students enroll in the sheltered course with the aim of accessing both 

prerequisite content knowledge and language proficiency required for transition to 

regular courses. In the sheltered full-year curriculum students have to attend a 

regular program of 1.5-hour classes twice a week for thirteen weeks each semester. 

In the sheltered psychology classes the psychology professor and a second language 

teacher collaborate, and the language teacher spends 15 to 20 minutes on carrying 

out prereading activities and dealing with language problems. Major concepts and 

terminology of the preceding lecture are reviewed and those of the following lecture 

are introduced. Strategies for successful reading, writing, speaking, and listening 

skills are presented. In other words, the language teacher prepares students to the 

subsequent lecture of psychology. During the lecture, the professor makes a number 

of adjustments in the organization, content selection, and presentation to increase the 

comprehensibility. The lectures are delivered more slowly, frequent and longer 

pauses are given to help students process what is going on and take notes. Main 
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points and key concepts are highlighted during the lecture. More frequent, shorter 

and more structured written assignments are given to students. The final grades of 

students are given by considering their performance both on the final exam and in 

their classwork equally. 

Adjunct Model 

Through the coordination of specialists from both areas, content and language are 

integrated. The teachers from both camps coordinate, specify the needs of learners, 

set their objectives accordingly, and carry out classroom activities in a mutually 

complementary relationship. In this type of program both native and nonnative 

students can study together; non-natives follow both language and content 

instruction, and natives only content. This program is more appropriate for 

intermediate- or advanced-level adults who have professional academic goals 

(Crandall, 1987; Brinton et aI., 1989; Oxford, 1993). Brinton et al. (1989) describe 

the UCLA Freshman Summer Program (FSP) to exemplify the adjunct model. It is 

designed to ease transition from high school to college. This seven-week intensive 

program aims at meeting academic and academic language needs of learners as well 

as their social and recreational needs. The distinctive nature of the program is the 

complementary integration of language and content courses. FSP students enroll in 

one of the introductory survey courses which undergraduate students normally take 

in their required academic program, such as psychology, history, political science, 

and human geography. Each of these introductory survey courses is integrated to 

one of the English language courses depending on the students' language proficiency 
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level. Students attend ten to twelve hours of language instruction and eight hours of 

compact content course instruction per week during the seven-week period. Both 

English and content course teachers coordinate and plan the course collectively in 

order to improve the learners' academic language proficiency, content knowledge 

and study skills which are all prerequisite for the subsequent regular university 

academic program. Throughout the course both content and language teachers meet 

weekly to evaluate the work of the preceding week and coordinate that of the 

following. 

The Cognitive Academic Language Learning Approach 

This model, which is designed as a transitional type of instruction for upper 

elementary and secondary learners with intermediate or advanced proficiency, 

integrates language, content, and strategy training. It aims at improving academic 

language knowledge and skills through CBI by teaching students how to use learning 

strategies. It is assumed that strategy training helps learners comprehend the material 

more easily and keep both content knowledge and language skills more efficiently 

(Chamot & O'Malley, 1987; Crandall, 1987). Sorani & Tamponi (1992) report the 

application of the Cognitive Academic Language Learning in Italian secondary 

schools. The program is designed for the students with intermediate or advanced 

level of English proficiency. To design the course language and content teachers 

come together and collaborate. The course is organized around topics, such as art 

and literature, science, and computer science. Around each topic, content area, 

language development, and learning-strategy activities are built up. The learning-



strategy training is essential to increase students' independence in using 

metacognitive, cognitive, and social-affective strategies. With this training it is 

assumed that learners become efficient and cope with the learning context more 

effectively. For this reason, in addition to language and content activities, learning

strategy training activities are planned for each unit. 

Immersion Programs 
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Immersion programs are built on the integration of second/foreign language learning 

and content through the use of the target language to teach regular academic subjects 

and language arts as well. Learners are provided with intensive exposure to the 

target language through natural communication with a native speaker teacher while 

learning a subject matter. Immersion teachers teach regular school subjects in the 

target language as if learners were native speakers of that language. In short, 

immersion programs are designed to create similar conditions in which the emphasis 

is on creating an inner force in students to learn a language to get involved in 

meaningful, purposeful, and interesting communication (Krashen, 1985; Genesee, 

1987; Brinton et aI., 1989). Genesee (1987) describes the late French immersion 

programs in Quebec, Canada. At the end of the elementary school or at the 

beginning of the secondary school, late immersion programs which require the 

intensive use of the second language are implemented. In one-year late immersion 

programs, except for the English language art course, all courses are taught in the 

second language. In two-year late immersion programs, the same curriculum is 

repeated for two years. The curriculum of late French immersion programs is 
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generally the same as that of regular programs. The late French immersion students 

are required to study the same academic courses their counterparts take in the all

English program. In other words, the curriculum and the materials of the late French 

programs and regular English-medium programs are identical. 

ESP 

Since there has been a tendency to evaluate ESP as one of the antecedents of CBI, 

and both CBI and ESP are based on similar premises (learners' needs, backgrounds, 

and interests), there has been a tendency to classifY them as the same type of 

instruction (Crandall, 1987; 1993; Brinton et ai., 1989; Oxford, 1993; Brinton, 

1993). Nevertheless, ESP is the offspring of commercial endeavors for roughly 

homogenous groups of learners with specifiable needs, and aims at teaching language 

skills required in particular settings for specific needs. Moreover, ESP generally 

concerns itself with end-product with not much concern on process. It concentrates 

on what should be taught and achieved, and the syllabus is organized to meet these 

ends (Kerr, 1977). That is to say, ESP has a dominant training aspect, a narrow 

scope focusing on primarily certain language objectives and, in addition, content that 

are set in relation to what learners need in their future professional life. It is text

based, and its field-specific topic becomes an object, not a means of study (Brinton, 

1993). The learners of ESP are usually adults and come together with a common 

goal mostly to improve their language proficiency by focusing on a specific skill or 

skills of language (McDonough, 1984). Furthermore, some learners of ESP might 

have already attended a general course and need to learn language for specific 
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purposes related to their jobs or following academic career. Therefore, they 

generally have grammatical knowledge of the language, and need to use this 

knowledge for communicative purposes for particular reasons in specific fields 

(Kennedy & Bolitho, 1985). Hence, in this approach, the content, through which 

specific language skills are taught has a subservient role; the primary focus is on 

language. Its language-centered approach, which gives high priority to language 

forms that learners need in their target contexts, deals mainly with what learners need 

to learn. That is why, unlike CBI, which aims at teaching both language and content, 

ESP is geared for developing language skills only through a content students are 

already familiar with. Moreover, ESP deals with students who are competent in 

their own fields and utilize their knowledge and skills adequately in their mother 

tongue. What ESP tries to do is to help them how to use those skills and knowledge 

in a second language (Kerr, 1977). In other words, students having the content 

knowledge and skills need to learn how to use them in a new language. For instance, 

learners already know" accounting"; what they need is to transfer and use those skills 

and knowledge in another language. For that reason, although CBI and ESP overlap, 

they are not the same type of instruction (McDonough, 1984; Kennedy & Bolitho, 

1985; Hutchinson & Waters, 1987; Brinton, 1993). 

CBI, on the other hand, emerged out of academic needs and is carried out exclusively 

by academic institutions. Students who do not necessarily share the same goals may 

study language and content for various reasons. Hence, it serves broad, 

heterogeneous groups of learners. Its educational aspect focusing on a broad range 
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of inquiry in academic disciplines, treats content not as an end in itself, but as a 

means of study and academic development. Its integrated approach aims at both 

cognitive-academic skills as well as language skills. The linguistic component of the 

program is not determined in relation to the systematic analysis of learners' eventual 

needs in the target language, but in relation to content. Content normally determines 

the linguistic component to be focused on to ease comprehension and foster 

communication. In addition, learners are encouraged to communicate about 

academic and social matters to master language with all its aspects (Brinton et ai., 

1989; Brinton, 1993, Genesee, 1994b). 

Furthermore, ESP syllabus and materials are determined essentially by the prior 

analysis oflearners' needs (McDonough, 1984). Hence, text analysis is an important 

issue in ESP. It is concerned with the sentence, what type of structures are used in 

text books, that is to say, special language and the notion of frequency of syntactic 

and lexical items are of great importance. Syllabus and materials are designed in 

relation to the analysis of language, "register analysis", to describe structural and 

lexical analysis of scientific style (Morrow, 1977). So, target language forms and 

functions are identified in advance and become the basis of language-oriented 

instruction. Similarly, necessary skills to carry out end-product are analyzed and 

part-skill practice are designed. Some skills receive more attention than others. For 

example, a control tower personnel needs listening and reading skills more than 

reading and writing, so they receive special attention (McDonough, 1984). On the 

other hand, CBI considers language as a whole and aims at developing/improving 
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language in every aspect. It does not focus on certain language forms or skills, but 

language as a whole to satisfy the communicative needs of learners in various 

contexts which are unlikely to predict in advance. 

Besides these, the focus of evaluation in CBI and ESP is different. The focus of 

evaluation in theme-based instruction is on language, which is embedded within the 

themes covered. Both language and content are measured in the adjunct model and 

Cognitive Academic Language Learning Approach, and content is the focus of 

assessment in sheltered instruction and immersion programs. Thus, it can be 

concluded that depending on the version of CBI either content (more likely) or both 

language and content (but not language per se) are given importance to in 

measurement and evaluation. On the other hand, ESP is language-oriented and 

generally deals with the assessment of the knowledge of predetermined aspects of 

language (Brinton et aI., 1989). 

Another rather interesting point of view, which distinguishes CBI from ESP, 

classifies ESP and CBI in different categories; ESP is categorized as a domain of 

EL T and CBI as a syllabus. It is asserted that English language teaching (EL T) has 

two divisions, English for general purposes (EGP) and ESP. In addition to this 

classification, the syllabus types are categorized into four in ELT; grammatical, 

notional/functional/situational, rhetorical, content-based, and task-based. Hence, 

CBI is classified as a syllabus type which is no more than a newer perspective 

focusing on what a syllabus should include in terms of form, function, and conceptual 
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content. When these two types of classification are brought together, it can be 

inferred that the domains ofELT, ESP and EGP can use one of these syllabus types 

depending on the aim of an EL T program. In short, to explain the distinction 

between CBI and ESP, it is said that ESP and CBI are from two different categories 

ofELT. The ESP division ofELT may have different syllabi, and CBI is one of 

those (Master, 1998). 

To sum up, although ESP and CBI overlap and share some basic principles, it is hard 

to define them as identical types of instruction as they differ in terms of several 

aspects discussed above. However, a language program may share some features of 

other language programs depending on school type, student profile, program size, 

community needs, time, economic considerations, and the purpose of the program. 

But the existence of some shared features does not necessarily imply that the 

programs are of the same kind. A list of the differences between ESP and CBI is 

given below: 

ESP 

1. offspring of commercial endeavors 

2. generally for heterogeneous groups of 

learners 

3. usually designed for adults 

4. target language needs analysis 

determines the syllabus 

CBI 

emerged out of academic needs 

generally for homogenous groups 

of learners 

designed for learners at all levels 

various academic and language 

needs determine the syllabus 



5. aims at teaching predetermined 

specific language structures and skills 

6. text-based register analysis 

determines language objectives 

7. end-product oriented 

8. has training aspect 

9. focuses on specific language skills 

and structures 

10. field-specific 

11. content has a subservient role 

12. aims at linguistic growth oflearners 

13. form-focused focus of evaluation 
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. aims at teaching both language and 

content 

content determines language 

objectives 

process oriented 

has educational aspect 

focuses on language as a whole 

broad range of academic 

disciplines 

content is a means of study and 

academic skills 

aims at cognitive, academic, and 

linguistic growth of learners 

content-related focus of evaluation 

In conclusion, the models presented thus far provide a general framework for CBI 

and it is always possible to create new combinations by adding some elements from 

other language teaching models on them depending on the nature of context and 

learners. Although there are different models of CBI, they are all geared to teach 

both content and language simultaneously to foster conceptual, cognitive, academic, 

linguistic, and social growth of learners. They are all based on the principle that 

language learning takes place more efficiently when learners are exposed to enough 
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comprehensible samples of language in communicative settings. In other words, it is 

assumed that learners gradually improve their communicative skills through 

interaction and negotiation of meaning. Moreover, they are all process-oriented and 

focus on what learners need to do to acquire a language, not what they have to know 

about a language (Krashen, 1985 and 1989; Kou, 1993; Long, 1994; Ellis, 1994 and 

1997). 

The Rationale for CHI 

The standard general language teaching programs have been criticized that they 

mainly concentrate on language development and ignore cognitive and academic 

development oflearners until they attain a certain level of proficiency. In a way, 

these students are segregated from their peers who follow a regular program and 

develop cognitive and academic skills as well as language skills. Hence, the students 

in general language classes become disadvantaged and lag behind their peers. 

Moreover, when they attend normal content courses at the end of a language 

program (remediation), they experience more difficulty in following the program in 

comparison to learners who followed a regular content program, because remediation 

students have not had enough prerequisite cognitive, academic, and study skills to 

follow regular content courses. Realizing these problems, an integrated approach has 

been suggested as an alternative to general language programs to emphasize 

interaction, student participation, meaningful tasks, and especially cognitive, 

academic, and linguistic development of learners as an integrated whole . 

. ,' .. ,'" 



Consequently, this approach has become increasingly popular (Krashen & Biber, 

1988; Short, 1991a; Felix, 1994; Genesee, 1994a; ~Met, 1994). 
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The reasons why CBI has aroused global interest are numerous: first of all, it creates 

a conducive language teaching/learning environment by providing learners with 

relevant content in relation to their eventual needs. This leads to high quality 

subject-matter teaching while learning another language (Krashen & Biber, 1988; 

Flowerdew, 1993). Moreover, language does not take place within a vacuum, but 

in context. It is a means of communication, not an end. As such, it should be used in 

the classroom by means of communicative tasks. Since CBI uses language to teach 

content, and content determines and forms a realistic and relevant context, it meets 

one of the conditions for realistic language instruction. 

Furthermore, human cognition depends on the "relevance" and interaction between 

the already-existing schemata and the new situation. Underlying schemata determine 

the degree to which the incoming data are comprehended and processed. It is the 

basis on which learners interpret new events and form expectations for the future. 

Learners' perception does not pay attention to everything in the environment, but 

only a limited set of alternatives based on prior knowledge which determines what 

mental processes are activated. In relation to a particular goal, relevance of new 

stimuli receives attention. Thus, mental structures form sense by combining attended 

stimuli and prior expectations. When an attended stimulus is added into the network 

of what is known, a complex system of cognitive interrelationship is created and it 
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becomes meaningful (Smith, 1975). It is suggested that something is relevant only 

when it creates enough contextual effects and reduces the processing effort during 

cognitive processes. If there is not enough underlying schemata to integrate the new 

information, there is more uncertainty which leads to cognitive load. In this case 

more information and contextual clues are required to reduce uncertainty. If new 

information does not reduce uncertainty, match the expectation, and create enough 

contextual effects, it is ignored. Thus, the degree of relevance of the new 

information to schemata determines the degree of interaction, and, consequently 

cognitive involvement and development. Every relevant linguistic stimulus gets 

attention, and "expectation of relevance" is created to test possible interpretations. 

However, it is cognitively too demanding to test all the possible interpretations of the 

new stimuli. Therefore, it is imperative to reduce the number of interpretations for 

"optimal relevance" and create minimally enough contextual effects and minimal 

processing effort leading only to the desired interpretation (Wilson, 1994). 

If learning takes place only by relating new experiences to what is already known, 

and people perceive and respond to a task in terms of their past experiences and 

current mind set, then for learning to take place, it is a must that what students are 

expected to know is to be built on what they already know. Therefore, for an 

efficient learning process, it is required to create cognitively optimal conditions 

through the combination of "content, context, and attitudes". CBI, which aims at 

integrating content and language and teaching them simultaneously, provides these 

conditions. Since, learners learn a language while learning content, their schemata, 



which give rise to expectation of relevance, are activated, and, consequently, the 

new stimuli from the same content naturally become relevant. This facilitates 

cognitive processes by creating" optimal relevance" based on minimally enough 

contextual effects and minimal processing effort. In other words, the "relevance

oriented cognition" functions efficiently when it receives stimuli from the same 

content, because it limits the number of possible interpretations cognition deals with 

and keeps it on a guided track all the time. Therefore, it can be concluded that 

content determines and forms cognitively optimal context for learning (Wilson, 

1994). 
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Similarly, the learning context becomes more meaningful when the learners integrate 

their already-existing schemata and skills with new situations. Hence, CBI is based 

on the belief that "effective instruction is developmental" (Genesee, 1994a) and 

should be built on the skills and knowledge learners bring to school. When learners' 

existing schemata are taken as a base to build on the subsequent instruction, they 

make both content and language more accessible to learners, ease the cognitive 

burden, decrease anxiety, increase motivation and self-esteem, and consequently 

facilitate the learning process. In other words, the activation of the already existing 

background knowledge enhances comprehension and makes the learning process 

more meaningful as learners build up their schemata through subject-matter learning. 

Increasingly expanding schemata in a subject area make subsequent tasks increasingly 

more comprehensible which foster the improvement of linguistic, cognitive, and 

academic skills recursively (Flowerdew, 1993; Kasper, 1995). 
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Moreover, as the CBI curriculum is constructed in relation to the needs and interests 

of students, it becomes more purposeful, relevant, and motivating. The course 

objectives, materials, and classroom activities are chosen and implemented in relation 

to the knowledge and skills learners need and provide interesting information 

required in order to communicate. Since learners are aware of the fact that those 

skills and knowledge are required in their future careers or education, the 

exploitation of content is likely to increase their motivation. They want to master the 

required knowledge and skills to fulfill their future goals; that is why they get both 

cognitively and affectively involved in what they are studying. Therefore, the 

relevance of materials and classroom activities to the learners' needs is likely to 

motivate them and increase their learning efficiency. Likewise, CBI usually aims at 

starting with materials which are familiar to learners. It does not start from scratch; 

rather it is built on what they have already been acquainted with. Hence, they do not 

feel frustrated and feel confident enough to handle the new materials. In short, CBI 

provides a stimulating and conducive context for communicative activities, 

interaction, and negotiation of meaning which all help develop communicative skills 

(Mohan, 1986; Hutchinson & Waters, 1987; Genesee, 1994b; Miramontes, 1994). 

The use of content provides a variety of materials leading to interesting classroom 

activities and helps learners deal with more abstract and complex language (Crandall, 

1987). The real, interesting, and challenging materials enrich classroom activities. 

Kuo (1993) asserts that CBI materials are "dynamic and unpredictable"; therefore, 

they are appealing to learners. Moreover, as they are cognitively challenging, they 
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cause high motivation and interest on the part of le~rners. Furthermore, in real life, 

language is a medium of attaining mentally challenging tasks. In addition, students 

interact with fellow classmates and teachers while dealing with the materials. They 

work in pairs or groups to learn concepts and subject matter presented to them. 

They negotiate them in the classroom, they paraphrase and clarify their thoughts, 

they listen and take notes. In other words, while negotiating meaning they employ 

communication strategies to understand and to be understood. All these meaningful 

information gap activities based on clarification and comprehension of material 

"socialize" academic content and foster communicative competence skills in the 

classroom as well (Short, 1991a). Hence, the use ofCBI materials in the classroom 

serves the same purpose by helping create communicative context and encouraging 

the social use of language in the classroom setting. In other words, the CBI materials 

simulate real-world situations within the classroom. 

Furthermore, through content learners are exposed to enough meaningful samples of 

the target language and receive comprehensible input vital for language acquisition .. 

CBloffers instruction that is sensitive to learners' language development levels with 

the help of various teaching materials and language modification to present 

information in a comprehensible manner. Hence, it is an effective way of language 

teaching to provide natural exposure to language by using language as a medium to 

teach content by focusing on comprehension. 
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Moreover, CBI considers language as a whole. The part-skill practice, which 

consists of isolating specific linguistic elements and making learners practice these 

mechanically with a view to synthesizino them to communicate increases the burden :;, , 

of the language use (Prabhu, 1987; Cline & Frederickson, 1996). Since learners are 

assumed to perform several cognitive processes simultaneously, such as remembering 

and synthesizing the parts they have learned and paying attention to meaning, 

appropriacy, and contextual factors as well while communicating, the process of 

communication gets cognitively too demanding. That is why, language should be 

treated as a whole that cannot be separated into its constituents. In that sense, CBI, 

which integrates the skills and functions of language naturally while focusing on 

subject matter, provides an opportunity to treat language as a whole in meaningful 

contexts. The contextualized use of language leads to consciousness-raising and 

helps learners become aware of discourse features and sociolinguistic aspects of 

language (Brinton et aI., 1989). In other words, it provides a framework to integrate 

all aspects of language, lexical, strategic, grammatical, sociolinguistic and discourse 

and language skills (Swain, 1996). As learners become knowledgeable about subject 

matter, language skills, functions, and vocabulary improve with it simultaneously, too 

(Crandall, 1987; Blanton, 1992). Since language, oral and written, is a means of 

communication and exploring the world, reading, listening, speaking, and writing are 

not treated separately. Instead, they follow each other naturally related to the 

activities: students write letters, discuss a plan, work on a problem, read and evaluate 

an article, listen to the lectures or audiotapes, watch related topics which all integrate 

the language skills, functions, and aspects of communicative competence. Learners 
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are provided with opportunities to read, write, and speak language in a variety of 

contexts. The variety of social interactions also foster learners' social awareness and 

socially appropriate behaviors. Learners, participating in various language activities 

in various contexts, are provided with opportunities to deal successfully with each 

type of interaction. In meaningful contexts, they get more conscious about the use 

of language to meet social requirements. Thus, sociolinguistic and strategic 

competencies are fostered as well as the grammatical and discourse ones (Bernhardt, 

1992). Besides these, the integration of content, language, and study skills helps 

learners acquire the thought patterns of the target language academic culture, and 

makes them familiar with specific disciplines in general. The practical experience in 

CBI activities, which facilitates the mastery of general social conventions of a specific 

culture and academic conventions of specific disciplines, increases the likelihood of 

learners' functioning satisfactorily enough in both social and academic contexts of a 

target culture (Guyer & Peterson, 1988; Hirsch, 1988). It provides students with 

opportunities to use the language for real, real-life, authentic, social, and scholastic 

purposes (Short, 1991b). Hence, through CBI activities, language systems interact 

with each other simultaneously and function as a whole to facilitate making sense of 

the world (Crandall, 1987; Bernhardt, 1992; Blanton, 1992; Genesee, 1994b). 

Not only does CBI consider language as a whole, but it considers learners as a whole, 

too. It is believed that personal growth does not take place in isolation, but in 

connection with cognitive, academic, and social development. When attending to a 

program focusing solely upon language teaching, learners may not improve their 
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academic and cognitive skills and may therefore lag behind their peers. It is 

suggested that students usually develop BICS when they complete their general 

language instruction programs, but a few learners have enough CALP, which is vital 

for success in academic and cognitive domains. The research has shown that 

students learning a second or foreign language need five to seven years of general 

language instruction to be equipped with prerequisite cognitive-academic language 

skills required to be successful in regular content classes. However, through CBI, 

both cognitive-academic and language skills are likely to develop simultaneously, 

because CBI helps learners improve their academic skills and sustain their conceptual 

growth in a gradual, systematic manner while learning another language (Cantoni

Harvey, 1987; Short, 1991a; Met, 1994). It also promotes learners' cognitive 

academic language proficiency, study skills, critical thinking, and the background 

knowledge they need for their future education (Crandall; 1987). Providing 

linguistic support and equipping students with prerequisite academic-language skills 

lead to early start in academic studies (Short, 1991a). In that sense, it is 

incomparable to any other kind of program of instruction in terms of the economy it 

provides: it helps develop/improve cognitive, academic, and linguistic skills during 

the same period oftime (Flowerdew, 1993). Finally, CBI fosters thinking in a target 

language which, in turn, encourages cognitive development. Since learners are 

required to process, analyze, synthesize, and evaluate information from a content 

area, CBI promotes cognitive skills while learners gain subject-matter knowledge 

(Snow & Brinton, 1988a). Due to the integration of language and content, and the 

cognitive challenge intrinsic in the CBI materials, learners continue their cognitive 
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growth as they improve their language and academic skills (Crandall, 1993). While 

handling the material, learners also develop learning strategies, such as getting the 

gist of the material, organizing and summarizing the information, and asking for 

clarification which are helpful to meet the demands of academic life. In summary, 

CBI provides optimal context for the total development of learners by creating 

situations which help learners grow socially, emotionally, and academically. 

Students' whole education, both language and academic content growth, is the 

responsibility shared by language and content teachers (Short, 1991a; 

Bernhardt, 1992; Genesee, 1994a). 

CBI also facilitates transition from language education to mainstream education or 

workplace (Cantoni-Harvey, 1987; Blanton, 1992). By matching materials and 

related language activities to learners' future needs, CBI prepares learners to real-life 

situations satisfactorily. In relation to the relevance of CBI materials and activities, 

learners are equipped with necessary linguistic, academic, cognitive skills and subject 

matter knowledge they need in the eventual use at higher education or workplace 

(McDonough, 1984; Snow & Brinton, 1988a). Moreover, CBI creates a unique 

context for learners to proceduralize what they know by combining both declarative 

(know that) and procedural (know how) knowledge. Not only does it explain the 

rules and patterns of communication, but it also encourages learners to use language 

skills they have developed in the classroom (Chamot & O'Malley, 1987; Flowerdew, 

1993). Hence, the type of instruction they receive make the transfer of knowledge 

and skills they have acquired to other areas easily (Kasper, 1995). 
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Furthermore, CBI does not give rise to extra economic burden since it does not 

require extra teachers and classroom materials. Since teaching materials are adapted 

from and based on subject matter, the content teacher functions as both the content 

and language teacher. Thus, in terms of time and money it does not increase the 

operational cost of schools (Short, 1991 b). 

Finally, the integration of subject and language calls for cooperation and team-work 

between content and language teachers. Language teachers become more familiar 

with the problems learners experience in relation to subject matter, and content 

teachers become more aware of the linguistic problems of students. Hence, language 

teachers may integrate their materials with content, and content teachers may adapt 

content to facilitate language learning. This coordination is quite helpful for students 

since they can have direct contact with both teachers, the match between language 

and content becomes more evident, and the holistic development of learners is 

fostered (Kennedy & Bolitho, 1985; Short, 1991b; Genesee, 1994b). 

The summary of the basic characteristics of CBI 

1. It considers language as both a means of communication and a medium 

of learning. 

CBI integrates language and content, and utilizes language as a means of learning. 

Hence, learning both content and language forms the basis of CBI programs. 



2. It integrates both language and content. 

CBI is based on the systematic integration of targetJanguage and subject matter. 

Content and language modifications are made and variety of techniques are used to 

help learners attain content achievement and language proficiency. 

3. It has both language and content objectives. 

CBI does not focus on just language and consider subject matter as a context in 

which language is practiced. Rather, it aims at developing/improving learners' 

content mastery and language proficiency simultaneously. 

4. It calls for comprehensive collaboration. 

Designing and implementing a CBI program necessitates high degrees of 

collaboration between school and workplace, school and parents, and language and 

content teachers. 

5. It is relevant to learners' needs. 
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CBI programs are not designed haphazardly; on the contrary, the careful analysis of 

learners' future academic and professional needs determines their types and content. 

6. It is learner-centered. 

Not only are CBI programs based on learners' future needs, they are also designed in 

relation to their age level, interest, and linguistic and academic background. 

7. It requires integrated assessment. 

Since CBI involves the systematic integration oflanguage and content and has both 

language and content objectives, it is imperative that assessment procedures measure 

both language and content objectives in an integrated manner. 



8. It provides continuity. 

CBI is based on learners' subsequent academic and/or professional needs; thus it 

bridges the gap between school and work place and provides continuity within an 

educational system. 
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9. Its materials are various, authentic, and adapted to learners' proficiency 

levels. 

Various authentic materials are used to provide variety and richness in terms of 

language and content. However, if they are beyond learners' current level of 

academic and linguistic competence, they are adapted to their level by using a variety 

of resources and techniques. 

10. It maximizes both the quantity and quality of the L2 input. 

Since CBI is language sensitive and materials and classroom activities are adjusted to 

learners' level to make both language and content more accessible, learners are 

exposed to enough comprehensible samples of target language in relevant and 

meaningful contexts. 

11. It considers language as a whole. 

CBI adopts a top-down approach to language and language teaching and does not 

favor part-skill practice. It is based on the integration of language skills. Moreover, 

it aims at developing/improving both BICS and CALP. 

12. It is based on the whole-person approach. 

CBI does not only focus on the linguistic growth of learners, it also tries to foster 

their cognitive-academic and social growth as well. 



13. It is based on the idea that language learning takes place within a 

meaningful context. 
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CBI is based on the belief that language is a means of communication and it can be 

learned/taught efficiently if a meaningful context can be created in which language is 

used for communicative purposes. 

Empirical Support for CBI 

Research has provided empirical support for CBI by demonstrating positive outcomes 

in terms of both mastery of content and language proficiency. Edwards et al. (1984) 

carried out an experiment at the University of Ottawa to study the effects of CBI on 

the learners' mastery of the psychology course and gains in second language 

proficiency. Sixteen French-speaking students in the English language sheltered 

section and twenty-nine English-speaking students in the French language sheltered 

section formed the experimental group. The students from three ESL and five 

French as a second language (FSL) classes served as the language comparison 

groups. Two regular sections of introduction to psychology course served as the 

content comparison groups. Second language proficiency tests, psychology 

achievement tests, and self-report measures were used for measurement. The 

comparison of the pre- and post-test mean scores of the sheltered classes on the 

proficiency tests and self-report measures revealed that both the French and English 

sheltered students made statistically significant gains in second language proficiency. 

When the post-test scores of the sheltered groups and the language comparison 

groups were contrasted, it was observed that the students in the sheltered classes 



improved their second language proficiency as much as the language comparison 

groups. The results of the self-report measures indicated that the sheltered groups 

had less L2 use anxiety, higher L2 proficiency rating, and stronger intention to use 

the L2 in comparison to the comparison groups. Finally, the comparison of 

psychology test scores of the sheltered psychology and regular psychology classes 

revealed that the students in the sheltered psychology classes learned the subject

matter as well as those in the regular psychology classes. In short, the results 

revealed that ESL and FSL students taking subject-matter instruction mastered the 

subject matter as much as the ESL and FSL students who received the regular 

psychology course, and, in addition, improved their ESL or FSL skills as well as the 

ones who received regular ESL or FSL instruction directly. 
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Cummins & Swain (1986) reported the summary of 1979 findings of early French 

immersion programs. Students from grade 6 and grade 8 from early French 

immersion programs in Ottawa-Carleton, Canada served as the experimental group, 

and students from the same grades from the English programs as the control group. 

It was found that the students' French language skills were similar to those of native 

speakers of French. In English language skills and study skills, immersion students 

performed at least as well as English-only students. In terms of academic 

achievement, the English-speaking French immersion students were as successful as 

those who took the same content courses in English. 
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To see the effects of CBI on learners' skill-based proficiency, a whole-scale research 

was carried out in Canada. For this purpose, the experimental groups were chosen 

among the students who received subject-matter instruction through the target 

language. The control groups were selected from native language-speaking students 

from regular programs. To control intervening variables to some extent, 

experimental and control groups were chosen from grades 1, 2, 3, 4, and 6 students 

who were from the same socioeconomic background with similar academic ability. 

The results revealed that although the experimental groups had some problems 

related to literacy skills at the early stages, they performed as well as the control 

groups receiving regular instruction with respect to listening comprehension, oral 

production, and oral vocabulary skills. The experimental groups outperformed the 

control groups, especially, with respect to conversational skills. At later stages, they 

caught up with the control students in relation to literacy-related skills. In terms of 

achievement, no difference was observed between the two groups. In geography, 

history, math, and science the experimental groups did as well as the control groups 

(Genesee, 1987). 

Likewise, Genesee (1987) reported the French language outcomes of early total 

French immersion and late French immersion programs. Students in grades 4, 5, and 

6 from early total French immersion programs were chosen as the experimental 

group, and ESL and FSL students from the same grades as the control group. For the 

late immersion programs, both the experimental and control groups were chosen 

from grades 9 and 12. It was found that immersion students in both programs 
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achieved native-like proficiency in second language comprehension. Moreover, they 

also used both written and oral language very efficiently for communicative purposes. 

However, some linguistic errors were observed in their pronunciation, vocabulary, 

and grammar. But these errors were not serious enough to interfere with their use of 

the language for academic and interpersonal purposes. It was also observed that their 

language was marked with non-idiomatic forms. Although, these were not 

grammatically incorrect, they were distinctive from native speaker usage. 

Genesee (1987) also reported the social-psychological implications of immersion 

programs in Canada. The extant research findings indicated that English Canadian 

students in immersion programs did not experience any kind of identity problems and 

kept their ethnic identities. At the same time, they reported more positive attitudes 

towards French Canadians, especially at the initial stages of immersion. They had 

also more positive attitudes towards the French language and language use. They 

were reported using French more often for interpersonal communication than 

English-speaking students in regular English programs. 

Similarly, the evaluation results of the Culver City, Montgomery County, Cincinnati, 

and San Diego projects carried out in the United States indicated that the 

experimental groups who were the native speakers of English developed high levels 

of functional proficiency in target languages. Moreover, they attained required 

academic knowledge and skills quite satisfactorily, although they were given content 

instruction in the target language. These results provided strong evidence in favor of 
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CBI, because they were evaluated in comparison to control groups receiving regular 

instruction (Genesee, 1987). 

Furthermore, Krashen & Biber (1988) carried out a comprehensive study in seven 

different schools at different levels in different districts of California. The evaluation 

of the Baldwin Park Unified School District showed that students attending content-

based program made significant gains in terms of both language proficiency and 

content. They reached the national norms and performed as well as their 

counterparts who were fluent English speakers and attended all-English programs. 

The Eastman Avenue School results indicated that the CBI program had a positive 

impact on students' overall development, and they did better than city norms. The 

results of San Jose Unified School District revealed that CBI students performed at 

or above district and national norms. Students attending Fremont Unified School 

District content-based program outperformed non-CBI students in terms of reading, 

language, and math tests. Moreover, they reached or exceeded national norms. The 

results of San Diego City School indicated that students made significant progress in 

terms of English and math. The evaluation of Rockwood Elementary School showed 

that students improved their English scores remarkably and outperformed their peers 

attending regular programs in other district schools. Finally, Carpinteria Preschool 

Program results manifested that students attending the CBI program outperformed 

their peers who attended regular programs in terms of English, school readiness, and 

academic achievement. These results indicated that the CBI students could make 
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normal progress in subject matter and, at the same time, develop/improve their target 

language. 

Hauptman, Wesche & Ready (1988) conducted another study in Canadian sheltered 

psychology classes. The French-speaking students in the English sheltered classes 

and the English-speaking students in the French sheltered classes served as the 

experimental group. The French-speaking students who took regular ESL and 

English-speaking students who took regular FSL formed the language control group. 

The students in the regular psychology classes served as the content control group. 

The experimental group listened to the lectures and read the texts related to 

psychology; whereas, the language control group was enrolled in a regular ESL 

program, and the content control group attended the same psychology course the 

sheltered classes took in their native languages. The results of the second language 

proficiency measures indicated that the students in the experimental group made 

significant gains in language skills, and their gains were at least as great as those of 

control students in regular classes. Moreover, the results of the attitude measures 

revealed that the sheltered students had greater satisfaction with carrying out real 

tasks in the classroom. The majority of them reported a greater ease in using the L2 

in a variety of contexts. In short, they reported positive attitudes towards the 

language and language use. In terms of the psychology results, the students in the 

sheltered psychology classes mastered psychology at least as well as their 

counterparts who took regular psychology classes in their native tongues. 

Consequently, the results indicated that CBI was a quite efficient program of 



instruction which yielded positive outcomes in terms of learners' second language 

proficiency, content mastery, and the L2 attitude. 
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Similarly, Snow & Brinton (1988a) carried out a study to test the effects ofCBI on 

students' content knowledge and language skills compared to those enrolled in the 

standard ESL courses at the University of California. The experimental group 

consisted of students of UCLA Freshman Summer Program (FSP), which is an 

adjunct course, and the control group students were chosen from regular ESL classes 

of UCLA. The FSP students enrolled in one of the introductory survey courses which 

undergraduate students normally take in their required academic program, such as 

psychology, history, political science, and human geography. They reported that the 

CBI students performed as well as the standard ESL students on a simulated final 

exam. Moreover, they developed their content knowledge and academic skills as 

well. In addition, they were able to transfer the academic skills they had developed 

to other academic tasks. 

Moreover, Snow & Brinton (1988a) reported a follow-up study which included the 

retrospective evaluation of former FSP students. The results obtained from seventy

nine of the former FSP students revealed that the students rated the activities easing 

the transition from high school to college. Adjusting to UCLA, increasing self 

confidence, and ability to use UCLA facilities were rated highly in terms of additional 

benefits the FSP provided. With respect to academic skills which were improved in 

FSP and favorably prepared them for the subsequent regular academic program, the 
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students rated taking lecture notes, prewriting strategies, proofreading for errors in 

the written work, and preparing reading guides/notes. These results indicated the 

usefulness of FSP in preparing students for their future academic programs. 

Snow & Brinton (1988b) also examined the UCLA Freshman Summer Program, an 

adjunct model of language instruction in which 500 students enrolled, in terms of its 

effects on the learners' language and language skills. Students mentioned that they 

started to write better as a result ofFSP, and the language component ofFSP 

improved their content course reading and writing skills. While rating the usefulness 

of specific components ofFSP, students reported that written comments on papers, 

grammar activities, and in-class writing were the most useful activities. In short, the 

results revealed that both Native English students and ESL students evaluated the 

program very highly, reporting improved self-esteem and improvement in their 

language and academic skills required for academic success at the university. They 

indicated that the content of the program was relevant and of great help for them in 

overcoming academic tasks. 

Hirsch (1988) reported a comprehensive evaluation project investigating the 

effectiveness of CBI applications at Hostos Community College, New York. To 

measure the efficiency of the program the researcher used the techniques of 

comparing class grades, administering a questionnaire, and getting instructor 

evaluation of the project. The experimental group were chosen from among the 

students who received English language content courses encompassing a wide range 
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of liberal arts, such as introduction to business, introduction to political economy, 

and introduction to social sciences. ESL students who did not take such content 

courses formed the control group. The comparison of the final grades of CBI 

students and of regular ESL students revealed that CBI students obtained 

considerably higher grades than regular ESL students. The results of the 

questionnaire indicated that CBI students had a strong sense of satisfaction and 

success in comparison to regular ESL students. CBI students reported that CBI 

instruction increased their understanding of the content courses, and they felt 

comfortable expressing their opinions in the group. The instructor's evaluation 

indicated that CBI students attended classes more regularly, spoke more fluently, and 

participated in classroom activities more than regular ESL students. In other words, 

the evaluation showed that ESL students who participated in the project improved 

their language and academic skills as well as their content knowledge more than the 

control group who received regular ESL instruction. They also had a stronger sense 

of accomplishment and higher self-esteem and were able to transfer their knowledge 

and skills to other academic contexts. 

Guyer & Peterson (1988) evaluated the adjunct course and student progress at 

Macalester College in the United States. The data obtained from student 

performance on a geography test, evaluations of geography professors and students 

were interpreted to evaluate the effectiveness of the program. CBI students were 

compared with American students and nonnative speakers of English with no English 

problems and who did not enroll in the CBI program. The results of the geography 
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test given at the end of the semester revealed that CBI students surpassed the 

nonnative speakers of English who had higher language proficiency at the beginning 

of the semester. Moreover, they almost performed as well as American students. In 

addition, geography professors reported that CBI lowered the number of student 

dropout rate drastically, and increased student success. Furthermore, CBI students 

generally reported that CBI improved both their language and study skills. It was 

also mentioned that the integration of content, language, and study skills familiarized 

CBI students with the thought patterns of American culture and the methods of a 

specific discipline which facilitated transition to other academic disciplines. 

Another study conducted by Burger (1989) tested the effects ofCBI in comparison to 

regular ESL classes at the University of Ottawa. Sixteen French-speaking students 

from the sheltered psychology course offered in English formed the experimental 

group. The French-speaking students in two regular ESL classes served as the 

language control group. At the end of the academic year, the Social Sciences 

Proficiency Exam was administered to both groups. The results revealed that the 

students in the experimental group made significant gains in general language 

proficiency and in all language sub-tests. However, when the scores of both groups 

were compared, no significant differences in gains between the two groups were 

observed. In other words, the results showed that the students in subject matter 

language teaching developed their language skills as much as the students in the 

regular ESL classes. 
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Schneider (1989) also reported a CBI study carried out in a simulated French setting. 

A French house was simulated in the course of one semester French course. 30 

students met three hours per week during the course. During the class time, students 

acted as if they had been placed in a French cultural setting. Students were assigned 

an apartment and French identities which they kept until the end of the course. The 

evaluation of the course indicated that the students participating in this program 

showed significant improvement in skill-based and cultural proficiency. 

In another study, Wesche, Morrison, Ready, & Pawley (1990) investigated the long-

term effects of French immersion on first-year university students in four universities. 

Two main groups of students formed the subjects of the study. The first group 

consisted of 81 first-year university students who had completed their French 

immersion programs in Ottawa and Carleton Boards of education. They were 

attending the University of Ottawa, Carleton, Queens or McGill. 33 of the subjects 

completed early immersion programs, and 48 of them late immersion. The second , 

group consisted of 22 first-year University of Ottawa students who were from other 

parts of Canada, but who had similar immersion background as the ones in the first 

group. The results of the French Proficiency tests, self-assessment questionnaire, and 

a French Language Use Questionnaire revealed that the students in both groups 

attained high levels of functional language proficiency and positive self-perception. 

In addition, the results also indicated low anxiety for both groups. 

In a study focusing on the language use of immersion students, Swain & Lapkin 

(1990) examined the sociolinguistic competence of tenth-grade students enrolled in 
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French immersion programs. The participants were from two early immersion 

programs, a late immersion program, and a control group from the bilingual 

Francophone program. On the note-writing task, there was no significant difference 

among the groups in terms of the conventions of writing. In terms of the use of 

conditionals and the use of "tu" and "vous", the early immersion group was more 

similar to the Francophone comparison group. With respect to the appropriate use of 

formulaic speech no difference was observed among the students. Therefore, the 

immersion students' conversational performance seems to approximate that of the 

Francophone students. Likewise, Harley et al. (1990) came up with the result that 

the scores of the students were closer or equivalent to those of native speakers on the 

discourse tasks. 

Wilburn (1992) reported a study, which was conducted over eight months in a 

Greystone Spanish immersion school, which is a part of a large urban school system 

in the Midwestern region of the United States, about language learning through 

drama. Students were required to act out different roles during each 1.5 hour 

session. During the activities, students worked collaboratively and put their 

knowledge in the event to resolve the problem. The project continued for eight 

months. It was observed that the students got involved in the activities cognitively, 

emotionally, and socially. Through various tasks in various contexts, the whole 

language philosophy was realized in the classroom, and the students developed all 

language skills. Moreover, not only did they develop grammatical competence, but 

also strategic and sociolinguistic competence. They became more sensitive to the 



requirements of the context and improved their socially-appropriate behaviors 

accordingly. 
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Similarly, Hickman (1992) examined language learning through literature at Ecole 

Glenwood, a French immersion elementary school in the American Midwest. Three 

teachers from the first, fourth, and fifth grades used authentic literary texts in their 

classrooms. It was observed that the program generally worked well. It was also 

reported that it helped teachers improve their teaching and refine their procedures. 

Moreover, It was found that students got involved in the classroom activities and met 

the curricular goals. 

Likewise, based on a French immersion observation study carried out at Glenwood 

School, Salomone (1992) reported that fairly narrow questions where the expected 

responses are short and predictable were observed to check whether the required 

content was mastered or not. Besides these questions, information requesting 

questions requiring higher order thinking skills and extended student discourse were 

also addressed to students. Students initiated interactions with their teachers and 

friends, and also discussed their personal lives in the classroom. In other words, they 

participated in communicative classroom activities and negotiated meaning with their 

friends and teachers. Consequently, it was observed that they improved both their 

receptive and productive skills. 
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Berthold (1992) reported the evaluation of French immersion program in Benowa 

high school, which is located on the Gold Coast, in the state of Queensland, 

Australia. The program has been offered to English-speaking students as an 

alternative to the traditional language teaching approaches, which are blamed for 

unsuccessful second language education. For the study, the students who had 

completed the program and those who had withdrawn at various stages of the 

program were surveyed. It was reported that high levels of second language 

proficiency were achieved, especially in audio-lingual skills, in a relatively short time. 

Moreover, the students and their parents showed high levels of satisfaction with the 

program, and, because of this reason, an increasingly growing number of students 

enrolled in the program. 

The result of the three-year research presented by Campbell (1994) showed that 

Anglo-immersion students performed academically as well as their peers who 

followed an English-only program and had better sociocultural perspective of their 

own culture and Mexican-American culture. However, in terms of accuracy, the 

immersion students did not acquire native-like competence in terms of syntactic, 

morphological, lexical, and phonological rules of Spanish. But, they had a high level 

of communicative competence and were able to use language for authentic, real-life, 

and scholastic purposes. Moreover, in terms of academic success, they were as 

successful as their Spanish peers. 
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Van der Keilen (1995) compared the attitudes and motivations of French immersion 

students with those of the students enrolled in regular English programs. Students 

from grades 5 to 8 from the Sudbury School District participated in the study. 176 of 

them were attending French immersion schools, while 124 of them regular English 

programs. Attitude questionnaire, Desire to Learn French Scale, Self-Rating form of 

French Writing, Reading, understanding, and speaking, Social Distance Scale, and 

Interaction Survey were used for data collection. The results indicated that French 

immersion students participated in activities and situations in which French was used 

more than regular English students. They used French more often in neighborhood, 

even in the family setting. They expressed more positive attitudes towards the 

French language and culture. Moreover, their anxiety level in the classroom was 

significantly lower. They also rated their French skills more highly. They also 

reported closer relationship with French Canadians than did regular English students. 

Hence, the results provided strong support for the French immersion programs. 

MacFarlane & Wesche (1995) studied the French proficiency and language-related 

attitudes of 21 former immersion students. The participants reported high French 

language proficiency, near-native performance on language tests, and successful 

mastery of content through French. They also expressed low anxiety and high 

motivation towards French. They indicated extremely positive attitudes towards 

. . 
lmmerslOn programs. 
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An evaluation of the discipline-based second language teaching at the University of 

Ottawa was reported by Burger et al. (1997). The subjects were full-time students 

enrolled in the adjunct or sheltered courses given by the faculties of arts, social 

sciences, administration, science, engineering, and health sciences which are offered 

in English or French. The evaluation indicated that students made greater gains in 

terms of their second language proficiency than regular ESL and FSL students. 

Moreover, they were also successful with respect to subject-matter learning. In 

addition, it was reported that students had greater self-confidence, and lower anxiety 

in using the L2. Students also showed greater readiness and determination to the L2 

for a variety of communicative purposes. 

de Courcy (1997) presented the overall evaluation of the Benowa program in the 

state of Queensland, Australia. A late partial French immersion program has been 

operated since 1985. The purpose of the program is to teach English-speaking 

Australian students French by creating a stimulating and interesting educational 

environment. Research showed that integrating content and language created a 

context which has fostered the learners' linguistic and academic growth. Moreover, 

the students have been provided with opportunities for comprehensible input and 

output. In other words, this program supporting cooperative learning has helped the 

students acquire French as a second language, master academic content, and improve 

study skills. Thus the program is said to have been supported by the school 

administration, teachers, students, and their parents. 
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In another report, Bjorklund (1997) noted the overall evaluation of the Swedish 

immersion program in Finland on the general linguistic growth of the learners. 

Because of the close ties between Sweden and Finland and a Swedish minority group 

living in Finland, Swedish is used in many bilingual areas in Finland. Thus, the 

program has been welcome. Sweden's being neighbor of Finland and the functioning 

of Swedish as a lingua franca in the Nordic community make Swedish important in 

Finland for instrumental reasons. Thus, the first Swedish immersion program was 

started in 1987 for monolingual Finnish students. Research about the overall 

evaluation of the program revealed that the program fostered the linguistic growth of 

the students. Hence, the result of this developing and expanding program was found 

to be promising. 

Johnson (1997) summarized the general evaluation of the late English immersion 

program in Hong Kong. Although the program fell behind with the English language 

objectives, which were very high, in terms of academic achievement and content 

knowledge, English immersion students performed as well as their counterparts who 

followed an L1 (Chinese) medium of instruction. Moreover, the imm~rsion students 

displayed high levels of proficiency in their L 1. In addition, the attitudes towards the 

immersion program were positive, and a great concern about the program was reported. 

Similarly, Eng, Gan, and Sharpe (1997) reported a case study on the English 

immersion program in Singapore preschools. The results about the English language 

skills of the students were far from being conclusive due to the non-linguistic factors. 
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The students who were from lower socio-economic backgrounds and who attended 

non-private schools did not perform as well as the students who were from higher 

socio-economic groups and who attended private schools. The lack of good models 

of immersion and teacher training were the other causes of failing to obtain the 

expected results. However, the teacher intervention program implemented to 

improve the quality of teaching resulted in positive outcomes in terms of the 

teachers' confidence, the students' motivation and oral, listening, and communicative 

skills. 

Criticisms against CBI 

CBI is not without criticism. It has been claimed that although the CEI students 

improve their communicative and language skills in general, they do not do so in 

terms of sociolinguistic competence and accuracy (Swain, 1985; Swain & Carroll, 

1987; Day & Shapson, 1996). It is claimed that the input the CEI students are 

exposed to is not rich and is functionally restricted. Since learners may not learn 

samples of language they are not exposed to, it is unlikely that they attain full 

proficiency in the target language. Furthermore, if the language that learners are 

exposed to does not get increasingly more complex and go slightly beyond their 

current level of competence, their language skills may not improve any more and 

they may fossilize (Swain, 1991; 1996). In addition, iflearners do not have ample 

opportunities for production or if they are not forced to produce language, their 

language skills are impeded as a whole. As a result, problems with syntax, 

morphology, lexis, and, in general, communicative competence may arise (Snow, 
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Met & Genesee; 1989; Swain & Lapkin, 1989; Swain 1996). Furthermore, it is also 

asserted that CBI may not be suitable for all students. When learners are burdened 

with academic demands far beyond their current cognitive and linguistic 

development, debilitative effects of CBI are likely to emerge (Wiss, 1989; Safiy, 

1989). 

The Empirical Evidence for the Criticisms Directed against CBI 

There is also empirical evidence validating the criticisms stated above: in an 

immersion observation study Swain & Carroll (1987) observed nine grade 3 and ten 

grade 6 classes in Ontario school boards, Canada. The observation demonstrated 

that teachers always kept in mind that students were there to learn language, but they 

had the feeling that they had a required curriculum to cover. Hence, they 

concentrated on the content and made sure that students reached the required course 

objectives. The lessons usually consisted of teachers asking questions to students 

about content material, and students usually gave short answers to the questions. 

Teachers' correction was mainly content-related. The observation study manifested 

that students lacked form-function analysis abilities, since they were not provided 

with enough linguistic feedback about their production and received functionally 

restricted input in the classroom which was different from non-classroom discourse. 

It was also observed that students were not provided with· enough opportunities to 

get engaged in a variety of discourse in the classroom. Consequently, it was reported 

that immersion classes had some problems that interfered with obtaining the desired 

outcomes. 
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In another overall evaluation of the French immersion approach throughout Canada, 

Hammerly (1988) reported that although immersion students were quite fluent, they 

could not use the L2 correctly. They could not also improve their productive skills as 

well as their receptive skills. Furthermore, the L2 vocabulary they used in production 

were quite restricted and poor in comparison to that of native speakers of French. 

Since these flaws were observed in the L2 use of immersion students, it was 

concluded that the French immersion approach did not work in Canada. Likewise, 

White (1991) indicated that although the CEI students in Quebec perform better on 

all tests, they are not as successful in terms of accuracy as they are on other 

measures. 

Similarly, Swain & Lapkin (1989) presented the overall evaluation of the immersion 

programs in Canada. It was reported that there was not enough explicit or implicit 

feedback for students about their production. In other words, the primary concern of 

the teachers was not over the correct and appropriate use of language, and they did 

not push students towards the correct use of language. It was also indicated that the 

input immersion students got was functionally restricted. Since the demands of 

classroom discourse was different from non-classroom discourse, certain uses of 

language did not appear naturally in the classroom context, and students were 

exposed to certain features of language infrequently. Furthermore, it was indicated 

that students had limited opportunity to use language in the classroom setting. 

Teachers seemed to talk most of the time, and students listened and gave short 

answers when they were addressed questions. Hence, they were not given enough 
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opportunities for sustained talk. In general, it was indicated that although CBI 

learners achieved fluency in the target language, they still had accuracy and 

sociolinguistic problems. Similarly, Hickman (1992) reported that although the 

learners learning language in a French immersion program participated in the 

classroom-oriented tasks satisfactorily, they were not given enough opportunities to 

use language and could not get involved in functional, personally meaningful uses of 

language. 

Furthermore, Wiss (1989) reported a case study of an English-speaking child who 

was doing normal in senior kindergarten in French, but doing very poorly in grade 

one French immersion. She was given some tests in February to test her intellectual 

potential, linguistic, and academic development. It was found that although she had 

average intellectual potential, she demonstrated an immaturity in certain aspects of 

cognitive development. Moreover, she had normal language development in English, 

her mother tongue, but her French skills were below the average. Having these 

results, she was switched to grade-one class in the regular English program. The 

follow-up evaluation at the end of the June revealed that she was doing satisfactorily 

in the English program. The result of the study was interpreted as early French 

immersion not necessarily being appropriate for all students. There could be a 

subgroup of students who were linguistically and cognitively immature to follow 

immersion-like programs at school. The linguistic demands of such programs 

combined with the academic demands might exceed the linguistic and cognitive 

development of students. In short, it was concluded that early French immersion 
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programs might not work well for all learners and can cause some learners who are 

not cognitively and linguistically ready to "experience maturational lag" (Safty, 

1989). 

Likewise, to test the target language proficiency of early French immersion students 

in comparison to that of native speakers, a comprehensive proficiency study was 

carried out in Canada with the participation of 198 early French immersion students 

from the Ottawa region as the experimental group, and 23 students from a regular 

francophone school in Montreal. The students in the experimental group received 

50 % of their instruction through content teaching in the target language. The results 

indicated that although the students receiving content instruction in the target 

language performed as well as native speakers on discourse tasks, they did not do so 

on grammar and sociolinguistic tests and scored significantly lower than the native 

speakers (Harley et aI., 1990). 

In another observation study, Allen et ai. (1990) came up with critical findings about 

CEI. Nine grade 3 and ten grade 6 early total immersion classes were selected for 

the study. In the study, vocabulary instruction, "tu/vous" input, error correction, and 

restricted/sustained talk by students were examined. It was observed that during the 

vocabulary instruction mainly written varieties of French were emphasized and little 

attention was paid to sociolinguistic and discourse-related aspects of vocabulary. In 

terms of the use of "tu/vous", it was reported that the classroom environment was 

limited to provide a sociolinguistic context and enough opportunity for appropriate 
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use by the students. In addition, it was also found that the classroom talk of students 

was generally limited to restricted talk. Problems with providing enough appropriate 

feedback were also reported. In other words, the students were not pushed to more 

accurate and coherent use of language. In short, the study indicated that to make the 

immersion programs more efficient, a more systematic approach to vocabulary, error 

correction, and more carefully-planned activities enabling the students to get involved 

in extended discourse are needed. Likewise, Swain & Lapkin (1990) observed that 

although the immersion students were conversationally competent, they sometimes 

used conditionals and "tu and vous" inappropriately in comparison to Francophone 

students. 

Conclusion 

One of the conclusions that can be drawn from the research is that CBI, which is 

based on the premise that language can be learned effectively as a means of 

communication in meaningful academic and social situations, is a highly efficient 

program of language instruction in comparison to programs which focus on general 

language instruction. Again it is observed that CBI provides students with 

opportunities to get involved in extended discourse. Except for one study (Swain & 

Lapkin (1989)), the research shows that CBI students are also sociolinguistic ally 

competent enough to use language appropriately in a given context. Hence, although, 

CBI students may have some accuracy problems, their language skills are functionally 

effective. To sum up, CBI has achieved global acceptance as a program of 

instruction especially in ESL and French as a second language contexts although 
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certain shortcomings still seem to be in effect. To the knowledge of the researcher, 

there is no study investigating how CBI works in a typical EFL context such as 

Turkey. Therefore, this study will attempt to compare the effects of CBI and general 

EFL instruction on the false-beginner Turkish EFL learners. 
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METHODOLOGY 

Aim 

Content-based instruction has received world-wide attention as a program of 

instruction focusing on both content and language simultaneously. This study 

explored how well it works in the Turkish EFL context in comparison to a program 

of instruction designed to teach general English through English. Hence the purpose 

of the study is to investigate which type of instruction affects false-beginner Turkish 

EFL learners' language skills more positively, teaching EFL through English or 

content. More specifically the study aims at answering the following research 

questions: 

1) Will CBI students who are exposed to listening and speaking skills in the L2 

through content improve better in these skills more than general EFL students? 

2) Will CBI students improve four skills in the L2 as much as general EFL students? 

However, the strong body of empirical evidence supporting CBI naturally leads to 

the following hypotheses: (a) CBI students will improve their audio-lingual skills in 

the L2 more than general EFL students; (b) CBI students will perform at least as well 

as general EFL students in four skills in the L2. 

The Bogazifi University-Deulcom Project 

The Bogazi~i University-Deulcom Project has been designed to equip people 

working or training to work in the various sectors of the tourism industry such as 
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travel agents, tour guides, and flight attendants with the prerequisite area knowledge 

and skills accompanied by the required English knowledge and skills. Any emphasis 

on structures, on functions, on lexis, on comprehension or production is only made 

where it is appropriate to real life circumstances. In this sense, the materials are 

designed to make students practice language which actually they will need during the 

course of work. A sample of table of contents displaying the operationalization of 

the educational objectives is enclosed in Appendix 1. 

The project was developed in 1994 in association with the School of Education of 

Bogazic;i University and International Air Transport Association (lATA). It aims at 

taking false-beginners to the pre-intermediate level of English, which is accepted as 

the lowest level at which learners can apply their vocational knowledge and skills in 

English. The lATA content and standards were taken as basis and they were also 

evaluated by four major tourism companies in Turkey to test whether they met the 

demands of the Turkish context. The English component of the project, which was 

designed by the staff from the Foreign Language Education Department, was 

approved by the Turkish Ministry of National Education. At the moment, the project 

offers courses related to flight attendants' training program, IA T A airport passenger 

services training program, IAT A passen~er fares and ticketing program, and travel 

agents' training program. In all of these formation courses, the objectives, which are 

set in relation to the lATA standards and local demands are fulfilled. When 

completing the courses, the lATA, Vocational English, and the Turkish Ministry of 

National Education Certificates are offered. 
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To meet the program objectives, the trainees receive both theoretical and practical 

education to develop required knowledge and skills, which is conducted in Turkish 

yet with a lot of code-switching involved due to the nature of the instructional 

materials and activities. As for the English component of the project, this precedes 

the formation course and it revolves around topics or themes that form the relevant 

context through which both language- and content-related activities or tasks are 

carried out in an integrated way (see Appendix 2). As the English component is built 

on a major theme, namely tourism, supported by a variety of subtopics, it can be 

named as a kind of theme-based CBI program, which is recommended for 

heterogeneous groups of adult learners who have similar goals and interests at all 

proficiency levels (Brinton et al. 1989; Crandall, 1993; Oxford, 1993). 

At the end of the language component of the course, the students are given a final 

exam, which provides an integrated measurement of language and content. 80 % of 

the exam tests how students use language in a given tourism-related context. In 

other words, the content and language are not isolated but measured together as they 

are taught during the course. 20 % of the tests measure the formal aspects of 

English. Hence, it can be said that the final exam reflects the integrated nature of the 

course and provides an integrated assessment of language and content. 

When implementing the English component of the project, Deulcom trained language 

teachers and provided them with general preliminary information about tourism 

which they would need while teaching the course. In addition, the professionals from 
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the tourism sector with very good command of English were assigned as teachers 

together with English teachers. As a result, a collaborative context was formed and 

both the professionals from the tourism sector and English teachers complemented 

each other. The professionals supported English teachers about the content, and 

English teachers helped the professionals how to be more language sensitive and 

teach language throughout the course. In other words, a collaborative context in 

which both the professionals and English teachers cooperated to teach the course was 

successfully realized in this course. This collaboration still exists and the teachers 

who take part in teaching the course work together to provide effective content and 

language instruction. In other words, there exists an ongoing collaboration both to 

improve teachers' content-related knowledge covered in the coursebook and 

language teaching. 

The course itself aims at teaching specific language skills learners need in particular 

settings and focuses on particular language forms to meet the learners' particular 

linguistic needs in their future careers. Thus, as explained in the materials section 

below, it involves some elements of ESP and may not be defined as a purely theme

based instruction. In that sense, the course can also be considered as the mixture of 

both theme-based instruction and ESP in various degrees. In other words, the 

program allows flexibility and depending on the context and the learners' needs, it 

utilizes some principles of other language teaching programs when necessary. 

Actually, like any other programs of language instruction, no types ofCBI can be 

defined as purely CBI programs. It is inevitable that they include some features of 



other language teaching programs in relation to contextual factors. Hence, any 

language teaching program is a mixture of different language teaching programs in 

various degrees (Brinton et al. 1989; Crandall, 1993; Oxford, 1993). 

Subjects 

One experimental group receiving content-based instruction and one control group 

receiving general EFL instruction formed the target population of the study. Each 

group contained 50 false-beginner Turkish EFL students. The learners in both 
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groups were chosen among 154 high school graduates on the basis of the scores they 

received from an adapted version of the grammar part of the Oxford English 

Language Placement Test (see Appendix 3). A questionnaire (see Appendix 4) 

investigating the participants' language learning background and experience was 

given to the subjects. Therefore, more detailed information about the participant 

profile was obtained. 

The findings of the questionnaire, which were given at the beginning of the course, 

can be summarized as follows, as can be seen from Table 1. 94 % of the subjects in 

the experimental group and 90 % of those in the control group studied EFL for six 

years during their secondary and high school education. 83 % of the subjects in the 

experimental group and 80 % of the subjects in the control group mentioned that 

they studied standard EL T materials, namely An English· Course for Turks, during 

their six-year EFL education. In terms of contact with the native speakers of English, 

10 % of the subjects from both groups indicated that they had had contact with the 

native speakers of English for one year or more than one year. The subjects had had 

contact with them due to their tourism-related jobs in Turkey. 



Table 1 The language learning experience and background of the 
experimental and control groups 
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Experimental Group Control Group 

Taking an EFL course during the school years 94% 90% 

Studying EL T materials of Ministry of Education 83 % 80 % 

Having contact with the native speakers of English 10 % 10 % 

Reading printed materials in English 5% 7.5 % 

Following English-medium TV and radio 10 % 10 % 

Watching English movies 2% 5% 

Being in an English-medium context 9% 24% 

Similarly, 5 % of the subjects from the experimental group and 7.5 % of the subjects 

from the control group reported that they had read at least one of the following 

printed materials in English, such as story books, novels, newspapers, and periodicals 

at least fortnightly for two or more than two years. 10 % of the subjects from both 

groups mentioned that they had followed English-medium TV and radio twice or 

more than that every week for at least a year. The percentage of the subjects 

watching English movies in both groups is negligible, 2 % for the experimental and 5 

% for the control group. Finally, 9 % of the subjects from the experimental group 

and 24 % of the subjects from the control group reported that they had been in an 

English medium-context for more than six months. All of these (had) worked in the 

tourism industry in Turkey. As can be seen from Table 1, the majority of the learners 

in the experimental group did not work in any tourism-related jobs. Thus, they had 

neither practical nor professional knowledge about tourism when they enrolled in the 

Bogazi9i University-Deulcom Project. 
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Table 2 shows the geographic background of the subjects. As can be seen from 

Table 2, 100 % of the subjects from the experimental group and 85 % of the subjects 

from the control group were from the major cities in Turkey. 

Table 2 The geographic background of the subjects 

Experimental Group Control Group 
Major cities 100 % 85 % 

Small cities -- 15 % 

15 % of the subjects in the control group came from small cities in Turkey. 

The findings of the questionnaire indicated that the subjects in both groups had more 

or less the same language learning experience and background. The information 

obtained on the questionnaire was used together with the scores the subjects got on 

the adapted version of the Oxford Placement Test, which was the placement test used 

to form the experimental and control groups. 

The learners in the experimental group attended one of the vocational programs, 

such as flights attendants' training program, lATA airport passenger services training 

program, lATA passenger fares and ticketing program, and travel agents' training 

program after completing the language component of the project. The learners in the 

control group, on the other hand, did not attend such programs after graduation. 

They just attended the general EFL program for a variety of individual needs and 

interests. The learners were free to choose the type of program they liked to 

participate in. 
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Each group contained 50 false-beginner Turkish EFL learners who were attending 

the two different types of program of instructiQn organized by the same institution. 

The learners in both groups were highly motivated to learn English for mainly 

occupational reasons and they paid tuition fees to participate in these programs. The 

learners in the experimental group receiving content-based instruction would seek 

tourism-related jobs, such as positions as tour operators, assistant travel agents or 

flight attendants, and the learners in the control group wanted to learn English for 

instrumental reasons such as better job opportunities. The participants were exposed 

to roughly an equal amount of instruction in English given by two different teachers 

of similar background and experience. Participants in the experimental group felt 

motivated because, the course syllabus has been designed by and training given at 

one of the most prestigious universities in Turkey, Bogazil(i University. Receiving a 

certificate from the university increases their self-esteem and confidence in the 

training they received. Besides that, almost all of them (87 % of flight attendants 

training program and lATA airport passenger services training program, 100 % of 

lATA passenger fares and ticketing program, and 90 % of travel agents training 

program graduates) would secure employment when they completed the course 

successfully. 

To see the effects of two different types of treatment (CBland general EFL) on the 

learners' language knowledge and skills, the CBI learners of English were compared 

with learners of general English of the same level of proficiency who were also 

enrolled in a different program designed by Bogazil(i University and approved by the 
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Ministry of National Education. The CBr program is an intensive 96-hour weekend 

program which lasted eight weeks. Each weekend day students received six hours of 

instruction. The EFL program, on the other hand, is extensive (staggered) and 

composed of 128 hours of instruction. The students met two days a week and 

received three hours of instruction each day. 

The involvement of two teachers for the experimental and control groups may be 

considered as a shortcoming. However, if one teacher teaches both groups and 

favors one type of instruction, then it may get more difficult to obtain objective and 

reliable results. Hence, two different teachers with roughly similar education 

background and teaching experience favoring their own program of instruction are 

more likely to yield more reliable results (Hillocs, 1986, cited in Ravisher & Selfe, 

1989). 

Measurement 

Both groups were given the adapted version of the grammar part of the Oxford 

Placement Test before the instruction as a pre-test. The test was adapted for two 

reasons. First of all, when the English language objectives determined by the 

Ministry of Education are compared with the scope of the Oxford Placement Test, it 

can be seen that the range of the test is more comprehensive than the objectives set 

by the Ministry of Education. For example, there are some structures, such as "Had I 

seen you last week, I would have invited you to my birthday party" which students 

do not study during their EFL instruction. That is why, to match the objectives of 
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the Ministry and obtain more valid results on the test, the test was adapted. 

Secondly, that the test may include some lexical items Turkish students might not 

have been exposed to during their EFL instruction can decrease the validity of the 

test. Students may not answer some questions on the test due to unfamiliar lexical 

items, not because of the lack of knowledge about the language. Hence, the test was 

adapted and lexical items which students are familiar with were included in the 

question stems on the test to increase the validity of the test. However, the adapted 

version of the Oxford Placement test is not included in the appendix, because the 

project is in progress, and to publicize such a test is likely to create confidentiality 

problem. That is why, the original form of the Oxford Placement test is given in the 

appendix instead of the adapted version. 

The Key English Test (KET) was administered as a post-test at the end of the 

treatment to see the effects of two different types of instruction on the participants' 

language skills. Why were two different tests used for the pre- and post

measurement? First, the grammar part of the Oxford Placement Test, which is a 

standard test, was extended and adapted to the needs of the students on the basis of 

the careful analysis of the English language objectives set by the Ministry of 

Education for high schools in Turkey. Second, due to the type oflanguage 

instruction they had received before enrolling in this project, the participants may not 

have been familiar with the tasks on KET and KET-like target culture-based tests, 

and, consequently, it might not have been possible to get proper scores about their 

attained proficiency due to the lack of practice with such tests. That is why, it seemed 
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to be more appropriate to give a structure-focused test which is more compatible 

with the type of form-focused language instruction the participants had received at 

high schools. Third, KET includes some elements of the British culture Turkish 

students may not have been acquainted with; thus it may not have been valid to 

choose the participants according to the scores of a partially culture-loaded test like 

KET. However, the structure-focused Oxford Placement Test is neutral in terms of 

cultural elements and more appropriate to give as a pre-test at the very early stages of 

the language instruction. Fourth, the adapted version of the Oxford Placement Test 

has been used for the placement of the students for the Deulcom project successfully 

for three years. During the period the project has been in effect, out of3,000 

students who were placed according to their scores on the test, only about ten to 

fifteen students have turned out to be "misfits". In other words, it has been 

practically proven that the test differentiates the students satisfyingly according to 

their entry-level degrees of proficiency and seems to have reliability and validity. 

The Oxford Placement Test 

The Oxford Placement Test places students from elementary to·post-proficiency 

level. The test has mainly two parts, each of which consists of 100 multiple-choice 

questions. The first part is a listening and reading test, and the second is a structure 

test. For the placement of the students for the Bogazi~i University-Deulcom Project, 

only the grammar test of the Oxford Placement Test is used. The first part tests 

learners' knowledge of the sound and writing systems of English and abilities to use 

this knowledge. All of the 100 items in this part of the test are constructed based on 



the analysis of the conversations of both native and non-native speakers of English 

over a number of years. Learners are required to mark the correct choice form the 

two grammatically plausible and equally meaningful possibilities. In the test, the 

listening and reading elements are combined, and the knowledge of the written and 

spoken forms of English determines the degree of success on the test. 
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The grammar test consists of 100 multiple-choice questions each of which has three 

options. This part of the test, which measures the knowledge of grammatical 

structures of English, is formed as a result of the careful analysis of the content of the 

widely-used EL T coursebooks and computer data about the difficulty level of each 

item. Many of the test items are presented within a context or they are thematically 

linked. This part of the test comes in two parts which can be used independently; 

one part of the test can be used if there is not enough time to administer both parts. 

The second part can be used to grade advanced students. Both parts include 

sentence-level items as well as the items at the paragraph level (see Appendix 3). 

The Key English Test 

After a 90-hour English instruction, KET was given as a post-test. It was assumed 

that the learners were exposed to tasks in the classroom that made them familiar with 

the items on the test. In other words, the materials they covered and the tasks they 

carried out in the classroom increased their acquaintance with the KET tasks. 

Moreover, the classroom materials and activities provided the learners with enough 

information about British culture so that they were able to answer some culturally-
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loaded items on the test. In addition, KET is a comprehensive test and measures the 

four skills of language. Hence, it is more appropriate to the purpose of the study. 

Consequently, KET was chosen a post-test to measure to compare the effects of two 

types of instruction on participants' language skills. 

KET was developed by the University of Cambridge Local Examinations Syndicate 

(UCLES) between 1991 and 1994. KET is at Cambridge Level One, and it is a free-

standing test offering a basic qualification in English. It also represents a first step 

for those wishing to progress towards Cambridge Level Two, the Preliminary English 

Test (PET) and the rest of the UCLES examinations. KET consists of reading, 

writing, listening, and speaking components (see Appendix 5). 

The reading part ofKET includes five different types of questions. In the first half of 

the first type, testees are to select from among three options the one that conveys the 

meaning of a sign. In the second half, they are expected to match the message with a 

sign or a notice that expresses it. In the second type, they are asked to match a set of 

topic-related words to the appropriate definitions. In part three, in the first half, 

they are asked to choose from among three options the one which reflects the 

language of the routine transactions of daily life. In the second half, the candidates 

are asked to complete a longer dialog by choosing from a list of options. In part 

four, they are expected to read a message and choose the correct option from among 

three options. In part five, they are asked to complete the text by choosing the 

appropriate word from among three options. 
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The writing component consists of three parts. In part one, the testees are expected 

to produce language in a limited way by compl~ting a gapped text. In part two, they 

are asked to use the information in a short text to fill in a form. In part three, they 

are required to write a short note to a friend. 

The listening test includes five parts. In the first part, the testees are required to 

identify and mark the simple factual information from among three multiple choice 

options in five separate short conversational exchanges. In part two, they are asked 

to identify simple factual information in a longer conversation. In this part 

candidates are required to show their understanding of the conversation by answering 

five multiple choice questions with three options. In parts four and five, they are 

asked to extract specific factual information from a dialog or monologue, and to 

write it down to complete some sort of memo, message or form. 

The speaking test has two parts and involves two examiners and a pair of candidates. 

In the first part, each candidate interacts with the interlocutor and gives factual 

information of a personal kind, such as name, address, occupation, and family. In the 

second part, the two candidates interact with each other. They ask and answer 

questions about factual information of a personal or non-personal kind. Prompt 

cards are used to stimulate questions which are related to daily life, likes/dislikes, and 

social life. 
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The scoring of the adapted version of the Oxford Placement Test and KET was 

performed in accordance with the procedures oJ each test. Two scorers evaluated 

the writing and the speaking tests. The interrater reliability for the two raters was. 89 

for the writing test and .87 for the speaking test at the significance level of .001. 

Treatment 

The participants in both groups received roughly 90 hours of language instruction, 

which took about two months for the experimental group and three months for the 

control. For the experimental group, based on the topical syllabus, the teacher tried 

to integrate both the subject matter and the language skills. In other words, the 

purpose was on developing/improving their knowledge and skills necessary to carry 

out services in the tourism sector. The teacher mainly focused on the content, and 

also supplemented it with language explanations and activities when necessary. The 

primary concern of the teacher was covering the content and doing content-related 

activities. In that sense, language was used as a means of covering the content and 

helping the learners deal with relevant tasks. However, depending on the content 

and the nature of the activities, learners were provided with language-related tasks to 

increase their linguistic awareness and the comprehensibility of the texts. The 

organization of the coursebook is compatible with this type of treatment. As can be 

seen in Appendix 6, in the first activity, learners are required to understand the telex 

language and message in the telex and then reserve rooms accordingly. Next, they 

are wanted to write a reply to it. This is followed by a pair work in which the 

learners discuss about how to promote the hotel industry in their country; then they 
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present their ideas to the class. The second activity is an act out between a 

receptionist and a businessman. This activity fo~ters learners' conversational skills 

and provides a relevant practice. These content-related activities are followed by a 

language summary which draws learners' attention to the linguistic features they use 

or need to use while carrying out classroom activities. Hence, it can be said that 

content determines the linguistic component of each unit. It is not presented and 

practiced mechanically, but within a context. The need to focus on language 

emerges out of context naturally. In short, it can be concluded that the organization 

of each unit focuses on different skills and aspects of language in accordance with the 

content related activities. Thus, it approaches language as a whole and aims at total 

linguistic growth. 

Furthermore, the organization of the coursebook and related classroom activities 

foster both BICS and CALP. Activities, such as role plays, dialogs, pairwork, and 

groupwork, help learners develop/improve BICS in English. They learn how to 

express themselves appropriately in different BIeS contexts. Similarly, learners get 

engaged in CALP in some other activities. For example, in the first activity in 

Appendix 6 learners are required to understand the telex, special abbreviations in it, 

and write and send a reply to it. In addition to these activities, the summary section 

in each unit also draws learners' attention to formal aspects of the language. Thus, it 

can be said that the coursebook and required activities support the holistic linguistic 

growth oflearners, including both BIeS and CALP. 
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The teacher covers the coursebook, First Class English for Tourism, not only in 

terms of language but also content. Depending on the students' would-be job-related 

needs, some additional materials are prepared and used to equip learners with the 

required knowledge and skills. For example, field-printed materials are used to carry 

out tasks, such as preparing an itinerary for a businessman flying from istanbul to 

Madrid, then to Mexico City, and back to istanbul again (see Appendix 7). Similarly, 

real airline tickets are used to work out the itinerary of the passenger (see Appendix 

8). Likewise, railway timetables are used to teach students how to read the 

information in them. Furthermore, some extra materials from other tourism-related 

books or magazines such as Turkish Airline's Skylife are used to provide students 

with both extra information and practice (see Appendices 9 and 10). Hence, these 

materials provide a variety of activities in the classroom. They make the classroom 

tasks more interesting and challenging. The use of realia, such as plane tickets, and 

preparing itineraries by studying flight tables, studying railway timetables are all 

relevant activities and similar to the ones they would be engaged in the workplace. In 

short, the teacher tries to improve the students' content knowledge and skills as well 

as their language skills. These help students master basic relevant professional and 

linguistic knowledge and skills they would need at their subsequent training program 

and workplace. 

The students in the control group received general EFL instruction by participating 

in communicative classroom activities through their coursebook, Headway 

Elementary, and other communicative materials and tasks prepared by the teacher. 
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In this communicatively-oriented classroom the focus is on the messaae and the , e , 

learners try to improve their pragmatic, discours_e, and sociolinguistic competencies. 

To carry out these communicative activities the teacher also focuses on the language 

system and tries to provide learners with necessary language knowledge and skills to 

better their knowledge of grammatical rules. The teacher does not dominate the 

class, rather she acts as an organizer, a guide, and a participant. She focuses on the 

message and communicative value of student production, but she values accuracy as 

well as fluency during the classroom activities. 

In short, both groups were engaged in more or less similar classroom activities. The 

only main difference between them was the experimental group's following a topical 

syllabus to improve their knowledge and skills on a specific content in a more 

intensive manner. 

Materials 

First Class English for Tourism is a coursebook prepared for false-beginners who get 

training or who work in the tourism industry. It aims at taking learners to the low-

intermediate level of English proficiency by providing essential concepts, knowledge 

and skills in tourism. It is organized around realistic tasks learners have to carry out 

in the workplace, provides practice with these tasks focusing. on four skills. It is also 

accompanied by a teacher's book, workbook, and an audio cassette. 
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The coursebook consists of 20 units which focus on different aspects of the tourism 

industry, such as flight reservations or rail enquiries (see Appendix 1). Each unit 

begins with a listening or reading section and related comprehension activities to 

make students focus on the messages in specific tourism-related topics. This section 

introduces the topic and provides a context for the following activities to equip 

learners with novel knowledge and skills in a given topic. Then this section is 

followed by a language study section which provides learners with activities about the 

formal aspects of language. The language study section in each unit determined by 

the content highlights certain structures and functions to facilitate carrying out CBI 

activities. Hence, this section examining particular aspects of language and language 

use is likely to reflect some features of an ESP program. Then, these are followed by 

reading or listening, speaking, and writing tasks, which are all about the topic 

covered in that unit. These activities pave the way to the summary part outlining the 

formal and functional aspects of language covered within that unit and presenting the 

list of newly-introduced vocabulary items (see Appendices 2 and 6). 

Headway Elementary, which is designed for elementary learners, is the second book 

in the Headway series (see Appendix 11). It tries to combine both conventional and 

communicative methods to develop both accuracy and fluency. Grammar, 

vocabulary, and all four skills are emphasized throughout the book. Everyday 

conversations are also focused on separately. It is accompanied by a teacher's book, 

workbook, video cassette, and two audio cassettes. 
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A typical unit in the coursebook starts with the presentation section which provides 

the target structures and lexical items to be studied. Then, learners are given a 

listening task to practice and retell these items. These are followed by grammar 

activities. Next, learners are provided with a variety of listening, reading, speaking, 

and writing activities both to consolidate target linguistic items and get engaged in 

communicative activities, which are all contextualized and personalized. 

To conclude, each group used a coursebook which was appropriate for the kind of 

content and the type of activities which were covered in the classroom in tune with 

the stated program objectives. The coursebooks were expected to be covered through 

almost the same amount of exposure, although, in terms of their treatment, the CBI 

component was relatively more intensive in nature. 

Reactions to the Treatment 

Throughout and at the end of the course the reactions and attitudes of both the 

teacher and learners were obtained. The reactions and attitudes of the students to 

the program were different at different stages of the program. During the very first 

weeks, they were enthusiastic because of being enrolled in a program that would 

pave the way to a promising future career. However, they also reported that they 

felt frustrated because this type of program was quite new for them. They had been 

used to form-focused instruction and they were expecting a similar one. Mainly 

focusing on the themes and dealing with the language forms when necessary were 

not what they were awaiting. They mentioned that at the early stages of instruction 
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they felt as if they had not been learning anything. Nevertheless, during the 

following weeks, they indicated that the teacher'_s explanations about the nature of the 

instruction, and their getting involved in the classroom activities helped them get 

accustomed to this kind of instruction. Since they found almost every topic relevant 

to their future needs, they focused their attention on how to deal with these activities 

to improve their vocational knowledge and skills. They also indicated that the 

classroom tasks helped them become more aware of their linguistic needs. For that 

reason, they also paid attention to the language forms, especially to the specific 

expressions and terminology used in tourism. 

At the end of the language component of the project, every student was interviewed 

about the program. They generally reported that the length of the instruction was 

not sufficient. However, all of them were satisfied with the nature of the program, 

and said that in terms of subject matter knowledge, language skills, and tourism

related terminology they had sufficient knowledge and skills. They generally 

evaluated the classroom activities and materials as relevant and useful. Furthermore, 

some of them found the content of the program very helpful and even wished that 

more detailed activities had been carried out and more vocational information had 

been given during the instruction. 

In addition, at the end of the language component of the project, the students in the 

experimental group were given a questionnaire to elicit their ideas about the program 

(see Appendix 12). The results indicated that 70.6 % of the students found the 



length of the program short. 94.4 % of the students reported that the classroom 

activities and materials were not difficult for them. They also indicated that the 

program helped them improve their grammar (43.8 %), vocabulary (21%), listening 

(15.7 %), and speaking (l0.4 %). 
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The teacher also reported similar ideas. He indicated that the very first weeks of 

instruction were a little bit problematic because of the language-learning habits of the 

students. However, he reported that it did not take much time to establish the 

patterns of classroom activities. The students were highly motivated and reported 

their confidence in this kind of program to improve their language skills and content 

knowledge to some extent. The teacher also mentioned that he found the program 

quite interesting because he was teaching the language through tourism. Hence, he 

found himself in the continuous process of improving his subject matter knowledge 

about tourism. Dealing with a field like tourism personally made the teacher quite 

happy. Moreover, he mentioned that teaching the motivated students made 

classroom activities interesting. The nature of the activities made the students 

participate in the classroom tasks actively, and a communicative environment was 

created in the classroom. In short, the reactions and the attitudes of the teacher 

towards the instruction were positive. 

Data Analysis 

As mentioned above, the adapted version of the Oxford Placement Test was used as a 

pre-test, and KET as a post-test. The Statistical Package for Social Sciences (SPSS) 
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was used to analyze the data. To compare the pre-test scores of the experimental 

and control groups a t-test was used. To see the effects of two different types of 

instruction, or in other words, to compare the post-test scores of the experimental 

and control groups on KET, a t-test was also used. The level of significance was set 

at alpha .05. 
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RESULTS 

The Placement Test (The Adapted Version of the Grammar Part of the 

Oxford Placement Test for Turkey) 

The preliminary results both the experimental and control groups obtained on the 

adapted version of the Oxford Placement test, which was previously mentioned on 

page 72, indicated that two groups were equal in terms of their initial language 

performance. This result can be seen from Table 3 which summarizes the mean, 

standard deviation, and t-values of the placement test for the experimental and 

control groups. 

Table 3 The mean, standard deviation, and t-values of the placement test 
for the experimental and control groups 

THE ADAPTED VERSION OF THE OXFORD PLACEMENT TEST 

N X s.d. t-value 

Experimental Group 50 29.62 6.0 .907 

Control Group 50 29.48 5.9 .907 

The scores of the placement test varied from 21 to 44 over 50 for the experimental 

group, and from 21 to 40 for the control group over 50. The results showed that 

both groups had almost the same mean scores on the placement test (X(exp)= 29.62, 

X(cont)= 29.48), and no significant difference was observed between the two groups 

(p<.907). 
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The Key English Test (KET) 

KET, which was indicated previously on pages 72-75, offered the following results 

that can be seen from Table 4, which presents the mean, standard variation, and t-

values of KET results for the experimental and control groups. 

Table 4 The mean, standard variation, and t-values of KET results for the 
experimental and control groups 

THE KEY ENGLISH TEST 

LISTENING SPEAKING READING WRITING 

VARIABLES 

N X s.d. t-val N X s.d. t-val N X s.d t-val N X s.d t-val 

Experimental 50 18.9 4.9 .000 50 9.6 2.5 .000 50 29.9 5.0 .617 50 14.3 3.5 .211 

Control 50 15.4 3.9 .000 50 7.5 2.5 .000 50 30.4 5.0 .617 50 13.4 3.5 .211 

The experimental group obtained better results on the listening test in comparison to 

the control group. The scores of the experimental group varied from 9 to 25, and 

those of control group from 9 to 22 over 25. With respect to the mean scores 

(X(exp)= 18.9, X(cont)= 15.4), the mean score of the experimental group was 

significantly better than that of control group (p<.OOO). 

The speaking test scores of the experimental group varied from 5 to 14, whereas, 

those of the control group varied between 4 to 14 over 15. As indicated in table 4, 

the mean score of the experimental group was 9.6, and that of the control group was 

7.5; therefore, the experimental group obtained a significantly higher score than the 

control group (p<.OOO). 
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On the reading test, no significant difference was observed between the two groups 

(p<.617). The reading scores of the experimental group varied from 21 to 38, and 

of the control group from 19 to 38 over 40. The mean scores of the groups were 

quite similar (X (exp)= 29.9, X(cont)= 30.4). 

In terms of the writing scores, both groups performed almost the same, and there was 

no significant difference between them (p<.211). The writing scores of the 

experimental group varied from 7 to 19, whereas those of the control group fell into 

the range of 7 to 20 over 20. They obtained similar mean scores, X(exp)= 14.3 and 

X(cont)= 13.4. 

The Cumulative Score 

The cumulative KET scores as indicated in Table 5, which presents the mean, 

standard variation, and t-values ofKET cumulative scores for the experimental and 

control groups, report significant language gains in favor of the experimental group. 

Table 5 The mean, standard deviation, and t-values of KET cumulative 
scores for the experimental and control groups 

CUMULATIVE 

N X s.d. t-value 

Experimental Group 50 72.7 12.0 .014 

Control Group 50 66.8 11.5 .014 
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In terms of the cumulative KET scores, the experimental group got a mean score of 

72.7, and the control group 66.8 over 100. Therefore, there was a significant 

difference between the two groups with respect to cumulative KET scores (p<.014). 

The cumulative scores ofKET showed that CBI students (the experimental group) 

who had almost the same scores with the control group on the placement test 

improved their language skills in general significantly more than the English-only. 

students (the control group) who received a general EFL course. In terms of 

listening and speaking skills, the experimental group obtained significantly higher 

scores than the control group. On the other hand, no significant difference between 

the two groups was observed after the treatment in reading and writing skills and 

they performed almost the same in these skills. 
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DISCUSSION 

The adapted version of the grammar part of the Oxford Placement test was given as a 

pre-test at the entry-level in accordance with the language learning experience and 

background of the learners, as explained in the measurement section. The aim was to 

test the students' knowledge about the formal aspects of English. However, due to 

the communicative nature of both programs, KET, a four-skill-based test, was 

given to both groups as a post-test. Although the post-test results were of skill-based 

nature, they could still be interpreted in terms of Canale & Swain's definition of 

communicative competence, which is sub served by language skills. For instance, 

speaking requires paying attention to form and accuracy (grammatical competence), 

connecting utterances to form coherent and cohesive whole (discourse competence), 

starting, expanding, and terminating a conversation (strategic competence), and using 

language properly in a given context (sociolinguistic competence). Hence, the results 

of this study can be evaluated by referring to the definition of communicative 

competence proposed by Canale & Swain (1980) to which language skills are 

subservient. 

The results of KET showed that false beginner Turkish EFL learners who learned 

English through their occupational subject area (tourism) were significantly more 

successful than false beginner Turkish EFL learners who received general language 

instruction with respect to listening, speaking, and cumulative scores. On the other 

hand, with respect to reading and writing scores, the CBI students performed as well 

as general EFL students, and there was no significant difference between the two 
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groups. Thus, the results provided positive answer to the research questions and 

conftrmed the hypotheses: first, the listening and~ speaking test scores suggested that 

CBI students who were exposed to listening and speaking skills in the L2 through an 

occupational content improved better in these skills than general EFL students. 

Second, the test scores in all skills generally pointed out that CBr students improved 

these four skills in the L2 as much as general EFL students. In short, the test scores 

provided positive data about the research questions and hypotheses formed to test the 

effectiveness of CBI in an EFL context such as Turkey. 

The results also supported and strengthened the idea that language learning takes 

place more efficiently in a communicative context where learners are exposed to 

enough comprehensible samples of language while learning a subject matter through 

that language (Mohan, 1986; Crandall, 1987; Krashen & Biber, 1988; Brinton et ai., 

1989; Short 1991a; Genesee, 1994a and 1994b; Met, 1994; Kauffman, 1997). To 

build up their basic content knowledge and learn how to carry out tourism-related 

tasks, such as preparing an itinerary, making reservations, preparing a tour, and 

renting a car. CBI learners focused on the message and used the language as a 

means of communication. While dealing with the content and content-related 

activities, the learners also focused on the language when necessary to deal with the 

content. These classroom activities helped learners improve both their content 

knowledge and language skills simultaneously. In other words, the basic premises of 

efficient language learning-- creating a meaningful context in which language is used 

as a means of fulfilling communicative needs, building up and expanding schemata, 
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focusing on language when necessary, and receiving enough comprehensible input--

were generally met with this CBI program. 

It must be admitted that although both groups (experimental and control) went 

through communicative activities and learned the language within a communicative 

context, there were differences between them. For the experimental group, besides 

being communicative, the classroom activities were relevant to their immediate 

occupational needs. Furthermore, the content of the course fit their specific 

expectations. Hence, both the activities and the content were inherently motivating 

due to occupational link and caused the students to get engaged in what was going 

on in the classroom. In addition, CBI students were, in general, mentally and 

psychologically prepared for the program and had specific vocational interest at the 

beginning of the program. Their being cognitively ready in terms of relevant schema 

activation caused the learning process to move more smoothly. In other words, as 

schema expanding is easier than schema building, schema readiness facilitated 

comprehension of the content, performance of the classroom activities, and the use 

of the language for communicative purposes. On the other hand, the control group 

did not have a predetermined, specific content to deal with, and they had no such 

expectation. For that reason, although they carried out communicative activities, 

what they did within the classroom could not have been specifically relevant to their 

individual needs. Hence, the relevant content and classroom practice as well as the 

schema readiness factor created an optimal atmosphere for language learning for the 

experimental group. 
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The reason why the experimental group outperformed the control group significantly 

on listening and speaking tests can be explained in several ways: first of all, this 

result is compatible with Cummins' BICS and CALP dichotomy. Since BICS refers 

to the immediate interpersonal aspect of proficiency which involves context-

embedded language features used in a "here and now" fashion for oral-aural fluency 

and sociolinguistic appropriateness, it is likely to precede CALP which refers to 

context-reduced, formal features oflanguage along with literacy skills (Snow, 1991a; 

Met, 1994; Genesee, 1994a). The CBI students dealing with similar topics might 

have been exposed to more contextual clues and paralinguistic features of the 

language because of their familiarity with the topics, and this might have facilitated 

oral-aural skills, namely their listening and speaking abilities. In that sense, the 

experimental group might have been more advantageous to improve their BICS. 

Secondly, audio-lingual skills require context-embedded aspects of language more in 

comparison to reading and writing which necessitate its context-reduced dimensions. 

Thus, it seems natural that audio-lingual skills predate reading and writing which are 

more CALP-oriented. In this case, CBI learners might have used the advantage of 

dealing with familiar topics, and consequently may have been exposed to contextual 

clues and paralinguistic features more in comparison to the control group. 

Furthermore, working with familiar topics might have provided the experimental 

group with prerequisite schemata which might have made the tasks less cognitively 

demanding and more comprehensible and easier. Hence, the nature of the CBI 
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program might have put the experimental group in a more advantageous position to 

develop/improve their audio-lingual skills in comparison to the control group, as they 

seemed to experience both context-embedded language available for expressing and 

receiving meaning and cognitive ease in processing data involving a shared reality 

between the parties. 

Nevertheless, the study is not without limitations which are to be taken into account 

while interpreting the findings. First, the experimental group received an intensive 

96-hour weekend program which lasted eight weeks. The control group on the 

other hand received a less intensive (more staggered) program composed of 128 

hours of instruction. When both groups took the KET after 90 hours of instruction, 

the experimental group almost completed their program, but the control group would 

still receive 38 hours of instruction to complete the course. Hence, the results did 

not give the complete picture about the performance of the control group, and, 

moreover, the delayed effects of this 90-hour instruction which might have emerged 

during the rest of the program could not have been observed. Second, a 90-hour 

instruction in an EFL context like Turkey where the classroom is the main (or only) 

source of L2 input may not be enough to get adequate evidence about the effects of 

an L2 program on the performance of the learners' L2 development. Third, the 

involvement of two teachers for the experimental and control groups might have 

influenced the learning process and the results in general. Fourth, the use of different 

materials for both groups might have affected the quantity and the quality of input, 

the degree of student interest which might have in tum affected the learners' 
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performance. In short, the study should be evaluated with these limitations in mind, 

before one draws general conclusions from the data about the effects of these two 

types of instruction on L2 learners' language development and performance. 
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CONCLUSION 

This study was designed to see the effects of two types of instruction; teaching EFL 

through English or content to false-beginner Turkish learners. Specifically, it was 

conducted to investigate the following research questions: (a) Will CBI students who 

are exposed to listening and speaking skills in the L2 through occupational content 

improve in these skills better than general EFL students? and (b) Will CBI students 

improve the four skills in the L2 at least as much as general EFL students? 

Although the study has the limitations stated above, the following conclusions can be 

drawn from the results. The study indicated that learners who learned English as a 

foreign language through the subject matter, tourism, improved their listening and 

speaking skills significantly more than the general EFL learners. In terms of reading 

and writing skills, statistically significant gains were not obtained and both groups of 

learners performed about the same. Finally, with respect to the cumulative score, 

again the CBI learners were superior to their general EFL counterparts. Hence, these 

results provided positive answers to the research questions and hypotheses stated 

above. 

The results revealed that integrating language and content is an effective program of 

instruction. While learning a subject matter, the learners focused on the message, 

carried out meaningful classroom activities, and were exposed to meaningful samples 

of the target language. In addition, they received instruction about the formal aspects 

of the L2 when necessary. Therefore, there was a sound combination of the content 



and the language. The content determined the language, not vice versa, and 

language was used as a medium. In this meaningful context, the students received 

enough comprehensible input to improve their language skills subconsciously. 

Moreover, the instruction about the language functioned as a consciousness-raising 
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activity and helped the learners be aware of the formal aspects of the L2. As a result, 

the experimental group benefited from this integrated program of instruction and 

improved their global language proficiency and listening and speaking skills more 

than the control group, and performed as well as the control group in reading and 

writing skills. 

This study suggests that CBI is a powerful tool to be used to teach a target language. 

Learners' language skills can be developed/improved through CBI combined with 

form-focused instruction. Thus, both for ESL and EFL contexts, teaching English 

through occupational content is a powerful alternative to general English teaching 

programs which generally focus on the language itself, dwelling on structures, 

functions, and notions too often at the expense of relevant themes. Therefore, the 

most noteworthy aspect of these results is that, not only in an ESL context but also in 

an EFL context, like Turkey, CBI can be used as an effective program of language 

instruction. It can be concluded that CBI holds much promise for improving the 

quality and efficiency of the L2 instruction especially in foreign language contexts. 

Furthermore CBI offers a sound alternative to foreign language instruction in , 

countries with limited financial, logistical, and personnel resources, because it is quite 



economical and efficient. It makes teaching both content and language 

simultaneously possible. Since, within the same period of time two objectives, both 

language and content, can be achieved, it provides economy with respect to time, 

materials and equipment, personnel, and building. Hence, it provides economy and 

effective use of national resources. 
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Moreover, creating a meaningful context in which learners get engaged in real, 

purposeful, and meaningful activities within a classroom in a foreign language 

context is a challenge for foreign language education, especially if there is no or little 

contact with the target language outside the classroom. Therefore, learners have no 

or limited opportunity to use the target language as a means of communication and, 

consequently, to improve their sociolinguistic, discourse, and strategic competencies. 

However, CBI is likely to overcome this problem by providing a meaningful and 

purposeful foreign language context in which the target language is used as a means 

of instruction and by helping learners get engaged in experiential learning. 

Finally, when the students are enrolled in a general foreign language program, 

although they may improve linguistically, they are deprived of following the content 

courses and lag behind their peers who attend regular academic programs in terms of 

their cognitive-academic growth and study skills. Moreover, when learners attend 

general foreign language classes, they are not exposed to any content courses for a 

period of time during which they are cut off from academic life both physically and 

psychologically. However, at the end of this period, when they start their regular 
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academic program, they are most likely to experience difficulty. Similarly, they do 

not build up prerequisite content knowledge essential to follow regular academic 

instruction. In short, it is more likely that they are neither psychologically nor 

academically ready for their subsequent academic program. Hence, CBI, which 

integrates both language and content and fosters total growth of learners, offers a 

solution to prevent cognitive-academic regression of learners. It provides learners 

with opportunities to improve their language skills and simultaneously creates a 

context in which they are exposed to content as well as language. In this context, 

learners get cognitively involved with learning the content and forward their 

conceptual growth. Thus, CBI promises to avoid cognitive stagnation of learners and 

support their total growth both linguistically and conceptually. 
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IMPLICATIONS FOR FOREIGN LANGUAGE LEARNING 

The results of this study are compatible with the belief that language is acquired 

successfully in meaningful contexts in which learners receive enough comprehensible 

samples of the target language when focusing on meaning (Krashen, 1982; Prabhu, 

1987; Ellis, 1994; Long, 1994). Hence, it becomes a must to create conducive 

language learning environments in the classroom context in which learners try to 

communicate. However, how can such a context be created? The answer is to 

integrate content and knowledge to make the language learning process more 

natural, realistic and purposive. Subjects, such as geography, science, literature are 

all part of the curriculum students have to cover. Therefore, by associating the target 

language with these subjects, a means of communication is created whereby 

language is used in realistic, relevant, and even authentic contexts. Learning a 

subject they deal with in a target language provides immediate motivation for 

learners. They feel that they are actually carrying out real school work instead of 

focusing on only language whose objectives are remote and not specified yet 

(Chamot & O'Malley, 1987). Then, learners realize the "practical relevance of 

language as a means of communication" (Widdowson, 1988). 

The project is the result of the successful collaboration among the tourism sector in 

Turkey, lATA, and course administration as well the collaboration between the 

professionals in the tourism sector and language teachers. As the design and 

implementation of the Bogazi~i University-Deulcom project suggest, the integration 

of language and content has significant implications for language learning. It calls 
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for collaboration between school and workplace on one hand, and subject and 

language teachers on the other, to teach both content and language efficiently to 

meet the vocational, social, and academic demands of learners. CBI requires 

collaboration between content and language teachers to complement each other to 

create a full-fledged program of instruction (Short, 1991a). Language teachers work 

together with content teachers to understand how language is used to convey "the 

conceptual structure of a subject" (Johns & Dudley-Evans, 1985), and diagnose the 

problems which arise related to it to help learners and subject teachers overcome 

them. Moreover, through cooperation, content-obligatory language can be 

identified, and, accordingly, the instruction can be prepared based on the language 

needs to support and facilitate content instruction. Besides that, through 

collaboration, language teachers become familiar with the content and, 

consequently, combine content with language instruction to make content more 

accessible to learners. Similarly, content teachers collaborate with language teachers 

to revise/enlarge their knowledge about language acquisition and language teaching 

methodology. Then, they become more conscious and sensitive about planning and 

carrying out activities which foster language development. Consequently, they 

integrate language objectives with subject matter while teaching content by 

determining which concepts of a topic to be focused on, how to present them to 

learners, how to increase their comprehensibility, and how to foster linguistic and 

cognitive-academic skills of learners. Thus, the link between content and language 

through which one supports the other bilaterally, can be established and intensified. 

In sum, through cooperation, both content and language teachers share the 
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responsibility for academic, cognitive, and linguistic growth of their learners, and 

enhance the efficiency of instruction in general (McDonough, 1984; Benesch, 1988; 

Short, 1991b; Genesee, 1994a; Milk, Mercado, & Sapiens, 1994; Day & Shapson, 

1996). 

Naturally, this type of collaboration necessarily calls for teacher education. To make 

teachers sensitive to both content and language needs, a special "content-based 

instruction teacher training" program should be implemented to help them combine 

content and language teaching techniques and pedagogy. Since the teacher factor 

determines the success of a program to a great extent, this kind of teacher education 

program eliminates the possible conflict between language and subject teachers and 

increases the efficiency of the program (Johns & Dudley-Evans, 1985; Chamot & 

O'Malley, 1987; Crandall, 1987; Snow & Brinton, 1988; Snow, Met, & Genesee, 

1989). 

In this project, the coursebook is used to provide students with preliminary 

information and linguistic resources about tourism-related topics. Besides the 

coursebook, as mentioned above, extra materials from other sources and authentic 

materials are commonly used. In CBl, it is desirable to use authentic materials; 

however, in the case of students with limited language proficiency levels, it may be 

necessary to adapt materials appropriate to their proficiency levels. While carrying 

out the material adaptation process, key information should be given in a clear and 

precise manner. In relation to course objectives, academic needs, and abilities of 
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learners, teachers should decide what is to be presented to students and chip away 

unnecessary details. To ease the burden oflearning, it is essential to start first with 

what is concrete and tangible, then continue with what is abstract. It is also useful to 

personalize the materials by replacing character and place names from the students' 

own culture, and to indicate topics that are familiar to students. Moreover, 

presenting materials by using different modalities is likely to increase comprehension; 

therefore, realia, demonstrations, charts, graphs, pictures, maps, filmstrips, films, 

video tapes, audio cassettes, and pictures should be used prolificly. This helps 

students rely more on context than language to comprehend. In addition, materials 

are to be presented in series of thematically incorporated lessons to activate and 

expand schema, and keep student interest in materials. Materials should also be 

constantly evaluated throughout the year to clarify certain topics, to check 

instructional methods and to provide a variety of opportunities to students to 

comprehend and interact with them (Short, 1991a and 1991b). 

Moreover, the project aims at developing/improving both content and linguistic 

knowledge of students while dealing with tourism-related topics. CBI calls for 

integrated curriculum when creating language and content curricula. To avoid 

artificial separation between language and content, and ensure that a program 

reflects the reality of a particular context, a team is formed by the staff from both 

language and content camps. They identify the objectives of each area and form the 

curriculum, determine the teaching materials and activities that serve the integrated 

content and language education. For instance, to link the language and content 
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courses, a needs analysis of the required skills of a content is carried out, working 

together with content teachers. By assessing the~ feedback from both subject and 

language teachers, and analyzing content and language materials, the curriculum 

designers from both the language and the content camps work in partnership to 

create a more reasonable curriculum to fulfill the content and language goals. This 

partnership never ends and continues at each stage of the instructional process 

(Crandall, 1987; Snow & Brinton, 1988; Genesee, 1994a). 

Similarly, the administration of the project has been in touch with the tourism sector 

to get feedback in order to adapt the program to the demands of the sector. That is 

why, in a workplace, language professionals, curriculum designers should 

collaborate with employers, employees, and supervisors to carry out an effective 

vocational needs analysis. Questionnaires, surveys, interviews, observations can be 

used, and all other job-related printed materials, equipment, and technical stuff can be 

analyzed to increase the validity of the data gathered. Furthermore, the tasks that are 

carried out at the work place and language knowledge and skills necessary to 

perform those tasks should be analyzed. Based on the data, the knowledge and skills 

required for that particular job are identified to design purposive language programs. 

Then the goals for job training and language learning are specified, and the materials 

are chosen or produced in relation to the objectives (McGroarthy, 1993). 

Likewise, the project tries to bridge the gap between the classroom and workplace by 

carrying out realistic tourism-related tasks by using realistic materials in the 
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classroom. Classroom instruction should facilitate transition from school to 

workplace or subsequent education. To provide it, the materials and classroom tasks 

and activities should be relevant to the ones students will deal with in their future 

lives. To increase its relevance and real world applicability, the instruction should be 

based on the careful analysis of the materials students will handle and the knowledae 
:;, 

and skills they will need in their future careers or academic lives (Mohan, 1979; 

Kasper, 1995). 

During the project, students deal with various activities and accomplish various tasks, 

such as preparing itineraries, designing appropriate programs for tourists, making 

reservations and arranging a conference, all of which require higher mental 

processes. Likewise, each lesson should include critical thinking and study skills. 

Classroom activities should be planned in such a way that students can be provided 

with opportunities to develop/improve thinking skills, such as predicting, 

categorizing, inferring, observing, categorizing, analyzing, synthesizing, classifying, 

and justifying. Teachers should also be aware of different learning styles and arrange 

the presentation of materials accordingly. Hence, materials should be designed to 

address visual, aural, tactile, and kinesthetic modes oflearning (Short, 1991b). 

Moreover various tasks carried out in the classroom foster the students' , 

conversational skills. The students performed different roles in different situations, 

such as confirming a reservation on the phone, writing a letter of complaint, and 

giving a briefing to a group of tour operators. Thus, to improve the social skills of 
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learners, interactive tasks should be performed in the classroom. When learners 

cooperate with each other, negotiate meaning with their peers and teachers, they 

polish their conversational skills in the target language. They learn how to clarify 

themselves and seek clarification, how to start, expand, and end a conversation. 

Since these are vital to perform basic communication, social interaction between 

students and teachers should be encouraged by creating optimal conditions for 

communication within the classroom. Thus, the different dimensions of 

communicative competence, that is, grammatical, sociolinguistic, strategic, and 

discourse competencies, should equally be emphasized during the classroom 

activities. A rich communicative context should be created to provide learners with 

enough opportunities in various contexts to improve their communicative 

competence as a whole (Day & Shapson, 1996; Swain, 1991 and 1996). 

The students in the project are also required to analyze written texts to carry out the 

given task, such as arranging a tour in relation to the information given in the text; 

and they are engaged in various writing activities such as preparing a brochure about 

a hotel. Similarly, classroom activities should also be geared to foster both BrCS and 

CALP, which are two interdependent components of proficiency to some extent. 

However, despite BICS and CALP being complementary, having BICS does not 

guarantee success in using language in context-reduced situations which require 

metalinguistic knowledge about the abstract system of language. Likewise, there is 

no guarantee that CALP-related activities enhance BrCS as equally as they foster 

CALP. That is why, developing both BICS and CALP is also to be aimed at to have 
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full-functioning individuals in terms of their linguistic skills (Saville-Troike, 1984; 

Krashen & Biber, 1988; Cummins, 1994; Met, 1994). 

Furthermore, the language summaries in the coursebook make students more aware 

of the linguistic features of the tasks they get engaged in during the classroom 

activities. That is why, depending on the content, to improve comprehension and 

motivation, language consciousness-raising activities ought to be implemented in 

CBI. If learners have gone through the formal operations stage in their cognitive 

development and are mature enough to deal with the abstract system of language, 

there would be an inner need to deal with it explicitly. Some specific parts of 

language can be highlighted for conscious study. This conscious knowledge would 

stimulate them because of the feeling that they have mastered some parts of the 

language. Besides this motivational aspect, the conscious knowledge of rules can 

help learners establish form-function relationships and facilitate the comprehension of 

the target language, and support language learning indirectly by helping learners 

perceive and analyze the input. Moreover, explicit knowledge of grammatical 

structures can draw learners' attention to target language items in the input and help 

them notice the gap between these features and the ones they use in communication. 

Hence, in order to focus learners' attention on the specific linguistic properties in the 

course of carrying out communicative activities, and to satisfy and stimulate their 

motivation, the explicit study of the rules of a target language could be quite fruitful 

for language learning (Seliger, 1979; Rutherford, 1987; Gass, 1991; Swain, 1991; 

Terrel, 1991; White, 1991; Ellis, 1993; 1994; 1997; Day & Shapson, 1996). 
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In addition, all the tasks the students are engaged in during the course are not beyond 

their current level of competence and conceptual readiness. Therefore, this implies 

that the appropriacy of classroom tasks for the academic and linguistic levels of 

learners is of vital importance to provide maximum access to language and utmost 

cognitive growth. When the classroom tasks are made easier by reducing cognitive 

demand without considering the learners' intellectual potential, their academic and 

intellectual growth may be hindered. To reduce the difficulty and complexity of 

tasks, providing extra contextual cues should be considered first. In planning 

activities, the purpose should be keeping the cognitive demand of a task while 

increasing contextual clues which may compensate learners for their limited 

linguistic skills in order to ease comprehension and task accomplishment (Cline & 

Frederickson, 1996). Thus, if the cognitive and linguistic requirements of classroom 

tasks are not systematically planned, students may get fossilized and their linguistic 

development may level off. Similarly, in terms of cognition, if the tasks are easier 

than usual, learners are likely to lose their interest in classroom activities. When they 

are too difficult, comprehension is impeded, and learners get frustrated and lost. As 

a result, they feel more anxious and less motivated. That is to say, classroom tasks 

should be neither too easy nor too difficult. Accordingly, learners ought to be 

provided with cognitively challenging and properly contextualized academic tasks at 

an optimal level of difficulty to stimulate both cognitive an.d language development 

and avoid the danger of fossilization and loss of interest. Moreover, subject matter 

should be directly related to the linguistic development of students, and modified 

accordingly to make lessons more cognitively challenging. Together with teachers' 
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experience and feedback they get from students, Cummins' framework can be used as 

an aid to adapt the classroom materials and to pruvide students with sufficiently 

challenging tasks. Adaptation process can be fulfilled in two ways; either by 

increasing contextual support or decreasing cognitive demand. However, what is 

recommended is the first one, moving horizontally to give extra contextual support to 

learners (Genesee, 1987; Prabhu, 1987; Krashen & Biber, 1988; Felix, 1994; Rogers 

& Pratten, 1996; Swain, 1996). 

Moreover, the students have specific interest in the content of the course, and they 

are both mentally and psychologically ready to take part in classroom activities. The 

classroom activities are build on such readiness. Thus, it can be inferred that it is 

necessary to build the instruction on what learners are familiar with. This increases 

comprehension and reduces cognitive burden on learners. Since human cognition 

produces possible hypotheses on the basis of the background knowledge to process 

and interpret the new data, teaching through content creates a relevant context 

through which cognitive processes work more efficiently to process new stimuli by 

activating and enlarging the already-existing schemata (Felix, 1994). 

Furthermore, the project focuses on the language as a whole and rather than isolating 

and practicing specific aspects of language, it adapts a holistic approach to language 

and aims at providing the students with necessary means to carry out required tasks. 

Conseq~ently, it can be generalized that language should be treated as a whole that 

cannot be separated into its constituents. The use of language in natural contexts 
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calls for a holistic competence more than its parts. Any kind of division causes 

artificiality, increases cognitive burden on behalf of learners, and makes the transfer 

of what is learned in the classroom to natural contexts less likely (Prabhu, 1987). For 

that reason, all aspects of language proficiency and skills should be aimed at during 

the classroom activities. CBI, which aims at developing language skills within a 

context, meets this requirement by integrating language skills and different aspects of 

proficiency (Leone & Cisneros, 1994). 

Not only should language be approached as a whole, but also learners. Language 

learning does not take place independent of other aspects of personal growth. It is 

interwoven with cognitive, academic, and social growth. Any kind of program which 

aims at developing only linguistic growth actually is cheating and misleading learners. 

Their cognitive, social, and academic development are robbed away at the expense 

of teaching a language. It is evident that only linguistic skills are not enough for a 

full-functioning individual. That is why, language teaching programs, like CBI, 

should be designed to provide and pave the way for the total growth of learners 

(Felix, 1994; Genesee, 1994b). 

During the course, the students are exposed to comprehensible samples of the 

language. The results showed that providing comprehensible input to students is vital 

for efficient language instruction. It is evident that language learning takes place 

successfully when learners are exposed to enough meaningful samples of target 

language. Hence, making both language and content accessible to learners is vital. 
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To manage it, context-embedded tasks should be designed especially at early stages 

of instruction. The contextual clues can reduce the cognitive burden and facilitate 

comprehension. In addition, rich authentic materials are to be incorporated into 

classroom activities both to ease comprehension and provide a variety of input in an 

appealing manner. Besides these, by building the new situation on the already

existing skills and knowledge of learners to link new learning with background 

knowledge, it is also possible to make language more comprehensible (Krashen, 

1982; Saville-Troike, 1984; Crandall, 1987; Krashen & Biber, 1988; Cummins, 1994; 

Genesee, 1994a; Met, 1994). 

In addition, the final exam the students take is administered to measure to what 

extent they use language efficiently in given contexts. Hence, the content and 

language are not divorced from each other. The focus of evaluation shows that 

measurement and evaluation, which form an integral part of any language program, 

should be compatible with the particular nature of CBI. Since CBI is characterized 

by the integration of language and content, it is imperative that measurement and 

evaluation procedures be in tandem with this dual nature ofCB!. Consequently, this 

duality leads to specification of what to measure and evaluate in CBI and 

development of appropriate procedures to carry out valid measurement (Snow et ai., 

1989; Short, 1991a and 1993; Genesee & Hamayan, 1994; Met, 1994). Thus, the 

measurement and evaluation procedures ought to be based on the careful analysis of 

both language and content objectives, considering the fact that language and content 

are interwoven and it is artificial and impossible to detach one from the other. As 
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measurement is built on course objectives and related classroom activities, particular 

procedures reflecting the characteristics of specific groups of learners and measuring 

what is wanted to be measured are called for rather than general standard 

measurement and evaluation procedures (Snow, 1993; Grimble & Filer, 1996). 

Although a holistic assessment procedure integrating content and language is called 

for, when learners are not succeeding in a course, it is advisable to define language 

and content objectives separately and focus on a single objective in a given 

measurement procedure. The lack of enough linguistic resources may interfere with 

learners' manifesting their learning of content or the lack of enough content 

knowledge may interfere with their linguistic performance during measurement 

(Snow et aI., 1989; Short, 1993). Thus, determining whether content or language 

objectives are assessed in a measure avoids the likelihood of interference between 

language and content, and increases validity. For example, students who have 

already mastered a given content area may not demonstrate it, if the language that is 

required to understand and carry out the tasks is beyond their current level of 

competence. Hence, the difficulty level of language while measuring content should 

be considered. Conversely, they may fail to show their mastery oflanguage skills, if 

they lack academic and content knowledge or are unfamiliar with social conventions. 

Clearly, determining language and content objectives in advance, and being clear 

about what to assess, either language or content, in a given procedure are basic to 

obtain valid results (Mohan, 1986; Snow et aI., 1989; Short, 1991a and 1993). 
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Similarly, positive washback effects on CBI programs demand an efficient match 

between classroom materials and tasks as well as materials and tasks used on 

assessment procedures. Hence, assessment activities should be contextualized and 

prepared in accordance with what learners are doing and which materials they are 

using in the classroom (Snow et aI, 1989; Haworth & Joyce, 1996). Not only should 

assessment procedures be appropriate for classroom activities and materials, but also 

they should be so in terms of learners' academic and linguistic development. For this 

purpose the Cummins' framework can be utilized to create appropriate challenge in 

both language and content activities on assessment procedures (Rogers & Pratten, 

1996; Haworth & Joyce, 1996). Moreover, measurement procedures ought to be 

designed and carried out with reference to the requirements of the real world settings 

to see if students would perform satisfactorily in the workplace or academic life. As 

the ultimate aim of CBI is to equip learners with necessary knowledge and skills to 

prepare them for real life contexts, designing relevant and appropriate assessment 

activities based on external criteria reflecting real world situations should be at the 

heart of the evaluation process (Clark & Lett, 1988). 

Another implication of the study is that as learners can benefit from a variety of 

assessment tools in relation to their learning strategies and learning styles, it is 

advisable to utilize a wide range of measures to get a picture about student 

performance. Since students may not demonstrate their abilities on one test, they 

should be- evaluated frequently to get more reliable feedback on whether course 

objectives are realized or not (Snow et ai., 1989; Short, 1993). In addition, it 
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should be kept in mind that evaluation, which is an indispensable part of any 

language education program, is an ongoing proc~ess, and continuous assessment of 

students' language skills and mastery of content areas are required to decide whether 

course objectives are fulfilled and whether the program needs to be revised or not 

(Met, 1994; Genesee & Hamayan, 1994). Besides standardized tests, ongoing 

integrative tests should also be used widely to supplement objective data and get a 

more comprehensive picture of student performance. For this purpose, students' 

classroom performance, tasks, reports, and journals through which students may 

employ various communication skills simultaneously can be utilized (Short, 1991 a; 

Canales, 1994). 

Finally, the last implication is about the nature of L2 instruction, including ESP. 

Since learners biologically tend to develop their audio-lingual skills prior to their 

reading and writing skills, audio-lingual skills deserve special attention. In order to 

be compatible with this natural tendency and improve the efficiency of L2 instruction, 

L2 instruction should generally focus on audio-lingual skills more with a view to 

fostering the development of these skills at the early stages of L2 learning unless it is 

designed especially to develop/improve literacy skills. 
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APPENDIX 1 

Ref: First Class English for Tourism 

II 

.oil • II
··-·:~ .. · 

Unit contents chart 

.-" '. I 
~ . 

People'-';n '. tou r;sm : 
Present simple for facts and habits; present continuous for 
temporary activities. 

Finding out about people working in tourism. Listening 
for specific informati~n. Writing a job description. . 

Requests: Can '" 7/Cauld '" 7/Would ... 1; have got. 

Dealing with flighi reservation~. Understanding 
abbreviations and symbols. Days and dates. 

....... _ ..... : ""': 

.,.1: ' ••• ~~." :-. "." ... ~ .... ~ - :,.,,:, •• - • 

. , .. "'-'~"'~": -'.- " -,~'~:'-"- "I ' ':'" ~':::-S::;~~(:J'¥~4f,f 
Changes and can¢ellations .. " .. ~.",,>:; ,~. , 

<!J;=::~; P':~~tcontinUr'" fodunu'e«¥:'i;:,;;i 
Making alterations to flight bo6kings. Asking for afid,.~<"'·.;~: ,~~ .. 
giving factual information. Writing letters explaining~Y,,>"" 
cancellation charges... \ ' .. ~~:>:.">'~:~' '::,:. 

• _.. ~ ,. ... '!- ~ " ~~. ! .,;'. .1\ -;"",."" •.. -. .• ,::: ." •.•. :."' •. -~-' ~'" 

-.;-: --:-;_ .. ;:~:---~~~?'-j~ "{fq~iI~' """~, --.-...... /.-- _ ... . r -.,;~:: •• !,-, ~:!~""i~'t~'.-:"' 

RaIl enquiries ;' ."" , 
I 

would like + to infinitive, would liM + nouns; countable and . - -: 

," . uncountable,nouns.. \ :~-..~ ."" lI. .: . 

,;\.~ '. ~ ~ .;' ;"::: b~a1\~g ~tl{;ri~uf~;; ~bout '~il trav~l. Re;di'rig'ci\q r.. 
descriptive passage. Writing replies to requests for 
information.·· \ 

I a "'r< -7 -"'C"''''Ti~b/~;21'!?':'- \ ',:; , , '''''-''"f''',·,,,'',,*,' 
. Preferences:wouldpn/ei (to)/wduld rather. :; ':.", .0','> < 

. . .'. .' .:~. "~.~:':'::" \ . . ......•. 

Answering timetable enquiries bn the telephone. Using the 
12-hour /24-hour clock. Inferring meaning from context. 

. I . 

t---------------:-:-:-:=:· :---==-:::::.. :::::--===--..-------
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-------------------~---.- -

Unit contents chart 

Travel requirements 
Degrees of obligation: must/ha;e to, needn't, mustn't. 

i. Informing customers about travel requirements. 
Transferring information from a letter to a form. Writing 
letters of confirmation . 

•.. ;-.:~-~~ ·.-... ·t: .'.. . 1 

Giving'dtrections: 
Imperatives in instructions; prepositions of place and 
movement; - --, -, 

Understanding and giving directions on a map and in an 
airport building. Reading for specific details. Talking 
about services and facilities. i 

EI
~~~f~:T'~5:~f-~?;2:~"'7:~rzr-f;::--~N"!::r'-~::~~:-; 7',' ~~ 1 "', ... " ~~~-'--,..,n.~r'~':_-~·~!', 

• -.. ' ,- , ,'~ .. Tourist information 
i 

, Giving advice and making sugge~tions: should, ought to. 

Offering advice to tourists. Listening for specific 
information. Reading and writing promotional material. 

II---' .. ~-~--"'l!r' .. ~-""' .. -~~~· . - .-:.:-~,."'~""'"---~. --.,' - ": i '.' 
• '--'; . : .{_:~. .. '" ··f· ~.,. '. .- •. '._ : 

- - Methods of payment 
. l 

Past tense of regular and irregular verbs. 
I 

Dealing with different methods of payment. Listening and 
transferring information to a f9rm. Writing a narrative in 
the past simple. 

;.,., .y: .: ~.~, ~.1~)~~.~~.1.''': ~-t··\~;~:"':~?~~\:~.~~~·-t~.;-·.~~~.- .. ~;~r..... 1 ... 

Hotel facilities (I) ;' 
; 

Comparatives and superlatives: -fr' -est; more ... than, ihe 
most .. ;,.' i 

. "j .... ', • .\ 

Comparing hotel facilities. Listening and inferring. 
Writing brochure descriptions of;hotel services. 

I 



6 Unit contents chart 

'_"_"~_;O'_, .-

Talking about plans and intention~: be going to. 

Visiting hot~l~~:a tour company representative. Reading 
promotional material. Writing letters of recommendation. 

-:-:-- .. 

..' i 

Telephone e'nquiries: 
wiU;·telephone language; time prepositions. 

Taking r~seivations over the telephone. A guide to 
telephone language and behaviour. Writing telephone 
messages and letters of confirmation. 

• -I!--' -

m'":' .. ~7'(''-'':-''!'''':''' ."- .;,:~,~", . :-:T .. -ro·.>""",' ," 7·.~.:· '~"""" .. -\ 

Checking in \ 
Degrees OTpwbability: sentences ~th ifand when. "":.-, .. (;.~<:.~~.,,;.,, 

,:. 

; . I 
Receiving guests. Reading and talking about features of the ' 
hotel industry. Understanding and~writing telexes. 
Promoting your country's hotel industry. 

.' .i··. 

111'.' :-:-. c'·.., -:-.... , ...... - '-.' .... :-.-.: .... ,: ... ~: ..... ": ,., ...,...."...C·· o .. ··m... 7q .. p" :"C

/o

··-·· ~,·.··~n.··· .. ····ts' ... ... :.-:<.r.~~',.._ ...••... -... . . 'j .... '-"- ~r .... - -~"-':--"l""" .• ,.......,."....,..---... " • .. - ~.. I' ..: .~':~~'~; .. ~~';:.~~:~~ .f.i:~: 

.... , .' - I '. 

Expressions used when complaining or apologizing; tense 
revision. . . 

Dealing with complaints. Building hialogues. Guidance on 
replying to letters of complaint. 

... ~. "'; ": .. - i 
i 

'Conference facilities \ 

~ _-=-:--__ .L .. ~ .. - :-.-"-~~ ...... _.-_ •• -

enough/too with nouns and adjectiv~s. 

Describing conference requiremen~ and facilities. 
Promoting your town/region as a conference centre. 
Organizing a conference. 1 

. 1 

~. ____ ~ ____ ---:----=--:-:--:-: .. _::-. ~. -:-: .. ~. :::: ... =::-:-.---:-:. -:=r==--------~ 
I 



~-------------------------- ._--- - ---------

Unit contents chart 

. Present and past passive. 

Describing processes. Reading and contrasting texts. 
Discussion about the effects of tourism in your country. 
Preparing and giving a talk. 

Present~i~ple for programmes and schedules. 

Explaining tour diaries. Reading about special interest 
holidays. Using descriptive adjectives. Preparing and 
writing tour diaries. : 

11
='"""",,[0<;'-- -- ""i: "r." ,. •. = ,- ." ............... -. . .~ - ~:: . : : ; ... ,.. ~ . . 

• Itineraries 
Present perfect for talking about experiences; present 
perfect contrasted with past simple, 

; 

Dealing with enquiries about itineraries. Planning and 
writing personal itineraries. Controlled dialogue building. 

m._ .. --- ~c·"""""'mr· ,,·r. ..... ~{,.·,rr: .. J ··~'"· .. l::"!" ,--. <'<.,. .... ::. ""'" .... i'.. . ..... • :: .... , ... ~:';.:: .. " ......... '... '~ .. '- i. 
. Car and equIpment :hJre 

. Present perfect with for and since. \ . 
. • . 1 

": . .Amn~g c~'~d e~uipment hirJ. Describing sports 
facilitie~ and advising clients on c~oosing a resort. 

m
"'~t??~' '>.~ ·'7~~~-::~1'::'!·~~f:it't;;>tti.;A':(~"":'''~=-'~ \,'7~ 

.' Job interviews i 
\ 

Degrees of probability: the conditional with would. 
I 

Taking part injob interviews. Reading and writing letters 
of application. Discussion on the future of the tourist 

industry . 

~.------
. _-------------------

• I 
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APPENDIX 2 

Ref: First Class English for Tourism 

Itineraries 

Listening 
Listen to this conversation in a Rome travel agency 

and answer these questions. 

Why is the woman in Rome? 
2 What does she want the travel agent to do? 
3 Has the woman been to Florence before? 
4 Why does she have to be in Venice on the 

Wednesdav? 

127 
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Itineraries 

:"'3.nZU272 study; - '-' . 
One of the uses of the present perlect tense is to ask or 
talk about experiences. In such cases we are not 
particularly interested in when something happened. 
We form the present perfect with have + the past 
participle. 

Have }OU ever been to Florence! 
I've never visited Tuscan.y. 
I've seen very little of Italy. 
We've alread.? booked tickets. 

Practice A 
\1atch these questions and answers. Write an answer 
for f. 

Have vou ever eaten snake meat? 
2 Have vou read anv ~ood books recently? 
3 Have vou ever been to ~ew Zealand? 
+ Have vou ever flown iirst class? 
SHave vou been ill recently? 
6 Have you ever ridden a motorcvcle? 

a Yes. I tried some in Thailand last year. I quite 
enjoved it. 

b ~o, I haven·t. But I'd like to go there some time. 
c Yes. That's how I get to work every day! 
d :-.10. I've been too busv the last couple of weeks. 
e Yes, once. The company paid. 

f 

"'" -.,......,,-~ .,-!::. '--. • I ~ __ ,,-_ 

Write down three exciting or unusual thin~s you have 
done in vour life. Has anvone else in your class done 
the same as vou? .-\sk and find out. 

Language s:udy ? 
Compare the use of the past tense. Remember, we use 
the past tense to calk about activities which happened 
at a specific time in the past. 

A I went to the cinema,Yesterda,v. 
B Whichfilm did,VOu see? (They are still talking 

about yesterday.) 

Practice C 
Find out what your partner has and hasn't done. 
\'lake up dialogues starting Have,You ever tried . . ./been 
to .. ./ seen . ... J etc. 

Example: A Have }OU ever tried raw fish? 
B !'es, I have. (No. I haven't.) 
A When did }OU tr.v it! 
B When I went to Japan. 



76 Itineraries 

Reading 
e etter and' . Read th I FAXed to Mrs M mnesrary thaI the travel a 

M

unro ug' gency 
unro and M' P . gest times wh M . 

Are th IS~ arker could en rs ere anv excu . go on the excu . . rSlons the" w'll rSlOns. a Je to take? , 1 nOI be b' 
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c«. Y"' """ in" ,to o,'i" ,omo'''" , •• o"eo' yO" ,i"'" ont ,0 , •• ", you< .,,,""" 
p'"'' noC' .ha

0 
, "':; n..u " oa" _ o<..e'o •• 0< n~ " _on'~ " .. ""CO' -"'_. 

yours sincerelY 

oepar~ R(lIt\€ (Termini I 
Ar!": ve Florence 

:.~.oc 
:.::,.1(-

~ ..... ' ",' FlorenCE c~cY tou: anc Pl::c~ pa!.aCE - a. t:e~oOr .. Mon-.=:: 

pisa _ ~~~ng, ~ues, TnuX, sa~ siena ant sar. GlltIignanC - fu:': daY, }o\or .. 'lieC., F=:~ 

oepart florenCE; 
Arrive BOlogna 
oeparc BOlogna 
Arri ve ven~CE; 

14 .5: 
1~.42 
lE..4~ 
lE..44 

~ .. ' 

Ci';;Y tou:: and gondola nee - ~~l.ng, da:.ly 
veneti

aT
, islanC£ - mo~~ng, daily 

EVening gonCoi.a serenade - ;. "noUX, daily 

oeparc venice 
Arrive BOlogna 
oeparc BOlogna 
Arrive Rome (Termini) 
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Itineraries 

Activity 
yfr Rossi is on a business trip in Linz, Austria. He 
would like to extend his trip to visit Salzburg and 
Vienna. Look at the notes and timetables. Then make 
up a suitable itinerary for Ylr Rossi. 

Notes . 0 er 
L nz on Monoay 1 5 dO~ . 

Mr ROSSI wants to lea:e I :'ldaY 19 October at 
k Linz oy 11 a.m .. , , . 

Must be bac In . least twO days In each 
Id n:e to speno at . 

the latest. WO~ I pxcursions. Has arranged a 
CIty. Wants infOrm. anon on - t 11 00 a.m. 

Vienna on 17 Octooer a . bUSIness meenng In 

Hotels: . mund Haffnergasse 4. Salzburg. 
Hotel Elefant. Sig . pile 101 Vienna. 
Hotel Ananas. Recnte Wlenz_. , 

Excursions, SaIZb~rg: Mirabeile Palace) - dally. 
City tour (Mozart shouse. 

mormngs. . • 
d Mountains - dally, Tuil day. Lakes an 

Excursions, Vienna: 

City tour - daliy. half day. T esday Thursday, Saturoay. 
Vienna Woods and concert - u , 

.... j.. - •• ~ . .;.;~ - • .:. •• " ...... 

VIENNA - LlNZ - SALZBURG 

Vienna dep. 0700 0800 0838 1000 1200 1300 1400 1504 Linz arr. 0852 0954 1022 1152 1352 1452 1552 1657 Linz dep. 0854 0956 1024 1154 1210 1354 1454 1554 1700 Salzburg arr. 1015 1120 1137 1320 1400 1515 1615 1715 1825 
-------------------------------------------------------------.-
Salzburg dep. 0650 0812 0940 1040 1140 
Linz arr. 0759 0923 1101 1201 1301 
Linz dep. 0801 0925 1103 1203 1303 
Vienna arr. 0938 1105 1300 1400 1500 

Summary 
Now vou can 

; 

. . k and talk about Use the present perfect tense to as 
: daily 
; gondola 

experiences 
Have you l!1IeT been to Venice? 
No. f~ fact I've seen VeT} liltle of Italy. 

Plan and write an itinerary 

: guarantee 
i lake 
, raw 

1240 1340 1440 1540 
1401 1501 1601 1700 
1403 1503 1603 1703 
1600 1700 1800 1900 

N"eww{Jrds : 
serenade 
settle an account 
snake 
Venetian 
woods 
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APPENDIX 3 

.~ Dave Allan 1992 Photocopying is illegal 

Oxford Placement Test 1 
Grammar Test PART 1 

Name 

Total Listening __ /100 Total Grammar Part 2 ___ / 50 

Total Grammar Part 1 ___ / 50 Grand total __ /200 

Look at these examples. The correct answer is ticked. 

a 'n warm cilmales oeoole .j,it.e· likes are iiking sItting outSloe In the sun. 

b it it '5 'feN hot. :he'l Slt at.¢' unoer :he snaOe. 

Now the test will begin. TIck the correct answers. 

'!Vater :5 to bod is boiling balls 3t 3 ,emoerawre oi 100°C:. 

2 in 501'1'1e G::luntrles there is is it is 'fer,' "'ot 311 ,he :Ime. 

3 . n COlO COI;l1tnes oeooie wear :nICK c:a:r>es for keeping' to keep. tor to keep warm. 

4. :n ~:lglar.c ::leOOle Me 31wavs ,all"ng Joout a weather the weather weather 

5 !n some olaces ;r rams there rains it raining Jlmost eveN aay. 

6 In ,jesens there isn·t the some any grass. 

7 ::>Iaces near 'he =auawr 'lave a warm the warm warm weather 9ven In me COld season. 

8 In england coldest the coldest colder :11-,;e oi 'lear IS .;sually irom Decemoer:o FebruaN. 

9 The most: Most of Most oeoole Jon : ~now what It' 5 :,ke ,n other countries. 

10 'leN' less little few oeCOie can :rave! 30~cao. 

11 \tlohan'med Ali· has won won is winning 'lIS iirst worla :llie iignt In ~ 960. 

12 .J.iter r'\e had won have won, was winning an OlympIC gOld meaal ne oecame a proiesslonal boxer. 

13 "';15 religious oelieis have made him made him to' made him change nlS name wnen he oecame 

:::narnolon. 

14 it ne has would have had 'ost nlS -!rst "g.n{ WIl!1 Sonny L!ston. 'lC one would have oeen surcrlseo. 

-------
15 .... e has :ravelled a iOl both and or as a Doxer ana as a world-famous oersonalllY 

2 

3 

5 

6 

7 

9 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

5dotO!ai :1 
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Oxford Placement Test 1 Grammar Tesr Parr: 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

rie IS very well known all in , all over' in all ' the world, 

Many people. is believing, are believing: believe' he was the greatest boxer of all time, 

To De the Des: from in. of the world IS not easy. 

c.iKe any :00 sportsman Ali had to . must: Should train verY hard. 

E'len thougn ne nas now lost hiS mle, peoOle would: will; did. always remember him as a cnamplon. 

The hiStOry oi' aeroplane' the aeroplane, an aeroplane. IS 

quite a ; a quite quite snort one. For many centuries men 

are trying: try : had tried. La fly, out With 

little' few' a little success. in the 19th centurY a few peopie 

succeeded to fly in flying; into flying ,n balloons. But It wasn't until 

:he oegmnlng of . this next· that century that anybody 

were' is was aoie co flv In a machine 

whO I wnlCh . what was heaVier ,han air, 'n other words, in 

who: which what we now ~ail a 'olane' The first oeople to aChieve 

:lowerea ilignt' Nere me Wnght orothers His Their Theirs: 

Nas me milcrllne whlC:,) was :he forerunner of the Jumbo lets 

3na 3uoersor,lc airliners :hat are· such, such a ,so common 

slgnt today. -:-hey could: should, couldn't' naraly nave Imagmed that In 1969, 

not much, not many' no much more than half a century iater, 

3 man will be had been. would be !anded on the '11oon. 

"Ireaav: a man' man' the man IS taking the first steps tOwards the stars. 

.l..lthougn '3pace satellites :lave ~xlstea since, during' for less 

:hal1 fortY Years, Ne are now deoendent from' of ; on them for all 

<:Inas of informations, information, an information Not oniv 

are they· they are there are being IJsed for SCientific research :n 

space. Oul also TO see wnat kina of weather is coming. comes: coming 

Bv : 998 there . would· must will have oeen sateilltes In soace for forty 

years and the 'soace suoerpowers' are Planning to. have' make, let: 

rTIasslve soace stations ouilt. When these' will be are, will have been 

comoleted It will be the ;irst time' when where' that . astronauts 'NIII be 

able to wor~ In space !n large numbers Apart' For Except all that, 

In many ways ;ne most re.rT1arkable flight of' above at all was 

it· that: that one of the ilVlng Olcycie, wnlc!1 the woria saw on :eie'lISlon, 

flying, to fly fly· across the Channel frOM England to France. 'Nllh nothing 

apart. but: than a man to oower It. As ,he Olcyc!e-f1ver sale. 

'!t s the iirst 'lfT'e I realize I've realized, I am realiZing wnat hard 'Nork ,t :s co oe,; Dlra I' 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

2! 

22 

23 

24 --' 

26 

~ 
i 28 

29 

30 

31 

32 

33 

34 

35 

36 

37 

38 

39 

40 

41 

42 
--I 

43 

44 

! 45 

46 

47 

48 

49 

50 
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23 

:5 
25 

2'3 

~, 

)1 

35 

36 

38 

39 

J2 

5C 

:;:---:-, 
~--.~ 

Grammar Test PART 2 
51 Many teac.~S's say to say tell ttlelr SlL .. ce:':; sroulc 'earn a iorelgn ,anguage. 

52 ~earnlnc:; a sec::Jf1C larguage '5 ~ot ~ne sarT'e as iike than earnlr:g 3 ~trSi: :ar.guage. 

53 ;t ~aKes long time long a long time :0 ,ear" =~v ang~age. 

54 :t 'S salo :nar ::~"l1nese S oernaos :~e wene',:; narder haraest more hard :anguage:o maSier. 

55 =ngllsn S JUlte Oli7:C·~:t ::Je::ause ')i '111 :re ~xee::;.':rs who wtllCil what '1eve:o ae 'earnt. 

56 "au can 'earn tile cas;e s;ruG::;res ,:Jf a .al'g'Joge ::...,te ::"'ICK:Y, JU: Jr.IV r vou 

are wanting will to are willing to :na;:", 3~ ",i'Or:. 

57 ,:,. ,ot oi ::Jeaole aren : Jsea to the studY to stuev :0 studYing gra~mar 'n ~rell Jwn ,anguage. 

58 \ilanv acult slUcen;s.::i =:1<;lIsn 'Nlsn they would stan: would have starteo had started 
~ilelr language SlUCles ;)arller. 

59 ;n sOf'l1e ':::Juntrres stuoents have :0 soene 3 'm :;: ~lf'I1e working on by in 'heir awn. 

60 There are,,: no any some ;)2Sy ways oi e~r",ng d :orelgn language In 'lour own coumrv 

61 30me oeoole:rv:o ,rr.orl)ve :nelr ::l'1gllsn::Jv heanng listening listening to :he 3BC WOnd Service. 

132 live life liVing Nlth 'l ;or81gl~ 'amllv can:oe 3 ~C::JG 'Nav :0 ieafl~ a langt,;age. 

63 ;['s no ~se to try trying in trying :0 'e3r~ 3 ,arg\.i3ge ,USl ov 5Tuav:ng a Clc:lonarv 

l33 

64 :vlany s,:.;aents oi ::1'1911sn would rather not wouid rather prefer not would rather not to . take :es:s. 

65 Some oeoOle 'hlnK r' 3 :Ime '/"e 311 learn snould learn· learnt a srngle 'Ilternatlonallaf'guage. 

C!1arles Walker :5 a :eac:-:er 3t a comorenenslve sellOOI n Nor.vicn ..... e has joined jOined. joins 

:l'1e staif )i ~he senool In : 988 ana has been working worked 'NOrKS 'nere ",ver Since. 

Before 1 move to move moving :0 NorwlCll. 'le :augmn 'talY 3na In Wales, 

3nO before 'nat .'1e has Deen was was being 3 s'\.icent Jt t:af"lorlcge 

'JnlverSIN 30 far '1e isn't wasn't hasn't been ·n '\jorwlcn :or 'lSong 

3S '1e was ,n 'Nales. o:.;t -,e ·:kes one CltV·3 'or ono should wouid could 

.IKe :0 srav :her,," :or.3t east 3nort"er :wo'/ears -, 'low wnich as ne 

:JutS It, :.Jnrll :lIS :wo G:llioren have will have 'Nill be grown us 'lOlL 

-ie ~et ""S 'Nlle, <are. f' '982 wnlle '1e was to liye was liVing had been living 

3proac :or" 'Nnlie,3nc :he'l gar ~amea n : 986 

5i 

56 

37 

53 

;: 
~ 
'32 

33 

64 

65 

66 

67 

-38 

59 

70 



The Walkers' Jay, ~~~~ '5 icur, nas :US! S,3r!ec 

at nursery senool. out his their her sls;er 

shall stay stays will be staYing at nome ;or anomer ':OI,Ole or ',ears, 

oeC3use sne IS nearlv cwo years younger more young the younger 

:han nlm,::1arles and Kate ~Jalker are used use used 

,:ountry, jut :'.ow 'hat ~ne'J nave cnllcren, :ney have moved move moved 

,nto the CllV, ,::;,anes Nartee J nouse next near close Te 

3enOOI in oreer for to ;:;et:o work eaSII,!, .;nror:L:nateN 

the a, that Jr~e :he :wo or :nem !early wan tea 'NelS ;00 ~',cel~s:lte, 

so "ney must snouio hao to :.JUY ol1e 3 Olt 'ur:~er )wav, 3\1 ~~e :~lT'e :"e 

:nllorel1 go Will go Will have gone :0 seconoarv 3cnool, 

that which, wnat C;,anes ana <ate noee Will be ,n Nor,vlcn, :ne 

'Nalkels will have been have been will belvlng :nere 'or at ,cas: '::;eel1 'Jears 

-heY ;al1 : oe sure;; :he" stay 00 stay will stay ,out:i :nev 

don't dian t wan', ,:ne~r 'r:p.ros 'Non"::e ',00 surcr:sec 

Look at the following exampies of question tags in English, The correct form of the tag is ticked, 

a ~es ;:;en:119 :r-e ,~,::: ,rain, 'SV't he' ha~;n': he wasn': !"Ie 

b She worKS ,n:l ::brarv. isn', sne' doe~': she aoesn: he 0 

C 'om CICf' ":ell'/cl,;, ;,asn't he dian't he a~he ? 

d :oumeo[1e:; 'orgone[1 '0 ,WltC:J oTi :ne;as, didn't one dian't thev hav~t they ) 

Now tick the correct question tag in the following 10 items: 

91 ~onn's comlng:o ~ee '/CU, hasn the wasn: he isn't he ' 

92 It':; oeen a :cnq :Ime ::;ree ';OU 'ie 3een [1lm, hasn't it isn't it havent yOU ) 

93 -Ie' ~ Gue ~o Jrr;'/e ~c~cr:ow. 'Non't he isn't ne . will he ... 

94 -Ie 'iIIon::Je ;;e:tlllg ,[1 :111 5DOut 'D,30, Isn't he ;s he will he ===:...-----
95, \leu mel him ,vnlie 'IOU were; em 1011edV, didn't 'IOU weren't 'IOU haven', you -

97 \10 GOU01 'IOU J ratner '~e staved:n i:ngianc 'lOW ,)idn't you woulan't you shouldn't 'IOU 
------------

98 :-Jooocv ~Ise '~as oeen :OIC ~e' s ,:om1ng, ~ ~~~".~hev -

99 Ne 1 her:er "et stav :jO :00 ,ate :OnI91;:, didn't we have we had we ' ----------- ---- ---- - . 

100 '5uooose ,t', :Inle Ne ;31Iec::t a Jay, didn't we isn't it don't I ' 
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APPENDIX 4 

ANKEr 

~daki sorulan dikkatle oIruduktan soma bo$1u1dan doldurunuz veya dotru ~ ~eyiniz. 
1. Adunz \'e soyadunz: ...•...............•..•.....................•..•...............•... 
2. Do~ yeriniz \'e tarihi: ......•........................••.................... 
3. Saba \'e annenizin ~tim durumu 

Saba: ilniversite.... yc1ksclcokul..... lise veya dengi oItul.... onaolrul..... ilkokul ..... . 
Anne: ilniversite.... yilksekokul..... lise veya dengi oItul.... onaolrul..... ilkokul ..... . 

4 .. Saba \'e annenizin meslelderi: Baba:....................... anne: ...................... . 
S. Daha Once yabana dil O~ mi? evet... bayll..... CevablWZ EVET ise 

Ilkoltul yabana dilin tilnl................ haftada ..•.. saat ....... ytl ..... ay 
Onaolru.l )8bana dilin tilnl................ baftada ..... saat ....... y1l ...•• ay 
Lise yabana dilin to.I11................. haftada .••.. saat ....... y1l .•.•. ay 
Ozei kurslar yabana dilin tilnl. .......... ..... haftada ..... saat ....... y1l ..... ay 

6. Onaoiruiunuzun adJ.:......................................... tiln1: Ozcl..... devlet. ... . 
7. OrtaoIcuiu alrud~uz ~.......... ilc;e......... seJnL •..•.•... 

8. Ona oIru.Ida okudu~uz yabana dil ders kitaplanru Slralaytruz: .....•••..••.........•.••...•.••.••...•.•••• 
9. Ona aIruldaki yabaa dil no( onalamaruz: 90-100..... 70-89..... 50-69..... 30-49 ..... 0-29 ..... 
10. l.isenizin am:.................................................. tiin1: Ozcl..... devlet. .... 
II. Liseyi alrudu~uz $cllir.. ........ ilc;e.... ..... seJnL. •.•..... 

12. Ltsede alrudu~uz yabanCl dil ders kitaplanru sualayuuz: ..•........•..•..••.••••.••.•.....•••••.•... 
13. LiseQeki yabana dil not onalamaruz: 90-100..... 70-39..... 50-69..... 30-49..... 0-29 ..... 
14. Dalla Once lue; tngilizce konU$Ulan bir illkede bulundunuz mu? evet.... hayu ..... 

Cevabln1Z EVET ise hangi Olkelenie? ....•...•.........•.... ne lcadar siire? .•......••• ~ )'8$lndayken? 
15. lngilizce gazete, dergi vcya benzeri yaymlan takip ediyorsaruz SUrcsini yanruz. ..... ytl ..... ay 
16. tngilizce roman. hikaye \'e benzeri eserIeri okwna durumunuzu belirtiniz. 

her bafta..... her o~ gUnde bir..... her ay..... her ill; ay..... her aln al'..... hie; •..•. 
ne kadar silr1:den beri? ..... l'd ..... al' 

17. lngilizce televizyon programianru wente dwumunuzu belirtiniz. 
her gilll..... her iki gilnde bir ..... her ilc; gi.lnde bir..... her hafta..... her ay. .... hie; .•..• 
ne kadar SI1reden beri? ..... ytl ..... ay 

18. lngilizce film scyreder misiniz? 
her gUn..... her iki gUnde bir..... her ilc; gi.lnde bir..... her hafta..... her ay..... hie; .••.. 
ne kadar SI1reden beri? ..... ytl ..... ay 

19. Ingilizce radyt:> programJanru dinler misiniz? 
her gi.In..... her iki gUnde bir..... her ilc; gi.lnde bir..... her hafta..... Iter ay..... hic;. •... 
ne kadar SI1reden beri? ..... ytl ..... ay 

20. Hie; anadili lngilizce olanlarla il~m kurdunuz mu? evet •••.. ne kadar sttreyle? .... ytl .... al' 
baytr ..... 

21. Dalla Once turizm SiCltton1nde ~z ffil? evet. ... hangi alanda? ......... ne kadar silreyle? •... 
baytr .. . 

22. Daha Once lngilizce kullarulan bir onamda c;:a11$1lruZ ffil? 
evet..... hangi alanda?................... ne laIdar siireyle? ..... 

bayu ... 
23. Deulcom lngilizce kursuna devam etmenizin en 6nemli nedenini k.tsaca yanruz. ..................... .. 
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APPENDIX 5 

Candidate 
Centra Number Number 

Candidate Name [ I 
UNIVERSITY OF CAMBRIDGE LOCAL EXAMINATIONS SYNDICAtE 

Examinations In English as a Foreign Language 

KEY ENGLISH TEST 
PAPER 2 listening Test 

Saturday 26 NOVEMBER 1994 

Additional malerials: 
Answer sheet 
Eraser 
Pencil 

Afternoon 

TIME Approx. 25 minutes (including 8 ~inutes transfer time) 

INSTRUCTIONS TO CANDIDATES 

0085/2 

. Approx. 25 mir Jtes 
(inciuding 8 mir,ut6S 
transfer time) 

Write your na~e, Centre number and candidate number in tlie spaces at the to;) of this page. 

Answer all questions. 

Write your answers in the spaces provided on the q:;estion paper. 

You will have eight minutes at the end to transfer your answers, in pencil, onto the separate a;~ ,. 
sheet. 

At the end of the examination, hand in both the question paper and the ar.swc.- sheet. 

INFORMATION FOR CANDIDATES 

There are 5 parts to this test and you will hear Elacn part twice. 

There will be a pause before each part to allow you to look at U'h3 Guest:c:ls, and otr.er p3u5c~ tG let 
you think about your answers, 

S9 (JMl QK45785 
~ UCLES 1994 

This question paper consists of 8 prlr."':\d pr'; :H~d 4 blank pages. 

[Turn over 



READING AND WRITING PAPER 

Part 1 
Questions 1 - 5 

Who are these notices for'? 

137 

For questions 1-5, mark A, B or C on the answer sheet. 

., 
-

.., 
.) 

-+ 

:' 

EXAMPLE 

o Under 16s) 
half price 

BlRTHDAY CA.RDS 

UPSTAIRS 

Bri'tislil !I.]id 

E7IJlI0PMLD p!lSS:P'Ol"'t~ 

Please do not take 
bathroom towels 
to the beach 

r----:--, 
I No stoppmg I 
I on motorway I L.. ______ ...1 

• ••••••••••••••••• 
• • 
• • 
• A free coke • 
• • 
• • 

with every pizza~ • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
• • 
• • 
• ••••••••••••••••• 

A car drivers 
B old people 
C children 

A car drivers 

B customers 

C hotel guests 

A tourists 

B shop assistants 

C school children 

A people in a cinema 

B secre ta ries 

C hote I guests 

A school children 

B bus drivers 

C passengers 

ANSWER 

c 

A people in :.I restaurant 

B people in a museum 

C people in a theatre 

I ){/'.!.t' ,-
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Questions 6-10 

Which notice (A-H) says this (6-10)? 
For questions 6-10, mark the correct letter (A-H) on the answer sheet. 

EXAMPLE ANSWER 

0 We can help you. E 

• 
A Closed for Lunch 1 - 2 pm 

6 We do our job fast. -... 

7 We are open this afternoon. B I Use Before 20. 10.92 I 
S We sell food. e STAMPS 

ONLY 
9 You can save money here. 

10 This is too old. 0 
I Freshly made Sandwiches 

E I INFORMATION I 

F 

G 

H 



Part 2 
Questions 11 - 15 

Read the descriptions (11 • 15) of some places. 
What is the name of each place (A . H)? 
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For questions 11 . 15, mark the correct letter (A·H) on the answer sheet. 

EXAMPLE 
o You can see a film here. 

11 You can buy medicine here. 

12 People often stay in a room here on holiday. 

13 If you are very ilL you stay here. 

14 You can buy stamps here. 

15 When your car has a problem. you take it here. 

ANSWER 

C 

PLACES 

A camping-site 

B chemist 

C cinema 

D garage 

E hospital 

F hotel 

G post office 

H theatre 
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Part 3 
Questions 16 - 20 
Complete the five conversations. 
For questions 16 - 20, markA, B or C on the answer sheet. 

EXAMPLE 

o Do you want to go to the bank? 

16 Can [ use your telephone'? 

t 7 When's Tom coming'? 

t8 How old is David'? 

19 How much will the ticket be'? 

.20 Jane's away. 

A Yes. I have. 
B Yes. I do. 
C Yes. I went too. 

ANSWER 

B 

A Phone me at 5 o'clock. 
B Yes. of course. 
C Sorry, you have the wrong number. 

A Last night. 
B At lunch time. 
e Two days ago. 

A He's good. 
B Next year. 
e Twenty. 

A £50, 
B Two hours. 
e 50 miles. 

A On holiday'? 
B Yesterday? 
e Has she'? 



Questions 21 - 25 
Complete the conversation. 
What does Mario say to Jenny? 
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For questions 21 . 25, mark the correct letter (A· H) on the answer sheet. 

EXAMPLE ANSWER 

Jennv: Hello. Mario. How are you'? 

Mario: 0 ......... . o 

Jenny: Fine. Are you doing A Yes. I'd love to. 
anything on Saturday,? 

\-tario: ~ t ............. 
B Yes, ['11 make some 

sandwiches. 

Jenny: Wel1. would you like to come to C The bus leaves at 
the beach with me and some friends? 

8 o'clock . 

Mario: ..,~ 
__ .a ......... •• 

0 I'm fine, thanks. 

Jenny: We're meeting at \tlike's house. 
How are you'? 

Have you been there before'? 
E It's opposite the park. 

Mario: 
.., .... 

isn't it? -.) ............ 

Jenny: That's right. Can you be there F ft's a beautiful beach. 

at 7.30? 

'G That's very early! 
\t[ario: 2'-1- ............ 

H No. I don't think so. 

Jenny: Please don't be late! We're all taking Whv'? 
some food. Can you bring something'? 

Mario: 25 ............ 

Jenny: Right. Bye! 

I'({.'.!.l'II 



Part 4 
Questions 26 - 32 

Read the article about a young tennis player. 
Are sentences 26 - 32 'Right' fA) or 'Wrong' (B)? 
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If there is not enough information to answer 'Right' (A) or 'Wrong'? (B), choose 
'Doesn't Say' (C). 

For questions 26 - 32, mark A, B or C on the answer sheet. 

i Love 15! Jennifer Capriati is just 15 years old. This 
: year she played tennis at Wimbledon and won against the champion, 
: Martina Navratilova. This is what she told our interviewer. 

Do l'Oli Iblnk 1'011 £lace 
plaved {cell (his year) 

\Vdl. I'm plaving berter 
than last \'ear. Ar \'V"imble

don the\" ~J.iJ I hit the 
hall ..It I ~s kilometres ..In 
houri 

p;oople Often 3tlV YUli are 

like Christ E['en. no l"OIi 

agree? 

Chris is IllV friend ~lnd r 
re:tllv ~ldmire her. bur \\"e 
plav \"en" ditTerendv. r 
dun't (f\" to pla\' in the 

same \ya\' :IS her. 

I'I!.!.:.('I"; 

[s it easr to do YOli I' 

sciJoo/ l('ork U'bel1 YOIl 
iran.:! all OCl:'r {be 

ll"iJrid? 

Sly muther ,lncl father 

don't let me forget my 
~ch()<)1 work \\'hen ['m 

J\yav from home. ,\nd 
:nv ,e:lchers help me ..I 

!m. 

HOll' do you get ()/I leit/.? 
fJOI:~'/ 

I [o\'e to he:.lt them 
when we plav tennis 
together' Thev .~av 

lhin~s like ":-\0 ~irl is 
,l!oing to [x::[( me ." 

"'hieh makes me tIT 

[\\iee as h:lrd' 

Do YOli baL'1! an,v 
h(!hhil:':;.~ 

:-ihopping '.yitll my mum. 
,\lI those people who 
'iay r \\"a:; born to play 
tennis Jre wrong. I was 
born to shop! 



EXAMPLE 

o Jennifer started playing tennis when she was 15, 
ANSWER 

B 

A Right B Wrong C Doesn't Say 

26 Jennifer was the youngest player at Wimbledon, 

A Right B Wrong C Doesn't Say 

27 The ball goes very fast when Jennifer hits it. 

A Right B Wrong C Doesn't Say 

28 Jennifer and Chris often play tennis together. 

A Right B Wrong C Doesn't Say 

29 Jennifer wants to play like Chris. 

A. Right B Wrong C Doesn't Say 

30 Jennifer's parents make her do her school work. 

A Right B Wrong , C Doesn't Say 

.31 Jennifer tries very hard when she plays against boys. 

A Right B Wrong C Doesn't Say 

32 Jennifer doesn't have time for any hobbies. 

A Right B Wrong C Doesn't Say 

143 
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Part 5 
Questions 33 - 40 
Read the article about Sherlock Holmes. 
Choose the best word (A. B or C) for each space (33 - 40). 
F or questions 33 - 40, mark A, B or C on the answer sheet. 

33 

34 

35 

36 

37 

38 

39 

40 

Sherlock Holmes 
Most people know the names of the famous detective Sherlock Holmes and 0 

good friend Dr. Watson. But perhaps you don't know _)3 facts about Sherlock 

Holmes. 

The first Sherlock Holmes story 34 written by Arthur Conan Doyle in 1886. 

Conan Doyle was 35 doctor and he 36 only write his books when he 

wasn't busy with sick people. 

In the stories, Holmes and Watson lived 37 2'21B Baker Street. Hundreds of 

people from all over the world .~.~. write to Holmes at that address every week 

asking 39 his help, The building is now a bank. and 40 is a secretary in 

the bank who reads all Sherlock Haimes' letters! 

I 

IEXAMPLE ANSWER 
! 

0 A his B its C their A I . 
i 

A that B these C this 

A has B IS C was 

A J B one C the 

A must B may C could 

A at B by C on 

A never B still C yet 

A for B to C with 

A here B "he C then: 

/'c/,!.',(' ./-1 
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Part 6 
Questions 41 - 50 

Complete these letters. 
Write ONE word for each space (41 .. 50). 
For questions -n .. 50. write your words on the answer sheet. 

Dear Teacher. 

(Example: w·m) sorry I cannot come 41 class today. I 42 got 

a bad cold. I must stay 43 bed for two days. I'll be back at school 

next week. 

Please 44 you give me 45 homework? 

Yours, 

Tina 

Dear Tina, 

['m sorry you :ue 46 . Get better 47 ! 

You can read page six of 48 course book, and then 49 the exercise 

on page seven. 

I'll see you in class 50 Monday. 

Yours. 

;:1.. 'Bennett 



Part 7 
Questions 51 - 55 

Read this information about a family who want to visit China. 
Fill in the information on the VISA APPLICATION. 
For questions 5l - 55! write the information on the answer sheet. 

Joseph Flood is from the USA. He is 36 years old 
and he is a pilot. He lives in the Mid-West in a 
town called Oshkosh. He is married to Jane. 
They have two daughters and one son. 

VISA APPLICATION 

First name 

Surname :51 

Nationality :52 

Age 36 

Job 53 

: Wife' s name 54 

Number of children 55 
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Part 8 
Question 56 

You must see your friend, David, before tomorrow evening. 

W rite a note to David. 

Say: 

whv yOU want to see him. -. 
where and when to meet you. 

Write 20-25 words. 

Write your note on the back of the answer sheet. 

147. 



LISTENING PAPER 
Part 1 
Questions 1 - 5 

Listen to the tape. 
You will hear five short conversations. 
You will hear each conversation twice. 
There is one question for each conversation. 
For questions 1 - 5, put a tick IZl under the right answer. 

Here is an example: 

EXAMPLE 

o What time is it'? 

06.00 

An 

What time does the train go? 

2 What does the woman drink'? 

AD 

08.00 

BD 

BO 

09.00 

c [2] 
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3 How much is the skirt'? 

o o 

$9,99 $19,90 

-\. Which room does the woman want'? 

5 When is Jackie's party'? 

June ~ 

.-\ D 

Bil L.J 

DIARY 

June 5 

CJ 
B 0 

14Y 

o 

$19,99 

DIARY 

June 6 

c D 



Part 2 
Questions 6 - 10 

Listen to Sandra talking to Lucy about her holiday. 
Sandra went to six countries. 
What did she buy in each country? 

For questions 6 - 10, write a letter (A - H) next to each country. 
You will hear the conversation twice. 

EXAMPLE ANSWER 

o Italy B 

COUNTRY THINGS BOUGHT 

6 Germany 0 .-\ cassette 

B coffee 

7 Spain n 
L....J 

C guitar 

8 Holland 0 D hat 

E picture 
9 Portugal n ,~ 

F plate 

10 France 0 G suitcase 

H sunglasses 
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Part 3 
Questions 11-15 

Listen to Jill taking to a friend about a visit to Ireland. 

For questions 11-15, tick v: ...\., B or C. 
You will hear the conversation twice. 

EXAMPLE 

o Jill is going to Ireland next 

tl The taxi will cost 

l2 The hotel is 

13 The hotel receptionist is :VIr 

14- Jill should take 

15 The weather will be 

A week. 

B Monday. 

e month. 

A £10. 
B flt. 
e £13. 

A cheap. 

B big. 

e unfriendlv. 

A. MANlJJA. 

B MA.l'iAKA. 

e MENUGA. 

A a raincoat. 

B a camera. 

e warm dmhes. 

A sunny. 

B windY. 

e wet. 

151 

ANSWER 

-



Part 4 
Questions 16 - 20 
Listen to a girl speaking on the telephone. 
She wants to speak to Colin, but he is not there. 

For questions 16 - 20. complete the message to Colin. 
You will hear the conversation twice. 

IlllrU~:::llili I 
i
l 

'To: Colin ~ 
I ifrom: (16) ------!~ 
I ~ 
! ~?t.;(eet fier outsiae: (17) i': 

I

I ----------- 1:[ 
:::1' 
n:,1 I ;:tt: (18) 

I 
I Wear: (19) 

I 'Bring: 
I> 

, ______ ~_. ___ . __ ._ !!i 

1··, 
(20) 

',', ':,' :,' O~,-:-, ,.0 u- ,',:-"~~,c"".:'·.o ,~, .. ,-_ ',',' c~~~o,,- c:'C:~,'-'O"O._'-:' _., u, ' __ - "t", 

152 
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Part 5 
Questions 21 - 25 

Listen to some information about a swimming pool. 

For questions 21 - 25, complete the information about the swimming pool. 
You will hear the information twice. 

WATERWORLD SWIMMING POOL 

Opens: 
8.00 am 

Closes: (21) 

Cost for adults: £ 2.60 

for students: C::'2) 

Wednesday mornings for: (23) 

and for: (2-1-) 

Cafe opens: (25) 
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APPENDIX 6 

Ref: First Class English for Tuurism 
-----------

Checking in 

Here is the telex :vIr Casado's secretary sent to 

reserve his room in Stockholm, 

EXCELSIOR 

See Appendix 3 tor a list of common telex 
abbreviations. 

Rewrite the telex above in plain lanlSuage. 

2 You work for Zap Travel. )few York. Write a 
telex to the Swan Hotel, Stratford-upon-Avon, 
Engiand, :md reserve twO double rooms and one 
:lingle, all with bath, tor five nights from 14 
Februarv, in the name ofP. )foble .. -\sk tor 
confirmation by telex as soon as possihle. 

3 )fow write the telex reply to 2 above, confirming 
the booking. 

Activity I 
Imagine that you have to promote your country;, 
hotel industry to a group of tour operators from 
abroad. Work in pairs. Prepare notes on the features 
you will talk about (e.g. service, hospitality) .. -\re 
there any famous hotels that you will mention? 

:'-low present your talk to another pair, or to the rest of 
the class. 

With a partner take turns to be a hotel receptionist 
and a business traveller. 

Receptionist 
You are the receptionist in a hotel in your town/city_ 
The hotel has a restaurant and bar, but no room 
service. YilU are at the reception desk when a guest 
arrives. Help the guest to check in and tell him/he, 
about the facilities. 

Business traveller 
You are on a business trip. You want to check into the 
hotel. You are expecting a telephone cail from an 
important customer. What do you want the 
receptionist to do if the customer cails? Tell the 
receptionist that you wam a late dinner in the hotel 
tonight, and that you want an alarm call in the 
mormng. 

Summary 
Now you can 

~'1 Help arriving guests 
Would you like dinner tonz~!?ht? 
Have a pleasant sta)" sir. 

..;l lIse sentences with when and if 
Gun YOlt usk him to wil me ~vhen he arriues? 
If you want somelhinfJ to eat later than that,just call room 
service. 

~ Read and write simple telexes 

I aiarm cail 
1 bustle 
I 

1 ciai .', 
1 estaoilsn 
! :dentlficatlof' 
, ;moenai 

pieasure 
Gt:ng 

,-eceotlonist 
relined 

shaded 
shari< 

stanciarci 
':Gditlonai 
unique 

59 



From ISTANBUL 
('. .c. C'-

To Kualalumpur 

To Madrid 

To Mexico City 

APPENDIX 7 

DEULCOM INTERNATIONAL 
FARE CHART 

l55 

16 

1825.00 3650.00 To Istanbul 1975.00 3950.00 
I 

4650.00 586.00 i 1172.00 To Kualalumpur 2325.00 
I 

1612.00 I 3224.00 To Madrid 1740.00 3480.00 

To San Salvador 1895.00 3790.00 To Mexico City 95.00 190.00 

To Singapore 1716.00 3432.00 To Singapore I 2110.00 4220.00 

To Vienna 672.00 i 1344.00 To Vienna 1820.00 
I 

3640.00 

From KUALALUMPUR ; .... 

i····i·\ •.•• V [From .. · .... • ·•· •.••••• jF'~&3~0;~0B.I; · .. ··:;.·;·:·:··:······:·::/..;:::;t 

~, 
;:; ... ~ ... 

.<t;:.:: .... ·· . . ......... : .. .-.... ':::::":}::-:':':'",":'?'?:::':,::: 
To I istanbul I 1840.00 I 3680.00 To Istanbul 1745.00 

! : 

To Madrid 1875.00 3750.00 To Kualalumpur 1825.00 3650.00 I 

I 
To MexIco City 2331 43 4662.36 To Madrid 2016.00 4032.00 I , I 

To I San Saivador ! 228656 4513.12 To I MexIco City 2875.00 5750.00 
I i I , ._-_._-' 

To ! Sl(lgapore ; 11000 : 220.00 To ! San Salvador 3809.05 7618.10 ! 
I ! i 

To i Vienna I 1920.00 3840.00 To Vienna 1956.00 3912.00 i 
I i 

From MADRID < '.' :: ••......•• <:< '\>.tfo?m: ••• :, ::¥I=:iI··.·! 
..... ..: ... : ......... ....... ; ... i:':}":':.""'.':':";:"":"':"',:· .:.< •.• ••... : ..... >.:.: .•...• , .• : .... :::} .. 

To 
i 

.'stanbul i 58600 1172.00 To Istanbul 650.00 1300.00 

To 
i 

i<.ualalumpur ~870.00 i 3740.00 To i Kualalumpur 1816.00 3632.00 : 
To ,v,e\lco Ciy 

I 
181500 3630.00 To Madrid 416.00 832.00 

To San Salvador ! 1952.00 3904.00 To Mexico City 1710.00 3420.00 
i 

To Singapore : 2016.00 I 4032.00 To I San Salvador 1890.00 3780.00 I ! 
To I Vienna 41000 : 820 00 To ! Singapore 1870.02 3740.04 ; i 
From MEXICO CITY ..... : .. 

..... ..... : ..... : .... . ... 

To Istanbul 1506.00 3012.00 

To f<ua/alumpur 2416.00 4832.00 
I , 

To Madnd 1800.00 3600.00 

To MeXICO City 1815.00 3630.00 

To San Salvador 400.01 800.02 

To Singapore 2612.00 5224.00 

'J"ld.~'1 NU(' riP'l .... !) ...... ! Cl"Hlrr'l1 r:rltpt'flll ~:if/<;:1J "'! 1 t>i!'!nn U''I'':l,-;-!r ,,"rdhrl!lfT~:l1r ,j,p~" ~'if "7'".lr'" iP '''..rfj.;nn j:l:-l<;~(>n9"'r i.:'lrrff u~i"';jn~ ~lzn;H;'\1c fla!u!<'nmrilrr G.,r'il'i( 
. ~. .... ... . 
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HIP/SITO 16 

Sold in: KUL Ticketed in: ---..::S::.:...t\:..:::L~ __ _ 
lSI: Fare Type: _Y~ ___ _ 

FARE CONSTRUCTIOl'iS: 

I!. FCP i II.FC? 

i RULE I j RULE I , 

I CL\SS ! CIT'{ I (,()I INTR Y 

I ! ~ ! 
KUL I I 

I 
I 

,\:(SIN , Y I 
I 

I 

/T?M 'I --~--~r--~--~ 

SR J iSR , 
I 

MPM I MPM I 
TPM I TPM I 

I ;:;'MA I lEMA I I I~ 1 

1ST Y i 
I 

VIE Y 

MAD Y 

MEX Y 

I 53)\& I 

I
I -"9 i I, , 

1122 i 
I 5633 i 

767 i SAL I Y I I 

i I I 

i I I 
, 

I ! 
! i i I ! 

I From/TO 

':,\RI\ FAIU' CAI.C, 

i 

I 

DFUC I If------J 

CTM I 

COM I 
f-------
I 

i EUI'I\' F,\RE ,'IJ 
~"='()=T.~\L-~~~--~ 
, FARE C,\I.C 
I 

I FARE 

D 

.-___ T_O_T_A_L_N_U_C_: L.-____ -L-_X_R_O_E_: L-____ --l-- 7I_~ T 1...1 ____ ---'1. 
I TAT ENTRY: 
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Kredi kartl tutan/Amount In ioeal cunene\!: TRL 

I 

ve 
AL 

,ilgi 

dlc1lr. 

'-(redl 

, bller 

• INhen payment is hy :::mdit card. the ,:i1rdnurni)er (praceded by !he 
appropriate two-lett(~r c:ocie I anei tile aoproval GQ(je !lavp tt') he t:OITlOutcr_ 
'rnpnnted respectivE-Iv in tile 'FORM OF P,WMENT" - .1Ild "APPROVAL 
CODE - box. Handwritten entries and/or alterations in the tiCket 
coupons are not permitted_ 

• Before ~xtracllng the Agent couaon. the carrJholdel ~as ta sign tillS Sheet. 
• Tickets Issued under 3n !nc!uslve four Package liT) may ~ot be paid by 

Credit Card. 
• When tickets are Issued in conjunction, the cardhoider Onlv 11as to sign On 

'Ile FIRST ticket being Issued in conlunction_ 
• In c~se of payrnent by Credil Card. Ihis sneet may not be separated from 

:he .'Igent/CCCF COUDon. 

elln tOtal alal1lnda gdsterrien miktardan ferKIr oldugunde yazllacaktlrlto b~~Qma~ted Ii 

Kart Sahlbinrn Imz3sllSignature of cardholder 

9097780083 0 . !!C'<r''''''''(>':"1!' "',"'Il!"" "C,,~!~ • • 111(1 '" "el':; ...... '" 10' r""'I,"r! '· ... ;!rq""~ 'l!'<;<:"~'''' t'p",,:!,, ~",., 
~m .t,",Pt" .. , '1(>,'Hr.atl"l '"':ar,''I,,)I''''' ~nr: 'I C""",U'l!"" ,e; ~nn"'''' 0:;" ,oct" r~p,~ 'I."".(). 
·"up .... !<; ,','\""""1\ ,I"" '"III" "t' ,,,,,",, '.,"0;>" ~." .. ., <ot." .. ~t"""(><1 ~~\"''''I"'''<; t" 'Icc-::.,nanr .. 
,""~II 'I'InrT .. ,..-: l'" .. r. .... ~, ~;.)"'lMfl ... '<jSlUI"'U ,a", ",...1.'1.<; :l!t'"C1Pl1''' "lo[,ur.1!:!'" !'l"U~ 

i'" ' . 

.• 'O.Gooo'tJr~~,,~_ ........ ----- - .. -.-- -----~- .... ,,-,_ -- -. ,.t..,.~, ",..~ ___ ~.,_ . ____ :.,... __ .p , ...... p _ ••• __ ._ '. "~''!'~I1 ... ,:t;~~: .. ~·: ;,:'!~f~ '~'~II>1~'":"'--":"_'r. .. 1. ;:\~ 
_<1(2rl)_3~J_D ____ ""':"_Q.UL ___ :J' ~'i~ ___ Y:...iiLL_: ___________________ '!C'J:..D VIJl~ 
---,-,1.,QI_P_....!lU LD __ ~~)l~_-L __ ~i..)_UL. __ 5IQJll_______ ;\/0 r D VO I D 
~J.1.<~QRT.D Tn .)1 i,() ~.! 02F1-j? Ofl1 Cl . C[<j'/!\PiCl;)!";2fEE02FE82( 
..-J,J.JSOO;" :;jL_~11 ;:'L_JLJtt..FL.B.L..U1..2..Jorrtl\Pl o..i:t 09F'SB09FF:S:j 
F_LMADR1 J_] __ 1'., .. c.

,
or:ut"" ...... __ :~;~!~a;":'~, ~... _-=-_ ·u,~-a !:OO:~ "" "fl(~ .......... _~_._.:. ___ ~"' ........ 00<1 ,;!In iWI. • j\.!ncr.. 

::;SP 25000MAD ~8 r,i S~ 250() . 'hi U: 1-1i\DU500,tiGi·u1C ,;~)G:)CI .Oll[llD F:nEl. Ul),,(T 1'F' 
lfRL?q975Q00i8nfl()OV':-·~6·1nG:IFT ; /"\ -', 
-11~5000RS ( J 
irRL245000Q\~ \ " / 
'a. 2341000X'I1'~A~';r 

·,oo.,oo.-~,~"--. --- --_~ 

:1"RL3WJ1500.n-- --1--""----nmS . 4 075 9097780083 2 0 
CURRENCY=TF!l, 
.- -. - ~ .. 

- _. ::; ---

1111111111111111111111111111111111111 !IIIIIIIIIIIIII 11111111111111111111 ill II II 
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Unit 2 Making travel arrangements 

Dialogue 
Listen to the Dialogue. If you need 
to, you can look at the words in 
your book or at the Key Words after 
the Dialogue. 

Peter and .'vlaria Almar decide to 
go to :\.thens by air. .'v1aria goes to 
the travel agency to book the tickets. 

Maria Good afternoon. I'd like to book two return air 
tickets trom Istanbul to .-\.thens, please. 

T ravel agent CertJinly. When are you travelling? 
ybria Wi e want to rake the t1ight tomorrow afternoon 

and come back next Friday afternoon. 
Travel agent First class or economy class? 
Maria Economv class. 
Travel agent T\vo adults? 
:'vlaria Yes. 
T ravel agent .-\.nct your name is ... ? 
Maria Almar. .-\.-L·.'v1-A-R. 
Travel agent initials? 
"'bria .'vi. H. 

L59 

T ravel agent .-\.nd the other passenger? Credit (.lTd. 

Maria P. J. .-\.lmar. 
T ravel agent On [he 11th and the 14th. did you say? ~,;:.,. 

# 
.... .# "'~'" .'vb ri a That's right. Do 'vve have to change? 1i'" ,.~, 

Travel agent ~o. it'3 a dil"ect night. Here are your p" ~v. ~ 
tickets . .'v1rs ,-\.[mar. These are ror the outward #"";"<1. ~) ''t'~.' ~ 

27 

journey - Istanbul to .-\.thens on night SN 862 at <*"/.::s.?.;1 >-~ '\~'\. 
17.50 on 11th July .. -\.nd rhese dr~ ~orrt~e ret~rn ",."~(ol'''''':t.-t!i[:;v~-i>- :_ .. 
Journey - ,-\.thens to Istanbul on SN 80..} at b.lO on ~"-.~!"/:':( 0-xl~ "':' ... '\ 
l~th July. I?on'( forget to ?e at the airport 45 "':~':~'~' , -''\,'\.t. 
mmutes betore departure tlme.,~ :~,~., 

Maria Thank you. Do you accept credit cards? ' 
T ravel agent Certainly. Thank you. That's TL6:-96. 

Could you sign here. please? Thank you very much. 
Maria Thank YOLl. 

Go back and listen again to the 
Dialogue until ~'ou can understand it 
withour looking ;It the words. Then 
practise s.Jying \1ari3.\ words 
Jfter her. 
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II orclum I-;cndim~, Sarri10: dedim Elmd('n ~:e 

S venne" selir 1-"j('r~C\,l 01:11.1 Aphroclnt· !-!JI)I 

hirine1' Dedim KI AI-; hu' ke(:min Semiz hUT 
kemipini YaKaG1J:!lIll Suna,{!Inda (0 .t!liZt;-
lin .. ,. Amik <;";Iglr: Kacim ~:l1rierinck:,n Sarpi1o, 

tapmm8 ri'lrenien Kin \':;zeilg: korn siirierinde!1 bi
rincle, Ask \'c GLizcliik T:lIlncaSl Apl1rocillt"'cien bbv
Ie s()z edivot 
Aphrodite nin adm; LaSI\'an Aphrodisia~ ami\-; kemi 
Avdm ilinin KaraC1Sl1 kazasm:; bagb Gene kii\'l,
nun VaklllJI1d;.. Anri~: adl 'Salhako~' oiar, Babadaj:., 
bu kemi dopudar: kusatlvor, A,pilrocilsias'm kaill111-
ian araslnda doia~luaY~i b3~lan1adali ()nct'. kenrin 
bvkuslmL ciinievellm. Blzansi; Iarih~i STephano<2. 

161 

t l asked mysel,' SClppbu. I said U'lm! am Hili .l'ive / 

I 7(, Oil£' such as Aphrodite \1'1'(' hw el'erl'll1lllp''/ 1 

lI'il': hlln: 7711' .raul' Ic:~ i)(il/C Qr {j u,hite .rua: At 
. thai iJe(l1.lt1'~' allar' ... So ,~l!eab 5appj,u tb( lI'tlman 

poei qr anciem LesiJos. il1 011e f!{ be" cboms!',' II'ritten 

.r()l' CC'rt.!tnOllU'S ill 1/'OI:,hlp 0/ Aphroc/irc. j?uddc.\, ( love 
alld heaut)' 

The allcien: citl' qi'Aphrulirslas namcd a/lcr ApI7I'(!<iite is 
near the 1!iliafc q/ GerlT ill the eIistric! 0," J\amcasu in 

Tllrkey's s(llI!bIN'SI!'IT pI'ouinc(' (~iAvdlJ: Mount 
BlliJalia[' !the (mCleJ1! SuiiJakos! r1se." Ie. the e((S: qr the 

cin Before U~; begili 0111' lour q/ the nllllS here. let us 

hear th!'Slon' q/'tbr' cirl' Accordinp 10 the ByzCI1l:ine his
Ir.man, StephaJlo,l, the citrsfirs; name l/-'as Leie2ollopolis, 

Aphrodite'in ismini !a}lyan AphrodisIa!, Aydin ilimn Karacasu kazasm2 bagil Geyre koyiiniir. yakmmda, Antik adi ~albako\ olan Sabadag, kenti dogudan smeliyor. 

gore kemir. ilk ad. 'Leiegonopolis'tir. Kent dah8 
sonra 'Met-:apoli~' olmu~, Gee- di.memlerde Ise, Ba
bil'in efsanev]' kral: 1\1I105'un ad! \'erilml~ Aphrodisl
as'a, 

Aphrodisias'1I1 kalmulan, denizden 600 meTre vi.ik
seklikte bir plaw l1zerinde duruvor simc.ii, Bu ve
rimli topraklara, ilk kez, 7800 Vii once Gee !\eolilik 
ve Kalkolitik caj!1a 1'0,1 yerle"ilmi;;. Yerlesmeler. 
Tun~ ve Den1lr ca§lbnnd3 cb si.jrmi.j~, Aphrodisias, 
Hellenislik cagd:" ()nemli hir kem: imraralOr1uk di)
neminde ise R011la'nm ~bzclesi oil1lll;'. Ovlt- ki tarih
r;:i Appian';! ,!!i'>re Rom:dl cliktatbr SlIlb, Delphoi hi
lici~inin imerisi ile "IC), 82'(\e, Karia'll Tannca Aph
roclitt:>\'e hir ailin la,' \'C c:ih vlizli.i hir hall:, ,!!i)ncler-

a/iel' the mysten01/S Lelegians !{'bon; tbe GI'eeks look to be 
fbr prr-He/ic11lc il1dlgenous people qT the Aegea1; islands, 
77.7(' ci(r latcr became know11 as Mr,fJapo/is, and lI:as sub

sequeJ1t!r named afler Babylon~, legrncian' l\m,l' :Vinos, 
77.7(' rUlJ1S qr Aphrodisia.' are silllated on a plate{//I at an 

altitude ql60(1 I1Irtres. 77.* fel1ile land U'(/S fii:'; settled 
78(J(1 year:; apo 111 the Late JV1'oliti7ic and Choico/ithic 
ages, and n'111C1illed inbabited through the B/'(illze and 

11\J1i apes. Dllrmp the C;reek period Aphrodisias preu' into 
a /1/(/101' citr, alld 1Inder the Romans I['as .'1(, respected 
thai aCCOrd/ll,f!. ((, the hlSI01'lal1 Appian the ROI7l(/i/ dicta
tor Sullo S1'lIl Rifts 0/ 0 ,~()!den Cmll'1l and (/ dOlli)!e hlad

cd {lxe 10 the Canan poddes.' ai the il!slikallun of the ora
cle rJnelpbi ill 82 JX 



l11i:;; ... 
:\phrodisias :VIS. 2. 3 ve ~. yuzytlbrda hem bir kul
tur merkezi hem de dinse! bir merkez olarak en 
pariak d6nemini vasaml:j. Hristiyanhkt:m ,oora kem 
Hac Kenti' :mlamma ge!en 'Stavropolis' Jdlyla aml

inl:? Bizanshbr ise. ,\phrodisias"dan 'Karia' obrak 
siizcderler. I)-II. yuzytllar bovunca kent. giderek 
,'>nemini \'itirmi::i. 
A.phrodisias kaztlan 20 ;..-iizvJlJa bas,l:1r. Franslz mu
hendis ve am:L[()l' ~trkeolog Paul Gaudin. ilk kazlvi 
i 904 ve 190)'te gen;ckie:;;rinTIl:j. ttalyan btlgmi Giul
io Jacopi ise. 19:37·de. birka<; hatta _-I.gora·nm kO:je
sini KaZIl1l:/. Prof. Dr. Kenan Erim. kesintisiz otuz yt! 
5lirecek kaZl <;::lh~malanna 1961'c!e ba:jlamls,. A.phro-

disi:l~ kazJian. Prot'. Erim'in 1 ()9(rda (jilim(inden 
soma .-'l.BO·U meslekra:il Prot. Dr. R. Smith [arafm
dan vtil'ti(lilOvor. 
:\phrodisias'm k::limtIlan dliz hif alanda :-'er :lhvor. 
.-'l.nuk rivarronun vaslan<.lt!!;l l'i metre \iikseklip;inde
ki [epe. eski cagbrdan blmCl hlr h()vi.ik. Dnguda 
Kalan l'eklllez Tepe ise. prehistorik hil' \·erlesme. 
.-'l.kropoiis·e ulasan egimli [oprak \'oldan ';Oi:l dOi!,ru 
klvnlIl'samz .-'l.phrociisia.<m Hellenisrik c'~l.!l;a ul'ihle
nen rivatroSlIn:l ula.~lrslnlz. Bu vap!. ki)\'C!n rerk 
cdilIllis evkrinin altllldan l'IK:m11l1Is. (·.sr ,.)(lll'lna ';1-

uLm klsl1len. air utunna slr;li:IFI ve sahnt'. h(irlinliv
Ie korunllllls. 'iahnenin hirinci ka[1 i.izLTindekl vaZH. 
htl li\·.llr0I111Il fmpar;I[or .'it.'z:lr \'c .\llgllsru ..... UIl :lz:([lI 

35 

l62 

Jpbrodisias enjoyed its heyday as a cll/tural and reli
giolls celltre dunn€? the 2nd to 4th Celltlln·es. ,Vter the 
;pread of Chrlstianitv Apbrodisias hecame known as 
StU/J ropo lis. meaning City of the Crn;s. u.Jhile the 
BvzclIltines referred to tbe dtv as Caria. Fmm [he 6th 
century ollu:ards the cit]! Jell illlO gradllal deciine. and 
bad disappeared ji'OfIl (he stage of history without trace 
hv [he lIt/) c·lmlllry. 

I7Je fIrst t!xcauations n/ the site were carried out in i 904 
and 1905 !Jy [he Frencb e!17gineer and mnmeur arcbae
oiogist. Paul Gaudin. in 1937. the italian scholar Giulio 
jacop! :,pent a few weeks ullcouen'ng one comer of rbe 
agora. Tben In 1961. the Turkish arcbaeologist 
Pro/Dr.Kel1cm Enm hegan e.;-.;cavations which were to 

fast jO .,·ears witbnllt illterruption. and reuealed 
.·IDbmliisfaS in ail its .;plene/ollr. Since Pro/Enm died tn 

f91)(J blS .-lmer/can coi/c(!,,<lle. Pm/DrR.SmltiJ ',as heen 
c'am'ing 1)/1 the 1I1lcmnpleteci Il'ork . 
.iphmdisllIs lies 011 a/la[ site. the 15 metrC' hi~iJ mlJlI/lt! 

'l,~tliIlSI ;{'hlcb the amphitheatre leans 1)C'1I71; (//1 I..'l'ell 

!Jitier tllJll II ius .. ·IIlIJ[ber I/lOll/lii [0 tbe !'ast (?Il{)U'11 us 
Pei.!.nw:: 7i:pe is the re/ll(/lIiS o/a prebisloT1C se{[/(.'mellt. 

Til m 11l.~ leti ')lUO the ,in/JUig mud 11.'{{dill~ lip (() !be 

i1cm[",iis i)l'lllgs VOlt to ,be /-{(.'ilenisiic· rhlc'{ftre 1)/ 
.1!,hmdl~'i(/s ThiS S[ructillt' {/,ilS discIJ(·er(.'ti he/oil' Cl ~mllp 

(~( d(Jreiic/ ,J)fhl!!,e:'; ~!l)e IOlrer .... V(II.'>' and skene lire !Jl U 

(It'11l'Ci Si,I[,' "1'rll'('serl'lili(Jll. i/J/(I !he IIp/Jer ~eCl's are pilr

tIilill' '. {)11I[>j, "(' l1w iI/SLT//Jli'"1 <)('£'1' IheJirsl .,torc\' I!/ rbe 
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kci!t::si Zullu~ urafmdan \'aplInidll!1J11 vc halk:.! allan
dl,l!ml hildirivor. Sahne hin;l~mm hemen sal!mcb. 
keme n:rilen a\TICalik ve on urian i<,'eren imraralor 
mekruplan vel altvor. Tl\';ltronuf, onasmdaki or
kestra klS1111 isl:". Marcu;; Aurelliu~ dimeminde derin
leslirilerek arenm';i c!ilni.iSlurlilmu::,. Vah"i hawan ve 
glad\'alC'n dClj!i.i$lerine de sahne olan hll alan;! h:l\
vanlar sahne hinasmm aitmdaki dehlizcien sabveri
lirlermi~. Bizan~ diinel11inde ise livatro. ~i)pli.ik 01<1-
rak kullanllml~ 
Amik kemin ybndim ve Heare: merkezi olan Ago
r;fVl Akropoli:;'ten baD vijnlmde vuruverek ghrebi
lirsiniz. 205x120 meuelik bl!' alant kaplavan Age,
ra'nID doP.u kesimi imparalor Tiherius';J ad<lnml~. 
Ban kesil11inde. Hadrianus Hamal111ar: yer altvor 
Bll hamamlar alo salondan oiusuvor. Ba?hea saion
lar 'Calidariul11' (slCak oda). 'Sudatoriul11' (terieme 
oclastl. 'Tepidariul11' (llml113 odaslJ ve 'Frigidariul11 

skelle reiale5 thai Ihe tbel/tr{' II'(/S elldowed hr Zulim. {/ 
l1Io111llllllled sla/.'e (!( the emperor" CC/esar and AllgllSlII.,. 

(flld tilal i: IS dedic{ffed 1(1 tbe people. To the I1fhl (~( the 

skelli' are iettel"sjrol1l the emperor decianllg the prtl'ilew,d 
stat liS alld hOl1olllx accorded to 111(' citro The orchestra pi: 
il! the centre was deepened CIlia trcllls(ormed i11I(.o all 
arelltl iIlIrill!! t/.)(: rel,fm ()/J\Jarcw' Aurelius. The ll'ild all/

mai.' alld pladiaturs lI'i.J(I.rough! here c!llIered the slClJ!e 
.frO/Ji tbe p{lUII beJou' the skene. DUI-illp the Brzanlirw 

perioo'. tbe theatre sen'eel a useful bw less spectacular 
/lIllCliOli as the cit]' ll'ast(' dll Illp. 

TIJ(' apora. wbich Il'ClS the Cldl11ii11SII'{ltil~' and cummer

cia! hllh of the citl', is Oli the western suie 0/ the acmJlolzs. 
(overlll!:! (Iii area 0/205 x 120 metres. tbe easten; sect!U71 
[I.'{lS dedicClied to the Empl'ltIr TinemlS. 017 the other side 

are tbt' Ball?, of }Jadl1·an. a large complex q( six room.' 

inciudlllp the calidan:um (ho! room J. sudatOrium (swe(/!

in!} room). tepidarium (coolin!! room) and ji'gidarium 
(cold monl/ iFhen Pall! 

Ga!lilll; excllvated bere 

al the tllrn 0/ the cemu-
1:1'. he discovered mam 
slatue.\ and carValid.· 17, 
thE- arcaded coll11varci II? 

fronl q/the baths 

Tun7in!.' northll'ards 

(sogukluk J. Paul Gau
din. bu yuzVllm basm
da yapllP.l kaztiarda. 
hamarnm bnundeki si.i
runlu avluda <;:ok saVI
da heykel \'e figi.irlU 
sUlun bulmus. 
Hadrianus Hamarnla
nndan kuzeve dogru 
ilerlerseniz kar~IOlza 
bir dizi oda ve salon 
<;:lkar. Bu \'apllann Ro
ma pitlndan kalma 
bzel bir eve ail oldu~u 
sambyor. Bizans cagm
da ise. Piskopo~ Sara
YI'na dbnusturuimu~ 
olabileeepi varsa\'1ll
yor. 196:' vIlmd3 ona
ya <;:Ikanlan Odeoo. 

fron, tb(' Baths 0/ 
Hadrian you COlliI' 

across (i series q( small 

and im:!!!' ruoms behen:d 
Ie belonf! tv a Roman 
uil/a of grand pmI'lI'"
tions whici; in ByzanlllJc 

time.' was used as tbe 

bishops palace Tnr 
odeull. u'hich 1/'as unco/ -

ered in J 962. is one cf 

1961'den 1990'da iilUmUne karlar Aphrodilias kazllanm yUriilen Pro!. Or. Kenan Erim'jP. 
mezan amik kenne buiunuyorj he'. D:. herTa' tn",. wnr concuctcc excavanon: If 

A.~nrGQ!\ia:. iron 196: Unl;: nl' Oeatr, If !09C wa; Dunec If' im' anCIen; tit). 
the best pres(!I1'ed huild

ings in Aphrodisias 1: weL< once roq(ed and its rOll'S of 

se{w lWllld haw accommodated several hundred people 

comjrJl1abh' 

Aphrodisias'm ivi korunmu~ yapJianndan biri. Bu 
yapmm geqni~te uzeri bnuluvmi.ls ve daha fazla St:

yirei Slrasma sahipmi~ 
A?k ve Guzellik TanncaSj-n,i ad,man tapmak. Oele
on'un hemen kuzevinde yer ailvor. TapmaitlO giri~ 

si.ltunlanndan cogu bugi.1O de a\'akta. Bll annsa! va
pmm insasma Hellenistik cagda ba;;lanmlS TapJ
nak. imparalOf AllgUStU~ di.)neminde tamamlanml:;;. 
Tann~aDln hasar g6rmu.? bir bevkeli. Tarmak ile 
Odeon arasmda. bir Bizans vapIslOm temellerinde 
bulllnmu~. 

Aphrodisias'lO en etkileyiei yaplSl. hie kuskllSUZ. 
amik caglO en ivi korunmu~ Stadium·u. Bli yap!. 1. 

veya 2. yuzytlda in~;J edilmi~, 30 hin sevirei alan hu 
Stadillm\1O uzunllll!u 262. genisligi '59 metre. Alk
tizm yansmabn icin insa ediir11l~ oian yap!. ]{oma dt.
neminin sonllvb 13izans dllnO:>!l1l1llie Arena olarak cia 
kllllamlIl1ls. 

Tbc lempie dedicaled 10 the poddess q( /Ol'e alld beawy is 
.IUS! 110/1/1 (?( the oe/eoll. Mosl of the temple columns are 
still standillf! today Conslruction q( this mOl1ume71lcl.' 

bl.lildinf! commenced ill Hellenistic limes, and was COlli

pleted dll71np tbe reigl7 q( the Roman emperol" AllgllSTiI., 

A damaged Clill sw[Ur q( the }!.oddess has beel1 foulld 11 

thefoul1datuJIls o( a Bl'Zal1tille building betll'een the tel/;

pie and thr odeoJl. 
TIw m()st imposing monument at Aphrudisia.' is u,ithm/! 

dOl/bl the stacillll11. which is in a hetter state q/preseI7'ci

li(}11 than allY otber (!( ils kind. Dating fl"OlI1 thr lSI or 

211d ceWIIIY it seated 30.000 people and measured 26: 

iJr 59 II/£'Ires. Ori,l.! lila 1/1 , llsed for atbletic collljJetiliul?' 

the Slat/ill 111 sert'ed as all arella for tbe lale Rumans {In 

Bl'z{l 11 lilies. 
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APPENDIX 11 

Ref: Headway Elementary 

Question forms - Adverbs - At the railway station 

Did you know that? 

PRESENTATION (1) 

Ouestion forms 
I Work in group;. Answer the quiz: 

::i; When did the Berlin Wall come 
down? 
a 198~ -I) 1989 c )99n 

General Knowledge Quiz 

How fast does Concorde fly? 
a 2.000 kiiometre, an hour 
b 2.500 kiiometre, an hour 

(i'e When did the first American walk on c 3.000 kilometres an hour 

'-' the moon? (9\ How far is it from London to New 
a )961 b 1965 C )469 '.J York? 

-
Where are the Andes mountains? 

Who did the actress Elizabeth 
Taylor marry twice? 

Who won the 100 metres in the 
Seoul Olympics? 
a Ben Johnson b Cari Lewis 

C Ed Moses 
~ \!> How many countries are there in 

the European Community? . 

Ci-; How much does an African 
elephant weigh? 
a 3-:; tonnes 
C 7-<J tonnes 

b 5-7 tonnes 

a D.O()() kilometres 
b 9.000 kiiometre~ 
c 12.000 ki lomelre, 

How old was Charlie Chaplin 
when he died? 
a 75 b 83 c 8~ 

(II: What languages do Swiss people 
speak? 

62: What did Columbus discover in 
----..' 1492? 
(13' What sort 01 music did Elvis ,-/ 

Presley play? 
a Jazz b Blues CRock'n' roll 

What happens at the end 01 the 
story Cinderella? 

What happened in Chernobyl in 
1986? 
Why do birds migrate? 

Which newspaper does Queen 
Eiizabeth read? 

Which language has the most 
words? . 
a French 
b Chinese 
c EngiJsh 



2 IB Listen and check. Listen carefully to the intonation 
of the questions. Practise some of the questions. 

Grammar question 
Underline the question words. 
Which questions are in the Past Simple. and which are in 
the Present Simple? 

3 [n groups. write some general knowledge questions. 
. ~sk the class! 

Practice 
1 Question words 
Match a question word in A with an answer in B. 

When? 
Where? 
Who? 
How"? 
How many? 
How much? 
What? 
Why' 
Which one? 

2 Grammar 

B 

Five. 
.~ book. 
nOp. 
The new one in the High Street. 
Because [ need it for my job. 
Jenny. 
To the cinema. 
By bus. 
Last Saturday. 

Put rhe words in the correct order to make questions. 
Then choose the correct answers from list B above. 

a cigarettes you many do a day how smoke? 

b go you night where did lase' 

c does petrol much a cost litre of how'.' 

d last go you shopping did when? 

e restaurant did go to which you? 

come today school how you to did? 

g shops did buy the at you what'? 

h party to speak who did the at you? 

English want learn to you do why'! 

:2 In pairs. ask and answer the questions about yourselves. 

3 listening and pronunciation 
lEI Tick I ..... ) the sentence you hear. 

a Where do you want to go? 
b Why do you want to go? 

2 a Where does she work? . 
b Where does he work? 

3 a She walks to the bank. 
b She works in a bank. 

~ a He won the match . 
b Who won the match? 

5 a Did she marry him? 
b [s she married. Jim? 

6 a How old was she? 
b How old is she'? 

7 a Johnny Page played the guitar. _ 
b Johnny Page plays the guitar. 

S a Where did you go last night? 
b Where do you go at night? 

4 Speaking 
Read the introduction about Laurel and Hardy. 
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They are called EI Gordo y el Flaco in Spain. Helan och Halvan in 
Sweden. and Stanlio e Olio in Italy. but in English they are called 
Laurel and Hardy. the rnost farnous cornedy duo in cine rna history. 

Work in pairs. Yout teacher will give you some more 
information about Laurel and Hardy. but you do not have 
the same information. 
Ask and answer questions to complete the information. 

Example 

Student A 
Laurel and Hardy met in .,. 
(Where?) in 1926. 

Student A 

Student B 
Laurel and Hardy met in 
Hollywood in ". (When?). 

Student B 

1...Where did the.y meer)-"(They mel in HOIlYWOOd~ 

~hey met in 1916)~ (When did they meer~ 

93 



PRESENTATION (2) 

Adverbs 
Look at the sentence~. 

Lunch i, a quick meal for many people. 
I ate my food quickly and left the restaurant. 

Quick is an adjective. II describes a noun. 
Quickiy is an adverb. It describes a verb. 

:2 Are the word, in italics ad.iective, or adverbs~ 

a Smoking is a bad habit. 
b The team played badjy and IOS1 the match. 
c Piease listen carefully. 
d Jane's a careful driver. 
e The homework was easy. 
f Peter' s very good at tennis. He won the game easilY. 
g J know the Prime Minister v.eli. 
h My husband' s :; good COOk. 

It's a hard life. 
Teacher> work hard and don't earn much money. 

• Grammar questions 
Hov. do we make regular adverbs: What happem when 
the adjective ends in -y: 

- Which adverbs are irregular: 

Practice 
1 Listening and speaking 

Check the meaning of these adverbs in your dictionary. 

_ quickly slowly 
_. carefully suddeni~ 

_ quietly -I immediately 

94 
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:2 1m Listen to a man describing what happened to him 
in the middle of the night and put the adverbs in the 
correct order. 

3 In pairs. tell tht story again. 

2 Grammar 
Match a verb or phrase in A with an adverb in B. 
Sometimes. more than one answer is possible. 

A 

run 
work 
get up 
speak tW(l languages 
do your homt\Nork 

B 

hard 
early 
fluently 
carefully 
fasl 

:2 PUl the word in brackets in the correct place in the 
sentence. If necessaT). change the adjective to ar: adverb. 

a We had a holiday in Spain. but unfonunatei~ we had 
weather. (terrible) 

b Maria dance~. ~good i 
c When J sav. the accident. I phoned the police . 

(immediate) 
d Don'; wo~. Justin i, a driver. (careful) 
e Jean-PIerre is a henchman. He loves food. wine and 

rugh~ . (typical i 
f Please speak. I can' I understand you. (siow! 
g We had a tesl toda~. (easy, 
h v·,: e all passed. (easy i 

You speak English. tg()odj 

3 Correcting the mistakes 
Each sentence has a mistake. Find it and correct it. 

a Where doe, live Anna' s sister" 
b What son of music you like" 
c What meam scream" 
d Did they went nUl lasl night~ 
e Do you can help me. please" 
f When is going Peler on holiday~ 
g I last night 10 the cinema wem. 
h Do your homework very careful. 

You drive 100 fastly' Slow down! 
You're a beautifully dancer! 



VOCABULARY 
Talking about a book 

It is d good idea to read stories in English. You can read 
at home. in bed. on the train. jllywhere~ 
. \I1ana read a story called TItI' .\1ol1ke\'".\ Paw. Match a 
LjueStioll about the book with \'!ana'; answers. 

Questions about the book 

What's the title of the book? 
:2 What sort of story is it? 
3 Who are the main characters? 
-I What's it about? 
5 What happens in the end? 
6 Did you ~njoy it'! 
-: Do you recommend it? 

A 

(These: boob are part of the IJ.rF,,·d Book\l'orl1/ Serit>s). 
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Maria's answers 

a The son dies in an accident at work . 
b Yes.Ido. 
cOld Mr and Mrs White and their son. Herbert. 
d It's called The Monkey's Paw. 
e It' s a horror story. 
f Yes. I did, It was very interesting. 
g A monkey's paw which is magic, It can give people 

three wishes, but the wishes don't bring happiness. 

IiZlI Lislen to Maria and check your answers. 

:2 Here are four texts from four books. \'1atch A. B. and C. 

B ! C 

a He was very frightened now. He got 
up and went to the bathroom to wash 
his face. He looked in the mirror and 
screamed. In irontofhim, in the mirror, 
there was the head of a dead man. 
Therewere no eyes. and no nose, just , 
deep black holes. Then suddenly the . A DETECTIVE STORY 
head came alive. and itbegantolaugh. 

b Forthe nextthirtyyears the Duke and 
Duchess lived in Paris. They gave 
parties andtraveiled round theworld. 
but they never went back to 
Buckingham Palace. When King 
George died in 1952 and Queen Mary 
died in 1961. Edward returned to 
Windsor for a few days. But Wallis 
stayed in France. 

c That nightwe went tJack to the house. 
When we saw Helen Stonor's lights. 
Holmes and I got in quietly through 
the window. Then we waited silently 
in the middle bedroom. We waited for 
three hours and did not move. 
Suddenly we saw a light and heard a 
sound ... 

d 'Run!'themanthought 'Move! Faster! 
I can't stop now.' 
Over the man's head the night sky 
was black and cold. and in front of 
him were the trees. Tall. dark trees ... 
'I can hide there; the man thought. 
He looked behind him. He could see 
the lights. There were five or six men. 
Then he heard the dogs ... 

A ROMANCE/ 
BIOGRAPHY 

AN ADVENTURE 
STORY 

A HORROR STORY 
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READING AND LISTENING 
A short story 
You will read a story calied The Girl with Grecn Evcs from 
a book of shon stories from the OJ..jord Bookworm Serics 
calied One-Way Ticke;. 

Pre-reading 
Do you like train journeys'; What can you do on a train 
journey that you can't do on a car journey? 

'") Do you like looking at people on trains0 

Look at picrure 1. 
Who are friends~ 
Who are strangers? 
Who are husband and wife? 

3 What do you think happens in the story'.' 

Reading and listening 
IiiI Read and listen to pan I of the story. Answer the 
question~. 

a Who is related to who: 
b Who is who in the plcrures0 

c What does Julie think of her husband~' 
d What do you thin}; happens in the story? 

:: Read and lislen to pan 2. Answer the questions. 

e What does Bill d0 0 What does the tall dark man do:' 
f Why does Julie read the back of the newspaper? 
g Does she look into the tall dark man' s eyes the first 

time" And the second time? 
h What does she think of the tall dark man:' 

3 Read and listen to pan 3. Answer the questions. 

What happens when the train arrives at the station~ 
j Who sees Julie get off the train: 
k 'People don't always need words. young man.' What 

does the mother mean" 
Why does Julie leave her husband? 

Vocabulary 
Which parts of the body are in the story? Which parts 
especially" Why. do you think" 

Speaking 
Work in groUDS of three. Student A is BilL Student B is 
the little girL 'and Student C is the girl's mother. Practise 
the dialogue from 'Wherc's Julie" to the end. 

2 Look back at the questions on page 95. Use them to ask 
and answer about Thc Girl with Green Eyes. Retell the 
story in the Past Simple. 

96 

4 
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There were seven people in the carriag". 

Jlllle opened her eyes and looked ar the hac!: page 0 
tal! dark man's nev.-spapel 

Green eyes looked imo dark hmwn eves for a long., 
nllllUle. 

'She gOi off the [rain ar Plymouth. IVith the rail dar, 



The Girl with Green Eyes 

Part 1 

'Of course: the man in the brown hat said. 'there are good 
policemen. and there are bad policemen. you know.' 

'You're right: the young man said. 'Yes. That's very 
true. Isn't it. Julie?' 

Julie didn't answer and looked bored. She closed her 
eves. 
. There were seven people in the carriage. There was the 

man in the brown hat; the young man and his wife. Julie; a 
mother and two children; and a tail dark man in an 
expensive suit. 

The young man's name was Bill. He had short brown 
hair and a happy smile. f-'Js wife. Julie. had long red hair 
and very green eyes - the colour of sea water. They were 
very beautiful eyes. 

PartZ 

Bill and the man in the brown hat talked and talked. The tail 
dark man took out his newspaper and began to read. Julie 
opened her eyes and looked at the back page oi his 
newspaper. She read about the weather in Budapest and 
abom the football in Liverpool. She wasn't interested in the 
weather and she didn't like rootbail. but she didn't want to 
listen to Bill and the man in the brown hat. 'Talk. talk. talk: 
she thought. 'Bill never stops taiking: 

Then suddeniv she saw the tail man's eves over the top 
at his newspaper. She could not see his ~outh. out there 
was a smile in his eves. Quicklv. she looked down at the 
newspaper again. She read abo~t the weather in Budapest 
for the third time. Then she looked at the tail man's hands. 
Thev were iong, brown hands. very clean. 'Nice hands: she 
thought. He wore a very expensive Japanese watch. 'Yapan: 
she thought. T d like to go to Japan: She looked up and saw 
the man's eyes again over the top of his newspaper. This 
time she did not look away_ Green eyes looked into dark 
brown eyes for a long, slow minute. 

Part 3 

Bill and his new friend went to buy somet.hing to eat and 
d..'"ink. The train was nearlv at Plymouth. The tall dark man 
stood up, put the newspaper in hls bag, and left the carriage. 
The train stopped at the station. A lot of people got on the 
train. and two women and an old man came into the 
carriage. 

The train moved slowly away from Plymouth station. 
and Bill came back to the carriage. Where's Julie?' he said. 
'She's not here: 

The little girl looked at Bill. 'She got off the train at 
Plymouth: she said. 'With the tail dark man. I saw them: 

, 'Of course she didn't!' Bill said. 'She's on this train. She 
didn't get off: 

'Yes. she did: the children's mother said suddenlY. '1 
saw her too. The tail man waited for her on the platform: 

'He waited for her?' Bill's mouth was wide open. 'But ... 
But he read his newspaper ail the time. He didn't talk to 
Julie. And she never talked to him. They didn't say a word: 

'People don't always need words. young man: the 
children's mother said. 

'But 1 don't understand: said Bill. 'She's my wite. Why 
did she go? Why did she leave me? What am I going to do?' 

(Adapted from a story by Jennifer Bassett) 
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:8 EVERYDAY ENGLISH 
Catching a train 

,-\nn lives in London. She wants to go to Newcastle for 
the day lnd decides to go by train. She phones the British 
Rail Talking Timetable Service. 

.. Listen and complete the timerable. Notice we 
often use the twenty-four hour clock for timetables. 

7.00 in the morning = 0700 (on seven hundred hours) 

DEPARTURE TIME 
from KING'S CROSS 

I 0700 

! 0950 

ARRIVAL TIME 
in NEWCASTLE 

1130 

1437 

2 1m Ann goes to the Information Office at King's 
Cross station. She wants to know about train times back 
from Newcastle. Listen and complete the conversation. 

A Good morning. (a) _______ the times of 

trains (0) Newcastle. please? 

B .-\fternoon. evening? When (c) _______ ,) 
A .-\bout rive o'clock this afternoon. 

B About (d) _______ . Right. Lt:t's have a 

look. There's a train that (e) ______ _ 

-1-.-1-5. and there', (0 _______ at 5.25. 

A And (g) _______ get in'? 

B Back at King', Cross at 7_15 and (h) ______ _ 

A Thanks a 1m. 

'-17 : 
I , 



.\ nn ~(le, 10 the ticket officc. Put thc lines of the 
conversation in the'corrcct ordcr. 

.1..- A 
A 
C 
A 
C 
C 
A 
C 
A 
C 

R A 

Hcllo. I'd like a tickct to Newcastle. please. 
I want to come back this evening. so a day rerum. 
How do you want to pay? 
Rerum. please. 
Here's your change and your ticke!. 
Single or rerum? 
Twent).. forty. Stxty pounds. 
Day return or period rerum? 
Cash. please. 
Forty-eight pounds tifty. piease. 
Thank you. 

IB Listen and check. Close your books. Try to 

remember [he conversations! In pairs. practise saymg 
them. 

4 ImI Look at the noticeboards at the railway station 
and listen to the announcernenL Correct the mistakes. 

ARRIVALS 

FROM. • PLATFORM TIME __ REMARK 

.~ •• DI 1iDI!I--.~ 

.~." I!IBI--'~ 
,". ,~~ ·111 IlIB1 --1DE!mIII "'_ .• mm---

DEPARTURES 

.DESTlNATION • PLATFORM TIME __ REMARK 

:~_·III' mm-. -
:~_. • 1iIBI-'·.
.':~.~ _ 1iID!I_.-
9g 
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GRAMMAR SUMMARY 
Question forms 

--------------- .~- ._---_ ... 

When 

Where 

Who 

How 

What 

What 

Why 

How many 

How much 

Howiar 

dir. Co!umc~!s cllscove~ Arr;encc'l 

are tile Anaes', 

010 sile marrl'? 

00 'IOU gel!e senao!? 

do you nave ior oreakras( 

naooens at tne ene or the storv? 

do yOU wan: to learr. Englisn? 

neople are mere 1;"1 thE- s:as::'·' 

does sne ear;'!';' 

IS 1::0 tne centre? 

What son of car do you nave? 

Which newspaper DC, 'IOU read? 

Adjectives and adverbs 
Au,iective, describe nouns. 

a big do& 
a careful driver 

Advern,; describe verbs. 

Sile ran quickl~ 
He dri ve, toP fast. 

TC' form re~ujar ad\'~rbs. add -/I" 10 the adJecli\e, 
\\orcb cnding lfi-\ change lO -ill. 

Adjective Adverb 

QUICK aUl:::kiv 

Dac oadlv 
carew: carerully 
easy easiiv 

immediate Immediately 

Some adverb, are irregUlar. 

goaa well 

harc narc 

earl\' earl\ 

ias, tas~ 

Prepositions 
What's the slOry about" 
What happen, in the em!'.' 
What do you thin\-' of Pete:-" 
I want to go round rhe "DrId . 
. -\ girl "'ith green ~: e~. 
Are \'OU i ntereslcci in ballet': 
The train I' on tim.:, 
The train i~a\e' from piatform ',l. 



APPENDIX 12 

. \dlmz ve soyaalruz: 
Aldlgunz kursun ad!: 
Ogretrneninizm ad!: 

Bogazi<;i Universitesi-Deu1com Projesi'nin degerlendirilmesi iyin katldt'.nmza gereksin.im 
duymak'"..aytZ. Litfen ~grdaki scruian yamtlaYInlZ: 

1. Kursa b~iadIgmrzda tngili7ce oilginiz nasll.dl? 
a. :yok iyi c. nonnal. 
b. iyi d. k6tii 

2. Kurs. tngilizce aIanmdaki ihtiyaC;lar .... '1.lZ3 cevap verebildi mi? 
a . .yok faz!a o. yeteri karlar c. 90k fazla degu d. hie; 

3. Kursu bitirdil...1:en sonra Ingilizce biIginizi naSIl degeriendiriyorsunuz_ 
a. 90k iyi c. normal 
o. 1)'1. d. kdtii 

~. Ingilizce kullarunu lqlsmdan, kendinizi daha ge~-ni!i ve bagxmslZ buluyor musunuz? 
J.. evet b. haytr 

5. Kursun 30nunda, hangi. dil alan1annda kendinizi daba ge~ hissediyorsunuz? 
a. kelime biigisi d. yazma becerisi 
o. gramer bilgisi e. okuma becerisi 
c. konu~ma becerisi t: dinleme becensi 

6. Kursu sizin r;a11~yl dii~diigunUz alanIa ne kadar ilintili buldunuz? 
a. ;;ok fazia b. yeteri kadar c. yok fazla degil d. hi" 

7 Kurs sizin mesieki bilgi aianmdaki ihtiyac;larmlZa cevap verebildi mi? 
:l. 90k fuzla b. ye<-..eri kadar c. 'Yok fazla degil d. hie; 

8. Kurs stiresi yeterii miydi? 
a. '¢'1et b. haytI" 
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9. Yiateryalll!r ve clers iC;i ak.1:lviteleri :;~mayt dti~ndiiguniiz mt!Slekfe ne kadar liintili (uygun)? 
a. yok fazia b. yeteri karlar c. cok faz!a degil d. hi<; 

10. Materyaller ve ders l.;i akti~te!er zor muydu? 
J.. ~ck f;uia b. yeteri Kadar ,;. vok tazJ.a degil d. hl~ 

II .'vLateryaller ve ders i.;:i aktrviteier ilgin.; rniydi? 
L!. <yok faz!a o. yeteI1 kadar c. ((ok fp.;:ia. degIi d. hit; 
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12. Kursa b~larken be1dentiIeriniz nelerdiry (birden fazJa ser,:;!negr i~arecleyebilirsin1Z) 
a. Ingilizcemi ge!i~tirmek c. sertifika almak 
b. mesieki biiguni gel~tirmek d. mesiek sahibi olmak 
e. kendimi ge~tirmek e. diger (beiirtiniz) 

13. 1:. maddede belirttiginiz beklentiIeriniz ne kadar gen;ekle~ti? (sertifika almak ve meslek sahibi 
oimak maddeleridl~mda). 
a . .;:ok tazla b. yeteri kadar c. 90k fazla degil. d. illy 

14. Kursu gene! olarale nasll. degerlendiriyorsunuz? 

a. egitiro program! 
o . .>tire 
c. ogrerim gorevtisi 
d. ders materyalleri 
e. BogaziGl Universitesi-Deulcom 

kurs y6netimi 
f diger 

a.~ok yeterli b.yeterli c.fazla yeterli degil d.m<; yeterli degil 

15. Bu kursun daha ver.mli Oimasl i9in onerileriniz nelerdir? 

16. llerideki mesleki hede±1eriniz neierdir? 
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